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”Some people - some companies and some decision makers in particularly - have known exactly what
priceless values they are sacrificing to continue making unimaginable amounts of money. And I think
many of you who are here today belong to this group of people.”
Greta Thunberg, World Economic Forum 2019
Cover image: Images of optical imaging and X-ray multi-contrast imaging of the first cavitation bubble
rebound of an ablation on a free zinc wire with a diameter of 1 mm. The ablation was performed in pure
water with a laser of 7 ns pulse duration, a wavelength of 1064 nm and a pulse energy of 11 mJ. The multi-
contrast imaging was performed on an imaging beamline of the synchrotron at KIT with a compound
array refracting lens as optical element. In optical imaging a predominantly opaque mushroom-like re-
bound is visible. The X-ray imaging proves that the rebound consists of a vapor cavity containing many
microbubbles.
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Abstract
With Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquids (PLAL) it is possible to produce nanoparticles (NPs) that are
directly dispersed in liquid and no residual surfactants or reactants do contaminate these NPs. After laser
excitation of the target, a millimeter-sized cavitation bubble is formed in which the NPs are confined.
Using a series of complementary measurement techniques and in situ hierarchical imaging, this work
examines the fundamental processes during PLAL.
The laser-matter interaction is investigated by optical imaging of the cavitation bubble and the ignited
plasma in combination with absorption spectroscopy. A direct correlation between these three parameters
is identified which allows indirect conclusions to be drawn about the ablation process. The incubation
effect occurring on pristine targets and the presence of a plasma threshold fluence indicate that efficient
ablation requires either pre-irradiated targets or fluences above the threshold. An ablation with low flu-
ences on pristine targets leads to strong loss mechanisms, which results in a strongly reduced energy
localization and thus a low ablation rate. It is found that the energy dose required for stable and effi-
cient ablation depends on material parameters such as the Young’s modulus and the enthalpy required
for material heating and evaporation. As soon as the plasma threshold fluence is exceeded, the material
parameters have a minor influence. For nanosecond laser ablation above the threshold, most of the pulse
energy is absorbed by the plasma. Below the threshold, the loss mechanisms dominate, which leads to a
strongly reduced ablation efficiency.
For the in situ detection of NPs during the lifetime of the cavitation bubble X-ray methods are used. The
NP size distribution is examined with high temporal resolution by Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS),
while Wide-angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) measures the crystalline domain size. The early appearance
of large NPs with large crystal domain sizes confirms the recent models of the ablation process. The
multimodal NP size distribution is caused directly by film lift-off and Rayleigh instabilities on the liquid
metal surface. Furthermore, the temporal distribution of the NPs confirms that NPs are located at or
even in front of the cavitation bubble boundary, as well as the almost homogeneous filling of the bubble
with NPs. Two different mechanisms of emergence of large NPs are also identified. Spherical NPs are
produced directly from the molten target, while the agglomeration of small NPs occurs mainly during
bubble collapse.
A multiplexing of the SAXS measurements to directly obtain a 2D image of the NP distribution is per-
formed by Hartmann mask-like multi-contrast imaging. For this purpose, a broad X-ray beam is divided
into a 2D array of beamlets by a custom Hartmann mask respectively the newly developed Compound
Array Refractive Lenses (CARLs). The transmission and scattering contrast of this Single-Exposure
Multi-Contrast Imaging (SEMCI) technique is used for the hierarchical imaging of the ablation process.
The in situ quenching capabilities of gold NPs with inorganic electrolytes and macromolecular ligands
are investigated. It is found that the quenching mechanisms of the two additives are different. Electrolytes
act in situ in the cavitation bubble, while ligands do not. By changing the scattering sensitivity from NPs
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to the micrometer range, the nature of the first bubble rebound of an ablation on a free wire target is clar-
ified. This detached rebound consists of micrometer-sized bubbles and contains no significant amounts
of NPs anymore.
The X-ray efficiency of the SEMCI is improved by replacing the commonly used Hartmann masks
with lens arrays. These CARLs are produced by embossing 2D arrays with 100×100 concave lenses in
polymer films. The pitches are around 50 µm and the apex radii of the parabolic lenses are around 8 µm.
The positioning accuracy of the beamlets is less than 1 µm. By stacking up to six lens array foils, focal
lengths between 60 cm and 125 cm are achieved at X-ray energies of 9 keV. The maximum visibility
is about 0.5. Beside the NP detection by the scattering contrast, the wavefront distortion of samples or
X-ray optics can be analyzed with a resolution of 0.2 µrad.
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Kurzfassung
Mittels gepulster Laserablation in Flüssigkeiten (Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquids, PLAL) ist es möglich,
Nanopartikel (NP) herzustellen, die direkt in der Flüssigkeit dispergiert und nicht durch verblie-bene Ten-
side oder Reaktanden verunreinigt sind. Nach der Laseranregung des Targets bildet sich eine millime-
tergroße Kavitationsblase, in der die NP verteilt und größtenteils gefangen sind. In dieser Arbeit werden
die fundamentalen Prozesse während PLAL mit einer Reihe von komplementären Messtechniken und
hierarchischer in situ Bildgebung untersucht.
Die Laser-Materie-Wechselwirkung wird durch optische Abbildung der Kavitationsblase und des
gezündeten Plasmas in Kombination mit Absorptionsspektroskopie untersucht. Es wird eine direkte
Korrelation zwischen diesen drei Parametern gezeigt, die es erlaubt, indirekte Rückschlüsse auf den Ab-
lationsprozess zu ziehen. Der Inkubationseffekt, der bei unversehrten Targets auftritt, und das Vorhan-
densein einer Plasma-Schwellfluenz zeigen, dass für eine effiziente Ablation entweder vorbestrahlte
Targets oder Fluenzen oberhalb der Schwelle erforderlich sind. Eine Ablation mit geringen Fluenzen auf
unversehrten Targets führt zu starken Verlustmechanismen, was in einer stark reduzierte Energielokali-
sation und damit niedrigen Ablationsrate resultiert. Es wird gezeigt, dass die für eine stabile und ef-
fiziente Ablation erforderliche Energiedosis von Materialparametern wie dem Elastizitätsmodul und der
für die Materialerwärmung und -verdampfung erforderlichen Enthalpie abhängt. Sobald die Plasma-
Schwellfluenz überschritten wird, haben die Materialparameter jedoch nur noch einen geringen Einfluss.
Bei der Nanosekunden-Laserablation oberhalb der Schwellfluenz wird der größte Teil der Pulsenergie
vom Plasma absorbiert. Unterhalb der Schwellfluenz dominieren die Verlustmechanismen, was zu einer
stark reduzierten Ablationseffizienz führt.
Für den in situ Nachweis von NP während der Lebensdauer der Kavitationsblase werden Rönt-
genstreumethoden verwendet. Die NP-Größenverteilung wird mit hoher zeitlicher Auflösung mittels
Röntgen-Kleinwinkelstreuung (Small-angle X-ray Scattering, SAXS) untersucht, während Röntgen-
Weitwinkelstreuung (Wide-angle X-ray Scattering, WAXS) zur Messung der kristallinen Domänen-
größe verwendet wird. Das frühe Auftreten von großen NP mit großen Kristalldomänengrößen bestätigt
die jüngsten Modelle des Ablationsprozesses. Die multimodale NP-Größenverteilung wird direkt durch
Filmabhebung und Rayleigh-Instabilitäten auf der flüssigen Metalloberfläche hervorgerufen. Darüber
hinaus bestätigt die zeitliche Verteilung der NP, dass sich NP an oder sogar vor der Kavitationsblasen-
grenze befinden, sowie die nahezu homogene Füllung der Blase mit NP. Zwei verschiedene Mechanis-
men der Entstehung von großen NP werden ebenfalls identifiziert. Sphärische NP entstehen direkt aus
der Schmelze, während die Agglomeration von kleinen NP hauptsächlich während des Blasenkollapses
stattfindet.
Ein Multiplexing der SAXS-Messungen, um direkt ein 2D-Bild der NP-Verteilung zu erhalten, erfolgt
durch Hartmann-Blenden artiger Multikontrast-Bildgebung. Zu diesem Zweck wird ein breiter Röntgen-
strahl durch eine maßgeschneiderte Hartmann-Blende beziehungsweise die neu entwickelten gestapelten
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Röntgenlinsenarrays (Compound Array Refractive Lenses, CARLs) in ein 2D-Array von Teilstrahlen
aufgeteilt. Für die hierarchische Abbildung des Ablationsprozesses werden die Kontraste Transmission
und Streuung dieser Einzelbild Multikontrast-Bildgebung (Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast Imaging,
SEMCI) verwendet. Die in situ Größenreduktion von NP aus Gold mit anorganischen Elektrolyten und
makromolekularen Liganden wird untersucht. Es wird gezeigt, dass die Mechanismen der Größenreduk-
tion der beiden Additive unterschiedlich sind. Elektrolyte wirken in situ in der Kavitationsblase, während
Liganden dies nicht tun. Durch die Änderung der Streuempfindlichkeit von NP auf den Mikrometer-
bereich wird die Zusammensetzung der zweiten Blasenoszillation einer Ablation an einem freien Draht
geklärt. Diese vom Draht losgelöste zweite Oszillation besteht aus mikrometergroßen Blasen und enthält
keine signifikanten Mengen an NP mehr.
Die Röntgeneffizienz der SEMCI wird verbessert, indem die üblicherweise verwendeten Hartmann-
Blenden durch Linsenarrays ersetzt werden. Diese CARLs werden durch Prägen von 2D-Arrays mit
100×100 konkaven Linsen in Polymerfolien hergestellt. Die Linsenabstände liegen bei 50 µm und die
Scheitelradien der Parabollinsen bei 8 µm. Die Positioniergenauigkeit der Teilstrahlen ist geringer als
1 µm. Durch das Stapeln von bis zu sechs Linsenarray-Folien werden Brennweiten zwischen 60 cm und
125 cm bei Röntgenenergien von 9 keV erreicht. Die maximale Sichtbarkeit beträgt etwa 0,5. Neben
der NP-Detektion durch den Streukontrast kann auch die Wellenfrontverzerrung durch Proben oder
Röntgenoptiken mit einer Auflösung von 0,2 µrad analysiert werden.
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1 Introduction
The possible production of Nanoparticles (NPs) by Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquids (PLAL) has been
known for more than a quarter of a century.[1] The knowledge about the ablation process has strongly
improved during this time.[2, 3] However, the fundamental processes during ablation are not yet fully
understood.
NPs are of interest in many fields and can contribute, at least in part, to solving key society challenges
such as energy, mobility and information technology. NPs improve water oxidation by catalyzing the
water splitting process.[4–6] They can increase the absorption in photovoltaic devices.[7] NPs added to
mineral oils improve friction and wear and can therefore reduce resource consumption in the mobility
sector.[8] In the field of medicine, NPs can help to improve medical examinations by acting as a contrast
agent.[9] In addition, they can be used for improved disease treatment such as cancer through photother-
mal therapy[10, 11] or improved durability of neuronal electrodes.[12]
For many applications it is important to achieve clean and ligand free NPs.[13] The synthesis of NPs
wet chemically allows high productivity, but there always remain additives in the suspension.[14] PLAL
however leads to a clean production of NPs. At first glance, the ablation process is simple. The solid
target to be dispersed is placed in the liquid of interest and excited by the laser. The laser pulse deposits a
large amount of energy in a relatively small volume of the target, which leads to the disintegration of the
material. In detail, however, many more processes are involved. Either NPs are generated directly or they
are generated by merging of small particles.[3, 15] This allows PLAL to be considered as a combination
of top-down and bottom-up synthesis. First, the bulk target is dispersed into NPs, clusters and atoms and
then the particles grow again.
Since there are no other elements than the target and the liquid components, the NPs are ligand free.
They can only consist of the elements involved in the ablation. For pure targets immersed in water (H2O),
only an oxidation of NPs can occur, since H2O is split during the harsh conditions of ablation.[16] If an
organic liquid is used, a carbon shell can form around the NPs.[17]
In addition to the disintegration of the target material, a plasma is ignited and then a hemispherical
cavitation bubble is generated by liquid evaporation.[18] The maximum bubble size and lifetime depends
on the laser pulse energy and the target surface state and material. It is shown here that the bubble
size correlates with ablation efficiency and plasma intensity. While the bubble size is a good indirect
measure for the ablation efficiency, it also limits the maximum achievable productivity through bubble
shielding.[19–21] The maximum productivity reached so far is 4 g/h achieved by using high repetition rate
lasers and a polygon scanner to bypass the cavitation bubble.[22, 23]
For application purposes the control of NP properties such as size distribution, morphology and crys-
tallinity is required.[14] In ex situ investigations mainly a bimodal size distribution is observed, consisting
of primary NPs with sizes of roughly 10 nm and secondary NPs with sizes of 20 nm to 80 nm.[24–27] Only
recently also nanoclusters were observed in the suspension.[28] From an application point of view ex situ
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investigations are suitable. However, if the fundamental processes within the lifetime of the cavitation
bubble are to be investigated, in situ techniques with high temporal and spatial resolution are required.
Furthermore, an undisturbed view into the bubble interior is required, which cannot be performed with
visible light due to the strong refraction at the liquid bubble interface.[2]
In this work, mainly X-ray scattering methods are used for in situ detection of NP. These investigations
were performed on synchrotrons in cooperation with S. Barcikowski and A. Letzel from the Institute
of Technical Chemistry I of the University of Duisburg-Essen. Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
allows to study the NP size and the relative mass distribution with a high temporal resolution.[27, 29–31]
In these earlier publications, it was made clear that the cavitation bubble is almost homogeneously filled
with primary and secondary NPs, with the secondary NPs concentrated slightly higher at the top of
the bubble. Furthermore, most of the NP mass is trapped in the bubble and is only released during
bubble collapse.[27, 31] In this work, the temporal resolution is increased below 10 µs to prove the early
occurrence of large solid NPs proposed by simulations.[3, 32, 33] In combination with Wide-angle X-ray
Scattering (WAXS), which determines the crystal domain size of the NPs,[34] it is validated that these
early discovered NPs have comparable large grain sizes.
A hierarchical imaging of the ablation process is performed with the Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast
Imaging (SEMCI) technique based on the Hartmann mask-like multi-contrast imaging.[35, 36] In contrast
to the more common Grating Interferometry (GI),[37, 38] it allows to reconstruct the different contrasts
from a single sample image and no stepping of optical elements or the sample is required. While the
transmission contrast shows the macroscopic scale of the cavitation bubble, a scattering contrast sen-
sitivity can be selected to detect the NPs.[39] Simulations of typical scattering data show that Fourier
analysis[35] is the only useful one in the case of PLAL. Other algorithms, such as the Gaussian fitting,[40]
the image moment analysis[41] or the change in visibility contrast, show unstable scattering contrasts.
The size control of NPs can be achieved by using additives such as polymers or electrolytes in the
liquid.[42–44] The amount of secondary NPs gets strongly reduced and the mean sizes of the two size
fractions decrease. In this work and the dissertation of A. Letzel,[45] carried out in collaboration, the size
reduction with additives in low concentrations in the range from µM to mM is studied. It is shown that
size quenching processes differ between electrolytes and macromolecular ligands. The scattering contrast
of SEMCI showed that electrolytes already act in the cavitation bubble, whereas macromolecular ligands
can only act when the NPs are dispersed in the liquid.
During laser ablation on free wire targets, bubble dynamics change compared to flat targets.[46, 47] On
flat targets, the first bubble and the subsequent rebounds are more or less hemispherical bubbles attached
to the target surface.[27] On free wire targets, however, the first collapse is already detached from the
target surface and the rebounds are located in the fluid with a net velocity away from the target.[46, 47] In
optical imaging, the first rebound appears only as a dark object, which does not allow conclusions to be
drawn about its composition. This has been investigated in this work by SEMCI.
In SEMCI so far mainly absorbing optical elements in the form of hole gratings have been used for
beam patterning.[35, 36] Thus, the major part of the X-ray flux does not contribute to image generation.
Due to the Babinet’s principle, inverted Hartmann masks made of absorbing rods can also be used for
SEMCI.[48, 49] With the inverted Hartmann masks, a considerable amount of flux is still absorbed by the
optical element. In order to use almost the entire incident flux, the beam structuring must be performed
with 2D lens arrays, as done in this work.
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Refractive X-ray lenses have been known for more than 20 years.[50] Due to the low refractive power
of typical lens materials, a stack of lenses is required to achieve short focal lengths. They are called
Compound Refractive Lens (CRL).[51] Apart from a few publications[52, 53] only single CRLs or 1D
arrays of CRLs have been realized.[51, 54–57] This work demonstrates the production of scalable large
area 2D lens arrays, the Compound Array Refractive Lenses (CARLs). An iterative embossing with a
needle and a single-step embossing with a 2D needle arrays in plastic foils with subsequent stacking of
several of these lens foils are developed. They are characterized with regard to focal length, regularity
and visibility of the pattern. Beyond that they are used for SEMCI of PLAL.
Chapter 2 discusses the several aspects of the PLAL process, from the partial absorption of the laser
in the liquid over the laser-matter interaction to the NP genesis and cavitation bubble dynamics. In chap-
ter 3 the fundamentals of X-ray imaging and scattering methods required for this work are explained.
In addition to the process on which SAXS is based, the formation of the different contrasts in X-ray
multi-contrast imaging is also presented. This is followed by the description of the experimental setup
in chapter 4. In addition, the reconstruction algorithms used and their usefulness for scatter imaging are
explained. Measurements and simulated scattering data are used for this purpose. The production of the
CARLs together with their characterization is discussed in chapter 5. The results obtained in this work
on the PLAL process are presented in chapter 6.
3

2 Fundamentals of pulsed laser ablation
The PLAL as a process to produce NPs dispersed in a liquid phase does exist since more than 25 years.[1]
A broad understanding of the ablation process is established nowadays. In this chapter the fundamental
processes occurring during the ablation process as well as the ripening of the NPs dispersed in the liquid
are described. The ablation is a multi-scale process ranging over several length scales. There are many
aspects such as pulse duration or the specific fluid environment that can change the ablation process. It
is therefore important to distinguish between the specific ablation setups, as not all statements about the
ablation process can be directly applied to all setups.
Much information, especially about the early processes directly after laser excitation, comes from
ablation in air or vacuum or from simulations with femtosecond laser pulses. Information is still missing
for ablation with nanosecond laser pulses, especially for the early time scales immediately after the laser
excitation event.
In this chapter the different processes occurring during PLAL are presented starting with the laser
traveling through the liquid, the laser-matter interaction leading to material disintegration, the plasma
ignition and consequent cavitation bubble formation. Furthermore, the NP genesis and spatial distribution
are explained. Furthermore, some aspects to increase the ablation efficiency in sense of NP production
rate are presented. A high ablation yield is important for the in situ NP detection by the X-ray multi-
contrast imaging techniques established in this work.
Parts of this chapter are results achieved in the context of this work. Most of them have already been
published.[15, 58–61] Details of measurement are listed in the ”List of Experiments” and are referenced in
the text in bold square brackets, e.g. [OI1].
2.1 From laser matter interaction to designed nanoparticles
For PLAL only very few components are needed: the laser, some laser optics like lenses and mirrors,
the target and the solution in which the ablation should take place. During the ablation process only
the deposited energy of the laser, the target material and the liquid molecules are involved. One could
imagine a simple process to get from bulk material to dispersed NPs, but this is not the case. There
are many processes involved that run on several time and length scales.[14] Just looking at the product
suspension after an ablation of a few seconds or even minutes in a beaker is only half the story. There are
many pitfalls that can never be seen if the actual ablation process is not examined on the early time scale
after the laser excitation event. The parameter space for efficient ablation is very large, which needs a
deep understanding of the basic processes that take place during ablation. This knowledge can decrease
the space significantly.
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic illustration of the main processes after pulsed laser ablation with a nanosecond laser divided into
four time periods. In (a) the time when the laser travels through the liquid before it reaches the target. Absorption
occurs reducing the energy reaching the target. In (b) the laser interacts with the target. Parts of the laser light is
reflected, energy is dissipated into the target and the first material is ablated. Then a plasma is ignited reducing the
reflection as shown in (c). After the laser pulse has finished, a cavitation bubble is created due to water evaporation.
This bubble contains most of the ablated material as illustrated in (d).
In the following the known and understood processes during the PLAL are explained in chronological
order beginning with the laser energy lost mechanisms over the laser matter interaction and the target
destruction to the NP genesis and release into the liquid. Fig. 2.1 shows schematically the ablation process
during PLAL divided into four time intervals. As example, a laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm and a
pulse width of 7 ns was assumed. In brief the four intervals consist of:
(a) The laser travels through the liquid layer and gets attenuated by absorption.
(b) The laser hits the target and gets partly reflected. Additionally, the disintegration of material and a
minor heat dissipation into the target starts.
(c) A plasma is ignited which absorbs most of the trailing laser pulse and thereby gets heated. The
plasma heats up the target to further ablate material.
(d) A cavitation bubble develops containing most of the ablated material. It has a distinct temporal
evolution with collapses and rebounds. The bubble dynamics depend strongly on the target geom-
etry.
The following description of the ablation process also mentions the differences to lasers with different
wavelengths and pulse duration. The ablation setup consists of the laser guided by some optics to the
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ablation chamber filled with the liquid and the target. To reduce problems of optics damage due to high
laser fluences the laser is focused in the last step before the target. In many cases this is done by a lens
standing free above the liquid. In this work the lens acted also as a chamber wall. The coupling in of the
laser by the lens has the advantage that no corrugated liquid surface can change the laser profile. This is
required for a stable and repetitive ablation. In this configuration the subsequent absorption of the laser
in the liquid might be higher as the water column traversed is typically larger. In addition, the changed
focal length compared to focusing in the air must be taken into account.
2.1.1 Laser absorption in water column
During PLAL the laser has to travel a certain length trough the liquid phase, in most cases water. In this
work this is the complete focal length of the used focusing lens as the lens acts as a chamber sealing.
The laser gets absorbed by the liquid as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (a). The absorption can easily lead to an
energy loss of up to 50 %, depending on the liquid, laser wavelength and focal length of the lens.[62]
When focusing, it must be ensured that no optical breakdown occurs in the liquid.[24, 58, 63] This would
lead to the creation of a plasma inside the liquid phase in front of the target. Consequently, most of the
laser energy is absorbed by the plasma ignited in the liquid phase in front of the target. This inhibits an
efficient ablation.[58] For laser pulse duration of picoseconds or longer, optical breakdown does not occur
if the laser beam is unfocused. Therefore, an optical breakdown in the liquid can only occur in the focus
point. For a pulse duration of femtoseconds, however, nonlinear effects such as self-focusing can occur
even at low fluences of unfocused beams.[24] In general, a certain threshold fluence must not be exceeded
to prevent optical breakdown. This fluence increases with pulse duration.[26]
2.1.2 Reflection and absorption of the laser at the target surface
When the laser hits the target several processes occur. The laser-target interaction is mainly studied
in literature for ablation in air or vacuum.[64–66] Only occasionally are investigations carried out under
liquid.[66–68]
Parts of the laser beam are reflected at the surface[66, 69, 70] due to the discontinuity in the real part of
the index of refraction.[71] This is one of several loss mechanisms of laser energy that will be discussed
later in section 2.2. The reflectivity, in general, depends on the polarization, the angle of incidence and
the refractive indices of the two materials at the interface.[71] In the case of ablation, the reflectivity
also changes depending on the laser pulse duration and the state of the target surface. With pulses that
are longer than the plasma ignition time, the reflectivity is significantly reduced,[70] as explained later.
Pulses shorter than the plasma ignition time can get reflected during the whole pulse duration. It should be
emphasized that the reflectivity changes over time even in the picosecond time domain.[66] The second
crucial point for reflection is the roughness of the target surface. Pristine and smooth surfaces reflect
much stronger than corrugated ones.[60, 69] The influence of target corrugation on the ablation efficiency
will be discussed in subsection 6.1.2.
The non-reflected laser light gets absorbed by the target. The linear absorption follows the Beer-
Lambert law:[72]
I(z) = I0 · e−µz with µ = 4piβλ0 . (2.1)
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Here I(z) is the intensity in the depth z of the material, I0 the intensity directly inside the material after
the reflection losses and µ the absorption coefficient. The latter depends on the imaginary part imaginary
part of the index of refraction (β ) of the refractive index and the vacuum wavelength λ0. The absorption
depth is the inverse of µ and depends strongly on the material as well as on the wavelength. For metals
it is typically in the range of around 10 nm for a wavelength of 1064 nm.[60, 73] For semiconductors or
insulators, in contrast, it can easily reach millimeters. In such cases an ablation is only possible if non-
linear effects occur or absorption seeds in the form of dirt or beneficial surface structuring are present.[60]
Especially short pulses are prone to non-linear effects due to the extremely high field intensities.
The electromagnetic wave of the laser interacts with the electrons of the material losing thereby its
energy. The specific absorption process depends on the material.[71] In insulators and semiconductors,
the absorbed photons mainly lead to intra-band excitation or to excitation from the valence band into the
conduction band. These excited states release their energy over time to lattice phonons, which leads to a
heating of the material. In metals, on the other hand, the photons interact with the free electrons.[64] This
process is called inverse bremsstrahlung.
2.1.3 Material heating and disintegration
The absorbed energy gets thermalized in the electron subsystem and induces energy transfer to the lattice
through electron-phonon coupling or electron heat transport into the target. For the detailed description
of the processes occurring in the target material a differentiation between the different possible laser
pulse lengths have to be done. There are three important time constants involved in these processes: (1)
the laser pulse length τL itself, (2) the electron cooling time τe and (3) the lattice heating time τh. While
τL can vary from femtoseconds up to nanoseconds, τe is in the order of 1 ps and τe τh.[64]
If τL is in the order of femtoseconds it is smaller than τe. In this case, the entire laser energy is trans-
ferred to the electrons[64] and a multi-photon absorption is preferred leading to photoinduced ioniza-
tion.[74] The electrons cannot transfer their energy to the lattice by electron-phonon coupling and do not
thermalize. The material can be modified non-thermally. The heat-affected zone is minimized by the al-
most instantaneous evaporation.[74] This is referred to photochemical processing.[71] After the laser pulse,
the electrons transfer their energy to the lattice, which then distributes the energy by thermal diffusion.
In the picosecond pulse regime the electrons can thermalize[75] and their temperature can be assumed
as quasistationary.[64] As τL τh the target heats up during the complete pulse duration. The heat dissi-
pation is still negligible as it is still in the range of the absorption depth. Therefore the lattice temperature
at the end of the laser pulse is equivalent to femtosecond pulse duration.[64] If the target material gets
molten, boiled or even evaporated within τL the simultaneous ongoing photoionization can lead to a
larger affected volume of the target than defined by the spot area and absorption depth.[75, 76]
In the third regime with nanosecond pulse duration both the electrons and the lattice are in a quasis-
tationary regime and have the same temperature.[64] During the laser pulse duration the electrons absorb
the energy from the photons but simultaneously deliver the energy to the lattice. Already for pulses be-
low 10 ns the thermal diffusion length is in the range of 1 µm.[60] In this regime one can find material
in all three phases. The top layer gets heated up first reaching the evaporation point while a liquid and
the solid phase coexist in deeper regions.[64] Since the material is changed by thermal processes, this is
called photothermal processing.[71]
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Fig. 2.2: Phase diagram of the ablation process. For long pulse duration (≥ µs) the matter follows the binodal (A-B).
At medium pulse duration (roughly ns), heating up and expansion occur simultaneously and the pulse energy decides
whether the matter crosses the spinodal (A-C) or the critical point (A-D). For short pulse duration (≤ ps) the matter
is isochoricly heated and again the pulse energy decides where the matter ends (A-E and A-F). In accordance to Lorazo
et al.[77]
Depending on the pulse duration, the material undergoes different paths in the temperature-density
phase diagram as shown in Fig. 2.2. For long pulse lengths (microseconds or longer) the material is
in thermodynamic equilibrium and follows the binodal (A-B) via a slow expansion and heating. If the
energy is high enough the material reaches the critical point where phase separation takes place.[77] The
material disintegration takes place by vaporization and boiling.[2] For shorter pulse (around nanoseconds)
duration the material heats up faster while the density drops slower (A-C), which is called ”explosive
boiling” or ”phase explosion”.[2, 77, 78] After rapid heating, the material expands and crosses the binodal
and spinodal. This leads to phase separation of liquid and gaseous parts. The lower pulse duration limit
for phase explosion was estimated to be around 10 ps.[77] If the pulse energy is high enough or the pulse
duration short enough, the material may cross the critical point (A-D). Here the material directly changes
from the liquid to the gaseous phase.[77] For the shortest pulses in the femtosecond range, the material
is isochorically heated. Depending on the pulse energy the material crosses the critical point (A-E) or
enters the binodal and spinodal (A-F).[77, 79]
When the material gets expelled, the recoil pressure creates two shock waves traveling with supersonic
velocity.[80] One goes into the target and one into the liquid.[78, 81] The latter shock wave may promote
detachment of material from the crater.[20]
2.1.4 Plasma ignition and heating
As already mentioned, a plasma ignites shortly after the beginning of the laser impact as shown in
Fig. 2.1 (c). A time delay of a few tens of picoseconds after the laser impact is reported for ablation
in air.[82, 83] The ablated material consists of highly ionized material due to direct photoionization and
the high temperature. Hence, the material is not in equilibrium and can be considered as a ”plasma
plume”.[84] On the other hand, also ionized liquid molecules can ignite a plasma if an optical breakdown
in the liquid happens.[25] Such a liquid plasma can absorb up to 96 % of the laser light depending on the
laser parameters.[85] With increasing laser power and numerical aperture of the laser beam, the absorp-
tion of the plasma increases. In addition, the pulse duration is important for the amount of light absorbed.
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It has been shown that picosecond pulses have the lowest absorption and increases with femtoseconds
and especially with nanosecond pulses. The latter can be explained by the longer plasma duration while
the former is ascribed to the increasing role of multi-photon ionization.[85]
It is important to mention that during PLAL the plasma behaves differently than for ablation in air
or vacuum. Only for the very first time (up to around 1 ns) the plasma evolution is similar, but later the
surrounding liquid strongly confines the plasma plume near the ablation spot.[86] This confinement is
of advantage for the ablation yield. The target gets heated more efficiently compared to ablation in air
or vacuum due to the better heat transfer from the plasma to the target. This results in a larger amount
of material reaching the ablation threshold.[87–89] Hence, in PLAL one can consider the ablation to be
driven by both, the laser energy deposition into the target material and the heat transfer from the plasma
to the target.[90, 91]
When the pulse duration of the laser is longer than the plasma ignition time (a few tens of picosec-
onds[82, 83]) it gets heated up by the trailing part of the laser. Consequently, it shields the laser from
reaching the target.[25] The plasma thus has two contributions to ablation. Firstly, efficient ignition of
the plasma is advantageous for ablation. On the other hand, the plasma can also cause a reduction in
laser energy reaching the target. The exact dependence of ablation on the two mechanisms is not fully
understood until now.
Especially for nanosecond laser pulses the plasma plays an important role in the ablation process.[58, 60]
Hence, if most of the pulse energy is absorbed by the plasma the pure material properties (e.g. re-
flectivity) only play a minor role concerning the ablation process and efficiency. As shown in subsec-
tion 6.1.1 in more detail, a fluence threshold for bubble formation and ablation yield exists for nanosec-
ond PLAL.[58, 60] This threshold is directly linked to an efficient plasma ignition.[58] An efficient plasma
ignition is mandatory for a productive ablation.
During the nanosecond PLAL the plasma reaches a maximum temperature of about 6000 K, as was
stated in several reports.[46, 92, 93] The spectrum of the plasma is mainly dominated by the broad contin-
uum black body radiation.[92] In special cases, nevertheless, also spectral lines of the materials present in
the plasma are visible.[18, 87] The lifetime differs a lot in literature from around 150 ns[46] over 600 ns[94, 95]
to more than 1 µs.[93]
The plasma is the important process for the following cavitation bubble and an efficient ablation.[58, 60]
It not only heats up the target for a more efficient ablation, it also heats up the surrounding liquid to
roughly 103 K. This leads to a degradation, ionization and photolysis of liquid molecules.[87, 88] Already
in the plasma liquid species can be verified and might react with the ablated target material.[87, 88] The
strong heating of the liquid and subsequent evaporation is the genesis point of the cavitation bubble.
2.1.5 Cavitation bubble formation
After the laser impact on the target and the plasma formation a cavitation bubble develops. The bub-
ble size depends on several parameters like pulse energy, target geometry, liquid pressure and material
properties.[47, 60, 93] The bubble lifetime scales with the bubble size.[96, 97]
Fig. 2.3 shows exemplarily the bubble dynamics for a 7 ns laser pulse with a wavelength of 1064 nm
and a pulse energy of 3 mJ on a flat brass plate. In the first image (time 0 µs) one can see a bright spot,
which is the plasma ignited by the laser. In the next image (time 5 µs) already an increasing bubble is
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Fig. 2.3: Typical bubble dynamics during pulsed laser ablation under liquids on a flat target. After the laser impact
(0 µs) an almost hemispherical bubble develops with a lifetime of 185 µs and a maximum diameter of around 2mm.
After the first collapse a first rebound with a collapse at 260 µs and a second rebound with a final collapse at 295 µs
arise. Both rebounds do not have a smooth hemispherical shape anymore. A brass plate was ablated with a 1064 nm,
7 ns laser with a pulse energy of 3mJ. [OI1]
visible. The edge of the bubble is blurred due to the fast expansion of the bubble compared to the camera
exposure time. The cavitation bubble front velocity reaches roughly 50 m/s.[93] Later on the expansion
velocity decreases until a stable maximum bubble is reached at around 90 µs. Afterwards the bubble size
decreases again leading to a collapse at a time delay of 185 µs. During the shrinking phase, a rim develops
near the bubble-target boarder and rises slowly. This rim indicates that the contact angle between the
target surface and the bubble edge (measured in the liquid phase) is above 90° as shown by numerical
calculations by Shima et al.[98] The backward flow of the liquid directly at the target surface is smaller
than at a finite distance leading to a decreased collapse velocity for the bubble parts located at the target
surface. As a result, the collapse is flattened, with the bubble radius being larger than the height.[15]
The first collapse is followed by a first rebound bubble with a much smaller size and consequently re-
duced lifetime (second collapse at 260 µs). Under ideal conditions also a second rebound can be observed
with a further reduced size and lifetime (third collapse at 295 µs). After the third collapse no cavitation
bubble in sense of a homogeneous bubble can be identified anymore. Only some persistent gas bubbles
are formed due to liquid molecule splitting[15, 16, 99, 100] as discussed later.
The first bubble is almost hemispherical. The sphericity (height divided by radius) is only slightly
above unity as shown in Fig. 2.4. The minor fluctuations have to be addressed to the stroboscopic imaging
mode (see for more details subsection 4.1.3). The first and second rebound however are no longer well
defined hemispheres leading to a drastic change in sphericity.
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Fig. 2.4: Bubble sphericity and size development of the cavitation bubble of Fig. 2.3. While the first bubble is almost
hemispherical for the whole time, the first and second rebound have an elongated shape. [OI1]
There are several models to fit the bubble dynamics used in literature.[15, 96, 97, 101–105] The two mainly
used ones are the Rayleigh-Plesset equations[97] and the Gilmore equations.[96] Both have their own lim-
itations.[102, 103] For the first bubble, both provide reasonable results. The collapse represents an extreme
point that can hardly be considered in fitting algorithms. During collapse a lot of energy is released to
the surrounding[85] and thus drastically reduces the size of the following rebound. This energy release
is not considered in the Rayleigh-Plesset equation leading to a to large expected rebound.[102, 103] The
Gilmore equation, however, can predict the rebound better. It also takes into account the compressibility
of the liquid and thus the loss of bubble energy during the collapse. This improves the Gilmore equation
compared to the Rayleigh-Plesset equation.[102, 103]
Changing the geometry of the target also modifies the bubble dynamics.[46, 47, 59] In Fig. 2.5 the evo-
lution of the cavitation bubble on a wire target is shown. The wire target positioned at the bottom was
excited by the laser from the top. In the top and middle row the wire is perpendicular to the imaging
direction and parallel in the bottom row. The upper row shows X-ray images and the middle and lower
rows stroboscopic optical images.
The increase of the cavitation bubble size is almost identical to that on a flat target. The bubble is
developing as a mostly spherical one. Only the radius of the bubble is slightly reduced due to the fact that
the bubble wraps around the wire a bit (see Fig. 2.5 bottom row 70 µs). The stored energy in the bubble
is proportional to the bubble volume.[85] During the shrinking phase again the rim due to hydrodynamic
discontinuities arises starting from the bubble-wire interface. However, this rim develops differently on
the wire target. It generates an increased flow along the target leading to an effective movement of the
bubble center away from the wire. As clearly shown in the middle column of Fig. 2.5 the collapse is
located in front of the wire. Consequently the first and second rebound are also detached from the wire
with a continuous net movement of the bubble center.[46, 59]
In Fig. 2.5 both optical imaging and X-ray imaging are shown. The optical imaging is a standard
technique that can be performed easily in normal labs while fast X-ray imaging is an exclusive technique
performed at synchrotrons. With optical imaging a higher temporal resolution can be achieved because
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Fig. 2.5: Typical bubble dynamics during pulsed laser ablation under liquids on a free wire target. Top and middle
row imaging perpendicular to the wire (wire at bottom), top X-ray imaging and middle stroboscopic imaging. Bottom
row stroboscopic imaging parallel to the wire target. From left to right: first maximum bubble, shrinking bubble with
rim development, first collapse, first rebound and second rebound. The slight temporal differences originate from the
different used ablation chambers. A zinc wire with 1mm diameter was ablated with a 1064 nm, 7 ns laser with a pulse
energy of 11mJ. Reproduced from Reich et al.[59] [XRI1] [OI2]
the absorption losses are much weaker and the illumination intensity can easier be increased compared
to X-ray imaging. Optical imaging, however, has the great disadvantage of strong refraction of light at
the bubble-liquid interface. Therefore the interior of the bubble can not be imaged completely. Even
the bright area inside the bubble must be considered to be displaced compared to their real origin. The
almost rectangular bright area in the first image in the middle row of Fig. 2.5 displays the back window
of the ablation chamber with a size of 1 cm×1 cm. This illustrates clearly the strong displacement of the
imaged bubble interior parts.
In contrast to that, the X-ray imaging is (almost) refraction free. If the sample-to-detector distance
is small (4.5 cm in Fig. 2.5), the low refracting power of a water-air interface in the X-ray regime only
leads to sub-pixel sized X-ray displacements. This allows to evaluate the interior of the bubble.[15, 27, 58, 59]
One can clearly see that the first bubble is a homogeneous vapor bubble without internal structures.
The first and second rebound, which appear black in optical imaging, also show a strong increase in
transmission in X-ray imaging. This shows that the rebound still contains high amounts of vapor. The
comparison with the optical imaging suggests that the vapor bubbles of the rebounds consist of a high
amount of smaller bubbles. Maybe the first rebound also has a larger bubble in the interior, as the slightly
increased transmission in the optical imaging indicates. In subsection 6.3.2 the existence of micrometer
sized structures in the rebound will be proven with the help of X-ray scattering imaging.
The detachment of the cavitation bubble can also be provoked on a flat target by increasing the liquid
pressure as shown by Dell'Aglio et al.[93] The initial bubble wall velocity is the same, but the further
dynamics change compared to the ambient pressure. The maximum bubble size is smaller, collapse takes
place earlier and the collapse velocity increases with increasing liquid pressure.[93]
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Fig. 2.6: Videografic images after laser excitation (from top) of a brass plate with a 7 ns laser pulse of 1mJ pulse energy
and a wavelength of 1064 nm. The first image (50 µs) shows the cavitation bubble almost at her maximum extent. The
following images (10ms to 95ms) show the emergence of elongated clouds containing nanoparticles as well as three
persistent gas bubbles (white arrows). The persistent bubbles move upwards (images rotated by 90°). [OI3]
After the final collapse of the cavitation bubble and the rebounds often persistent gas bubbles re-
main.[15, 16] In Fig. 2.6 snapshots of a movie after a single laser shot on a flat target are shown. In the
first image (50 µs) the cavitation bubble at almost the maximum expansion is shown. In the following
images (10 ms to 95 ms) three persistent bubbles can be seen (highlighted by green arrows). First they are
expelled from the ablation spot before flowing up against gravity (images rotated by 90°). It was shown
in literature that these persistent bubbles contain all possible species of molecules that can occur after
the splitting of the liquid phase. For ablation in water, only H2 and O2 are observed in a ratio of 2:1. This
fits well to the ratio of the atomic appearance in water molecules. After ablation in organic liquids also
molecules like carbon monoxide and hydro carbonates are detected.[16, 100]
Besides the gas bubbles grayish clouds are observed after bubble collapse. No structures like small
bubbles are observed in these clouds. Hence, the structures leading to this extinction must be below the
camera resolution of 2.2 µm/px. Cavitation bubbles of this size would collapse within microseconds.[106]
Therefore, these clouds must consist of small persistent gas bubbles and the ablated NPs. The latter are
first captured in the cavitation bubble and get released into the liquid during bubble collapse, as will be
explained in the following section.
2.1.6 Nanoparticle genesis and distribution
In subsection 2.1.3 some phenomenological processes how the target material can get disintegrated were
explained. The material can either undergo heating, melting and evaporation along the binodal for long
laser pulses, explosive boiling for medium pulse duration or fragmentation for very short pulses. Here
the origin of NPs will be described in more detail.
The target material gets disintegrated after the laser impact. A real imaging of the ablation process
is not possible with the investigation techniques available at the moment. However, there are several
simulations of the ablation with short pulse duration published in literature by the group of Zhig-
ilei.[3, 33, 76, 107, 108] One successful simulation method is a hybrid atomistic-continuum model. It com-
bines the classical molecular dynamics method[107, 108] with a continuum description of the laser excita-
tion and subsequent relaxation of the conduction band electrons based on the so-called two-temperature
model.[109] So far, these simulations can only be carried out for short pulse duration of up to 100 ps and
also the time span after the laser impact is limited to some nanoseconds. However, they helped to de-
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Fig. 2.7: Schematic drawing of the material disintegration for short laser pulses. Note that the vertical direction is
strongly stretched. (a) The laser gets absorbed in the top layer of the target and increases the temperature and pressure
in this volume (green area). (b) To expand the laser affected layer it lifts up forming a void underneath. Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities lead to a roughened layer surface. (c) When a droplet from deeper crater regions hits the lifted layer it
induces a nanojet. (d) The nanojet separates into several droplets while also in the lifted surface droplets can be
separated. The nanoparticles generated directly from the liquid layer are also shown in this image.
velop a picture of the ablation process as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. This figurative description should also be
transferable to nanosecond ablation with only minor modifications.
When a laser beam hits a target, the processes in the target depend strongly on the laser fluence on the
target surface. At fluences below the ablation threshold, the top layer of the target only melts and quickly
resolidifies again. The stress exerted creates subsurface voids[110] and leads to a ”swelling” of the target
surface.[111] The threshold fluence is reduced for subsequent laser pulses and is called ”incubation effect”.
This can play an important role during PLAL and will be discussed in subsection 6.1.2 in more detail.
At fluences above the ablation threshold, the target surface not only melts, but also lifts off. Dur-
ing laser impact, the laser energy is absorbed within the first 10 nm in metallic targets[73] as shown in
Fig. 2.7 (a). This leads to rapid heating of the material and thus to increased pressure, as the material
can not expand quickly enough.[33, 76] The increased localized pressure is the starting point of the two
shock waves traveling through the liquid on top and the target. As long as the target is much thicker than
the laser affected volume (green areas in Fig. 2.7) the only way for the heated material to expand is by
moving away from the unaffected target as depicted in Fig. 2.7 (b). Cavities form underneath the lifting
hot material.[3, 112–114] In these cavities the pressure decreases very quickly, even below ambient pres-
sure.[115] During this time, the material itself remains hot. This results in conditions leading to material
evaporation.[3]
The interface between the lifted molten metal layer and the water gets roughened due to Rayleigh-
Taylor instability.[3, 33] When a droplet traverses the cavity and hits the lifted layer as shown in Fig. 2.7 (c),
a pressure and temperature peak occurs in this layer. The impact of the droplets also leads to the appear-
ance of a nanojet.[3, 33] These nanojets get separated in the following into several droplets as depicted
in Fig. 2.7 (d). The simulations suggest that some of the ejected droplets can reach the surrounding
water phase.[3] This would result in material being emitted directly into the water phase without being
confined inside the cavitation bubble. Some very recent results for picosecond laser pulses showed that
some NPs indeed might be located in front of the cavitation bubble[61] and are shown in subsection 6.2.1.
Measurements performed with nanosecond lasers, however, did not show ablated material in front of the
cavitation bubble.[15, 27]
Another possibility for NP genesis might be the separation of droplets out of the lifted molten layer.
These droplets form relatively large NPs. Besides them also a large number of smaller NPs, clusters or
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maybe even molecules and monomers are formed as indicated by some additionally NPs in Fig. 2.7 (d).
The simulations suggest that a large amount of clusters and monomers are present right after the material
disintegration.[32] Depending on the time scale of the material heating, parts of the material can pass
directly into the vapor phase and thus be released directly from the target as vapor (see discussion to
Fig. 2.2). Just recently it was shown experimentally that during PLAL with nanosecond lasers also a
large amount of clusters are produced.[28] In fact, in number- and mass-weighted comparison the clusters
with a diameter of roughly 1 nm are the dominant species in the final suspension.
The simulations for short laser pulses predict the existence of several size levels of NPs within the
first nanoseconds. Experiments show also several size levels. Most of them being present in different
weighting for PLAL with short and long pulse duration. A possible classification into five size levels can
be made as follows, knowing well that this does not necessarily reflect all aspects of the ablation process:
• atoms and monomers;[32, 116]
• nanoclusters with diameters of about 1 nm to 3 nm[28, 33, 116] located inside the cavitation bubble
and distributed in the liquid;
• primary particles with diameters between around 5 nm and 15 nm[25, 27, 30, 31] where the actual size
varies somewhat with experimental conditions;
• secondary particles with diameters roughly between 20 nm and 80 nm,[25, 27, 30, 31] consisting of
agglomerated and aggregated smaller NPs or solid spheres and often can be quenched efficiently
by organic or inorganic additives;[44, 61, 117–119]
• micrometer sized fragments[32, 120] representing larger parts broken from the target without under-
going the ablation process but rather mechanical cracking.
Not all size levels can always be found, independent of the experimental parameters. For example, it
is reported that no secondary particles can be found in femtosecond ablation with low fluences, whereas
they are present at high fluences.[24] A decrease in average size with increasing fluence is also reported
in literature.[121] The existence of nanoclusters was not observed in experiments due to the difficult
detection in the past. Only recently they have been detected by analytical ultracentrifugation by Letzel et
al.[28] For this reason, it is not always possible to deduce an absence from a non-detection.
The smaller ones (nanoclusters and monomers / atoms) are difficult to detect[88, 122] and therefore often
not observed. The large chunks are less stable in suspension. If they can sediment before analysis, they
are not observed. Therefore, the two most frequently discussed size levels are primary and secondary
NPs. The two parts of this bimodal size distribution[30, 31] have shown a Gaussian[25] or log-normal[3, 121]
shape. Predictions by using a residence time model neglecting coagulation also have shown the log-
normal distributions.[123, 124]
If and how large differences in the ablation process on the short time scale do exist for short com-
pared to long pulse duration is not clarified until now. The quite good agreement of the results of short
pulse simulations with the observed size distributions, which were found experimentally for a long pulse
duration, indicates that there are only small differences.[61]
After the first NP generation by phase explosion and droplet emission, the existing particle material
can begin to aggregate and thus form larger particles.[116, 125–127] Depending on the precise process of
the joining of several particles these processes are called ripening, coagulation, aggregation or agglom-
eration. This growth process can be prevented by using additives.[44, 117, 128] Some additives are able to
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quench the growth already within the ablation bubble, while others can only quench the long term growth
when the NPs are dispersed in the liquid. This has been investigated using X-ray scattering techniques
within this work and is further explained in subsection 6.3.1.
primary
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liquid
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bubble secondaryparticles
gold target
clusters
Fig. 2.8: Illustration of nanoparticle distribution at the maximum expansion of the cavitation bubble after laser ablation.
Only the primary and secondary particles are in situ detectable at the moment and are shown as dots. However, one
has to assume that also the other size levels such as clusters are present in this picture. Most of the ablated material
is confined inside the cavitation bubble with only rare parts being directly injected into the liquid.
In several publications it was confirmed that most of the ablated material is confined inside the cavita-
tion bubble.[15, 27, 30, 31, 61, 125] This was proven for different pulse duration from picoseconds to nanosec-
onds. Fig. 2.8 illustrates the nowadays expected NP distribution for the cavitation bubble of maximum
expansion. The bubble is homogeneously filled with primary particles, while the secondary ones are
more in the upper part of the bubble.[15, 27, 30] Within this work it has been proven that some secondary
particles may even be in front of the bubble.[61] So far the clusters have only been confirmed in the final
suspension,[118] but no in situ investigation of their position in the cavitation bubble was possible.
The ablated mass is confined by the bubble. Hence it also gets retracted to the target during the shrink-
age phase.[27, 61] A high amount of NPs get only released into suspension during the collapse phase.[27, 31]
The harsh conditions during the collapse, when pressure and temperature rise again, lead to an increased
growth. Thus a higher amount of secondary particles is observed in the first rebound[15, 27, 31] as shown
in subsection 6.2.2. However, the presence of the high amount of nanoclusters in the suspension shows
that significant parts of them do not grow.[28]
PLAL can be seen as a combination of top-down and bottom-up NP synthesis. The target is first dis-
persed into clusters and NPs, followed by a growth process. The size of NPs increases with the inclusion
of atoms and clusters, but clusters can also connect and form new NPs. Surface atoms can rearrange
themselves to improve the spherical shape, if the reduction of the surface is energetically more favor-
able.[2] Therefore, NPs with spherical shape are often found.[26, 61, 118, 129]
One point that must not be forgotten is reirradiation of already existing NPs.[130] Only if the water col-
umn contaminated by NPs is exchanged between two laser shots one can exclude reirradiation. Most of
the published investigations perform PLAL in a beaker or batch chambers with a slow water exchange for
a large number of laser shots.[26, 121, 131, 132] Therefore, these NPs must be considered as produced in two
steps, first by ablation and then by reirradiation. The result is that not only the primary ablation parame-
ters, but also the parameters of reirradiation, which may have occurred several times, led to the obtained
NPs. A fragmentation by reirradiation, however, can be useful in some cases if the size distribution of
the NPs thereby can be optimized.[130, 133]
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When the NPs are dispersed into a reactive environment they can undergo chemical changes.[59, 134–136]
As an example the ablation of a pure zinc target with a subsequent oxidation of the NPs is explained.
Immediately after ablation, the proportion of zinc in the NPs is still very high, as shown by X-ray spec-
troscopy.[59] The UV-Vis spectrum is dominated by the Drude-like behavior of metallic zinc at the be-
ginning but changes within 10 min into the bandgap shape of zinc oxide.[59, 135, 136] This change from
metallic zinc to zinc oxide was also observed in X-ray spectroscopy, but with a slightly lower kinet-
ics. Additionally, it was revealed that zinc not only oxidizes to zinc oxide but also to hydrozincite
(Zn5(CO3)2(OH)6). It is expected that the carbon in hydrozincite comes from dissolved carbon diox-
ide contained in the water that is split under the harsh conditions of laser ablation. Half an hour after
ablation the NP suspension consists of roughly 10 % zinc, 45 % zinc oxide and 45 % hydrozincite.[59]
This shows that the NP ripen after ablation in the suspension.[127, 137, 138] They undergo chemical reac-
tions and change size and shape with time. It is therefore not sufficient to look only at the end product
to draw conclusions about the primary processes. Only an in situ investigation allows to make clear
statements about the basic physical processes in the early phases of PLAL. In order to investigate the
exclusive ablation process, it must also be ensured that no NPs are present at the site of investigation
before. In this work this was ensured by using a flow-chamber with high flow rate and low repetition rate
of the laser.
2.2 Criteria for improved nanoparticle yield
Compared to chemical NP synthesis the PLAL process is inefficient. Therefore the improvement of the
ablation efficiency is an important point. Until now ablation rates up to 4 g/h were achieved.[22, 23] The
strategies to improve the NP yield can be divided into two categories, first by increasing the number of
laser pulses per time and second by improving the ablation rate per pulse.
35 µs 42.5 µs 67.5 µs100 µm
Fig. 2.9: Snapshots of the cavitation bubble evolution after two laser pulses (1064 nm, 12 ps, 1mJ) of high repetition
rate (26 kHz) showing the bubble shielding effect. The cavitation bubble of the first laser shot develops to a hemispherical
bubble (35 µs). The energy of the second laser shot (arriving at 38.5 µs) is deposited at the water-bubble interface of
the first bubble and not at the target surface. This generates a second bubble on top of the first one (42.5 µs). While
the first bubble shrinks the second bubble increases (67.5 µs). [OI4]
The maximum laser repetition rate is limited for PLAL. Besides technical limits of some lasers also
a phenomenological limit exists. The ablation productivity in the sense of mass per time saturates when
the cavitation bubble of the previous laser shot is still alive at the time the next laser shot is fired.[3, 19–21]
This effect is called bubble shielding. The laser energy is deposited at the interface of the previous bubble
and the surrounding water as shown in Fig. 2.9. The second bubble starts to grow on top of the first one.
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Some minor splashes can be seen penetrating the first bubble (middle image of Fig. 2.9). In this case, the
first bubble was at its maximum expansion and shrinks while the second bubble grows.
The laser energy of the second laser pulse does not reach the target, so no additional ablation can
occur. This is the reason why the ablation productivity saturates and the ablation rate per pulse decreases,
respectively.[19–21] To overcome the problem of bubble shielding one can spatially bypass the cavitation
bubble by the help of a laser scanner,[22, 23] which have different technical limitations restricting the
ablation productivity. If one can choose between a high repetition rate or higher pulse energies, the
second was reported to be more productive.[129]
110 µs 112.5 µs1mm
Fig. 2.10: Two snapshots of cavitation bubbles after laser ablation (1064 nm, 7 ns, 3mJ) showing the strong bubble
size reduction due to nanoparticle shielding. In the left image the laser path (coming from the top in the center of the
bubble) was not contaminated by preexisting nanoparticles while it was contaminated for the right image. The bubble
volume is reduced eightfold. The small difference in the delay time after the laser pulse (110 µs and 112.5 µs) is not of
importance as the bubble in the left image is at her maximum expansion, which lasts much longer. [OI5]
One further problem are the already generated NPs themselves. As mentioned above, they have to
be removed otherwise they also absorb parts of the laser intensity. This effect is called nanoparticle
shielding.[21, 58, 130, 131] As shown in Fig. 2.10, the NP cloud of a previous laser shot can have such a high
optical density that the bubble volume is reduced (in this case) eightfold. Here the concentration of NPs
is very high but even much lower concentrations have an effect on the laser transmission. Two processes
contribute to the absorption, (i) the NPs themselves and (ii) micrometer sized cavitation bubbles around
the NPs induced by the laser light absorption,[139–141] which only exists for a few nanoseconds.[106] This
shows clearly that the generated NPs have to be removed fast enough to not absorb most of the laser
intensity. In Fig. 2.10 the laser repetition rate was 0.5 Hz so the NP cloud was accidentally traversing
the laser path. If the repetition rate is much faster a higher amount of NPs are generated increasing the
probability of NP shielding. Hence, even if a laser scanner is used one has to ensure an efficient water
flow to remove the high amount of generated NP.
The NP shielding in some cases might be of direct interest. If a reirradiation of the NPs is wanted
to improve the NP properties, this is one possibility to produce them. However, it is not ensured that
all NPs are reirradiated leading to a partially uncontrolled ablation process. A more controlled way of
reirradiation represents the laser fragmentation in a liquid jet.[142]
Besides the improvement of the ablation environment also the ablation efficiency of a single laser
shot can be improved. As already mentioned above at Fig. 2.5, a wire target has an improved ablation
efficiency compared to a flat target.[21, 47, 59, 143] The reason for this is a reduced or completely inhibited
redeposition of ablated material onto the target during cavitation bubble collapse.[143]
A further optimization point is the lens-target distance of maximum ablation. For laser pulse duration
in the picosecond range it was reported that the distance of maximum ablation is the focal length.[20, 23]
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Fig. 2.11: Influence of the target position on the cavitation bubble volume and the ablation rate for nanosecond exci-
tation (1064 nm, 7 ns, 10mJ stroboscopy and 12mJ spectroscopy). Top: The laser beam half-width at half-maximum
(hwhm) in water (non-diffraction-limited). Bottom: Maximum bubble volume and colloidal extinction (400 nm to
420 nm) as function of the target position relative to the focal point. The dashed line represents the modeled bub-
ble volume for a simple fluence threshold behavior that still peaks at the focus point. Both, the bubble volume and
the extinction reach their peak when the target is around 4mm in front of the focus point. The inset shows optical
breakdown in the water when the target is 2.4mm behind the focal point. Reproduced from Reich et al.[58] [OI6]
In contrast, the femtosecond pulse duration showed that the point of highest ablation efficiency is slightly
ahead of the focus position.[25, 42] This is in accordance with results obtained for nanosecond laser
pulses.[58, 129, 144] Here also a shift of the target position in front of the focal point was found. This is
shown in Fig. 2.11 for nanosecond ablation with a lens of focal length in air of 30 mm, which corre-
sponds to around 38 mm in water. Both, the bubble volume and the ablated mass (expressed in colloidal
extinction) peaks when the target is about 4 mm in front of the focal point. The focus was determined
on the one hand by the lens parameters and on the other hand by determining the ablation point and the
optical breakdown point in the water with minimal laser power. Besides the maximum ablation rate[25, 58]
also the plasma intensity is highest when the focus lies in the target.[25] The close correlation of the
cavitation bubble size and the extinction additionally shows the close relation of both quantities during
PLAL.
The shift of the point of maximum ablation can not be explained by a simple fluence threshold behav-
ior above which the laser energy is transferred into the bubble. This assumption would lead to a peak
efficiency still located at the focal point (see dashed line in Fig. 2.11). If the target is behind the focal
point optical breakdown in the water phase can occur as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.11. This shields the
trailing laser pulse from the target. The shift of the point of maximum efficiency can be explained by
introducing an additional shielding factor.[58]
The difference in the point of maximum efficiency for different laser pulse duration may be explained
by the two facts that (i) the plasma shielding is less pronounced for shorter pulse duration and (ii) that
femtosecond pulses show a strong self-focusing effect leading to a shifted focal point.[145] Hence, for
both, picosecond and femtosecond pulses, the point of maximum efficiency is the focal point. For the
shorter impulses, the self-focusing effect must also be taken into account, which reduces the actual focal
length compared to the lens parameters.
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Two more important aspects for an efficient ablation are the fluence threshold effect[58] and the target
roughness, which shows an incubation effect.[60] They are explained in section 6.1.
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3 Basics of X-ray scattering and imaging methods
In this chapter the basics of X-ray scattering and imaging techniques are explained. Furthermore the
focusing of X-rays to spots by refractive lenses and the generation of X-rays in synchrotrons is described.
In this work nanoparticles are investigated during the ablation process after laser excitation. As they are
too small to be investigated by visible light due to the Abbe diffraction limit,[72] X-Rays are used. With
X-ray scattering their size distribution as well as their spatial distribution can be analyzed. One powerful
technique is the Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) as it allows to determine the size distribution.
It probes only a single spot at once. On the other hand, X-ray imaging methods are being developed
for a 2D investigation and can provide different contrast modalities. The scattering contrast allows to
actually image the 2D nanoparticle distribution. One can obtain with a single measurement micro- and
nanoscale features, such as the laser-induced cavitation bubble and the nanoparticle distribution by the
transmission and the scattering contrast, respectively. The third contrast, the differential phase, can give
additional information on material interfaces.
To improve the X-ray efficiency in Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast Imaging, in this work 2D lens
arrays for hard X-rays were invented. The basics of X-ray focusing by lens array are explained. In the
last section of this chapter the generation of X-rays by bending magnets, wigglers and undulators and
their monochromatisation is explained briefly.
3.1 The interaction of X-rays with matter
X-rays interact with matter in two ways: they can be scattered or absorbed.[146] The fundamental process
is that the electromagnetic wave accelerates the electrons in the atoms and they consequently radiate the
scattered wave. In the classical approach, the scattering process is elastic. No energy is transferred to the
electron and the scattered wave has the same wavelength as the incident one. In the quantum mechanical
description, however, this is not the case. It is an inelastic process in which energy may be transferred
to the electron and the scattered wave has a reduced energy. The elastic scattering is the main process
if the photon momentum is taken up by atoms and the lattice rather than a single electron. Therefore a
classical description is sufficient.[146] The inelastic scattering gets only important for high energies and
large scattering angles. It gives only a smooth contribution to the scattering signal as it varies slowly with
the scattering angle.[146]
The most elementary scattering object is a free electron. In the X-ray regime the photons are energetic
enough that in first approximation also atomic electrons respond like free ones (with respect to reso-
nances).[146] The total scattering length of a single atom can be calculated as the integral over all volume
elements dr of the atom containing the electrons:[146]
− r0 f 0(q) =−r0
∫
ρ(r) · eiq·rdr , (3.1)
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where r0 is the Thomson scattering length, f 0(q) the atomic form factor, ρ the electron number density
and q the wavevector transfer or scattering vector. The latter can be calculated by q= 4pi sin(θ)/λ with
2θ being the angle between incident beam and scattering direction and λ the wavelength. To obtain the
scattering amplitude of a molecule or a small particle one has to integrate over all atoms. The details of
the Small-angle X-ray Scattering techniques will be given in subsection 3.2.1.
The second interaction of X-ray photons with matter is the attenuation. It occurs due to photoelectric
absorption, incoherent Compton scattering and coherent Rayleigh scattering.[147, 148] The linear attenua-
tion coefficient µ thus can be decomposed into:
µ = µpe+µcoh+µincoh , (3.2)
where the index pe stands for the photoelectric, coh for the coherent and incoh for the incoherent effect,
respectively. All processes depend on the photon energy. The cross section of Compton scattering varies
slowly with energy and is the dominant process only at high energies. The coherent Rayleigh scattering
has an lower cross section compared to the photoelectric absorption. Therefore the latter is the main
absorption process in this work. The absorption follows the Beer-Lambert law as shown in equation (2.1).
The absorption coefficient µ has a distinct photon energy dependence. It is inversely proportional to the
energy with about the third power. The absorption is a process of expelling electrons from the atom
shells this cross section strongly increases when the energy exceeds the binding energy of a deeper
shell. Therefore the absorption is a fingerprint of the material. This effect is used in X-ray absorption
spectroscopy.[146]
X-rays experience also refraction when entering a medium. As in the visible light range the index of
refraction n is of central interest. In the X-ray regime it can be expressed as:[146]
n = 1−δ + iβ . (3.3)
Here δ is the decrement of n from unity and is assigned to refraction processes. It can be calculated
by:[149]
δ =
ρr0λ 2
2pi
, (3.4)
with ρ the electron density (in matter typically of the order of 1 electron/Å3), r0 the Thomson scatter-
ing length and λ the wavelength. Normally the X-ray frequencies lie above various resonances of the
electrons (photon energy higher than binding energy). Thus the electrons respond as free carriers to the
electromagnetic forces. This is the reason why the real part of n is slightly lower than unity.
The imaginary part of the index of refraction β is smaller than δ in the hard X-ray regime. It is assigned
to attenuation in matter. It is related to the absorption coefficient µ by:[146]
β =
µλ
4pi
. (3.5)
X-rays entering a medium are refracted away from the surface normal in contrary to the visible light
regime where they are refracted towards it. This is of importance in this work as 2D arrays of X-ray
lenses were developed. For grazing angles (below αc =
√
2δ ) one observes total external reflection. This
is used on the one hand for focusing mirrors as discussed in section 3.5. On the other hand this is a
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way for surface sensitive measurements as the evanescent wave only penetrates into the medium a few
nanometers. This is much smaller than the normally observed penetration depth.
3.2 X-ray scattering
X-rays get scattered when inhomogeneous samples are investigated. The scattering vector (q) depends
on the size of the inhomogeneities. Therefore, the genesis of NPs during laser ablation can be investi-
gated by X-ray scattering methods.[27, 30, 31, 61, 117, 119, 150] A high time resolution of down to 100 ps can
be achieved.[61] The scattering from NPs can be divided into two regions in q space: at low angle the
scattering only sees a continuum of scattering length distribution. This is called Small-angle X-ray Scat-
tering (SAXS).[146] Since the NPs can also have crystalline domains, a scattering at the atomic lattice can
occur. Here the angles are much larger (the (111) Bragg angle of gold is around 20 ° for 15 keV). This
crystalline scattering can be measured with Wide-angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS).[146] In Fig. 3.1 the dif-
ferent setups for measuring SAXS and WAXS are shown schematically. In the two following subsections
both techniques will be explained in detail.
WAXS
SAXS
X-ray
s
sample
Fig. 3.1: Schematic illustration of wide-angle and small-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS and SAXS) methods. For WAXS
the angles are around 20 ° and the sample-to-detector distance is roughly 10 cm while for SAXS the angles are in the
µrad range and the sample-to-detector distance can exceed meters.
3.2.1 Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
Especially SAXS was the basis for the development of the multi-contrast imaging tool in this work and is
therefore described in more details. The SAXS signal from an extended sample is the Fourier transform
of scattering length density fluctuations across the probed sample. At the small q-values the probed length
scale is much larger than atom sizes, so that the material is sensed as continuum. Hence, the scattering
intensity is the average over the complete probed volume. The scattering intensity can thus be simplified
by using only the averaged excess electron density ρavg:[146]
ISAXS(q) =
∣∣∣∣∫V fρavg · eiq·rdV
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.6)
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where f is the atomic scattering length and dV the probed volume element. The integral of this equation
can be recognized as a Fourier transform of the electron density of the sample. The scattering amplitude
of a solid sphere is therefore its Fourier transform, as depicted in Fig. 3.2. The measured intensity, in
contrast, is the square of the absolute value.
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Fig. 3.2: Scattering distribution of a solid sphere. The scattering amplitude of a solid sphere of size D is the Fourier
transform of it. The measurable scattering intensity I(q) is the square of the amplitude. The scattering intensity can be
separated in two regions, the Guinier region for low values of q and the Porod region for high values of q, respectively.
The simplest sample, which also fits well to the here analyzed NPs, are diluted solid spheres in solution.
Then any inter-particle correlations can be neglected. As only the change in electron density between the
particle and the solution is of interest the scattering intensity can be rewritten with ∆ρ = fpρp− fsρs,
where the indexes p and s represent the investigated particle and the surrounding solvent, respectively,
to:[146]
ISAXS(q) = ∆ρ2V 2p |F(q)|2 . (3.7)
Here Vp is the volume of the particle and F(q) the form factor. The latter can be calculated analytically
for a solid spheres of radius r by:[146]
F(q)sphere = 3 ·
[
sin(q · r)−q · r · cos(q · r)
(q · r)3
]
. (3.8)
Here q and r can be assumed as scalars rather than vectors as the scattering distribution is rotational
isotropic in space. If an interaction between the investigated particles exists one has to include a structure
factor.[146, 151] Such a case is given if suspensions with high concentrations are investigated.
For small values of q · r, the so called Guinier region[152] of the scattering distribution, the form factor
can be simplified by an expansion of the trigonometric function leading to a scattering intensity of:
ISAXSG (q)≈ ∆ρ2V 2p e(q·r)
2/5 q · r 1 . (3.9)
For values of q ·r larger than unity, the so called Porod region,[153] the form factor can again be simplified
and is approximated by:
ISAXSP (q)≈ 9∆ρ2V 2P
1
2
1
q4 · r4 q · r 1 . (3.10)
Note that ISAXSP is strongly dependent on the shape of the particle and q has only the power of -4 for solid
spheres, while it has the power of -2 for discs and -1 for rods, respectively.
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Until now only particles with one defined size are considered. On laser ablation NPs with different
sizes are generated. As pointed out before, the scattering intensity is the sum of the individual scattering
contributions. Thus the scattering signal of several size levels is the sum of the individual ones. In Fig. 3.3
the scattering intensities of three size levels of NPs are shown. The scattering intensity from small NPs
can be superseded by that of large NPs due to the V 2 dependence of the scattering cross section in SAXS.
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Fig. 3.3: Scattering intensity of spheres with three different sizes. If all sizes are contributing with an equal number of
particles to the scattering signal their individual signal just add up.
Polydisperse NP distribution, as typically investigated in PLAL, can be analyzed the Unified fit in-
troduced by Beaucage et al.[29, 154, 155] It is an empirical model based on the Guinier[152] and Porod[153]
approximations. The summation of these two approximations can approximately determine the scatter
from a multitude of systems. For one size level of solid sphere the summation is:[154]
I(q) = G · exp
(
−q2R2g
3
)
+B ·
er f
(
qRg
61/2
)3
q

−4
, (3.11)
where G is the exponential prefactor and is dependent to V 2p , Rg it the radius of gyration which is Rg =√
3/5 ·r for a spherical particle, B is a constant prefactor and depends on the surface area for the particle.
The latter is dependent on the shape of the particle compared to the exponent in the Porod region. Thereby
this Unified fit considers also clustering and roughness of the investigated particles.
As already mentioned, the scattering distribution of a sample with several size levels is the sum of
the individual scattering curves. Therefore, a sum of the fit functions is also used in the Unified fit to
determine the average radii and the relative volume contributions of the size levels.
The Porod invariant P =
∫
I(q) ·q2dq can be used to determine the total mass of particles of a certain
size. This reproduces in good approximation the total mass of the particles in the X-ray path and is
independent of the shape and size distribution.[30, 153]
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3.2.2 Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)
With WAXS the Bragg peaks of the sample are measured so that their crystalline structure can be de-
termined. The incident X-ray beam gets scattered at each crystal lattice plane leading to an overlay of
many reradiated waves. For constructive interference of them the Bragg law of diffraction has to be
fulfilled:[146]
2d sin(θ) = nλ . (3.12)
Here d is the interplanar distance of two atomic layers, θ is the angle between the beam and the lat-
tice planes, n is a positive integer and λ is the wavelength. In Fig. 3.4 the condition for constructive
interference at two lattice planes is shown schematically.
θ
d
d · sin(θ)
Fig. 3.4: Illustration of Bragg’s law of diffraction. The incident beam is scattered at the atoms of the crystal and only
at a certain angle θ constructive interference takes place.
At a fixed wavelength, the Bragg angle θ corresponds to a certain lattice distance d. For finite sized
particles the width of the Bragg peak depends on the crystal mean size. Therefore one can calculate
the crystal mean size τ from the Bragg peak width ∆ (full-width at half-maximum) with the Scherrer
equation:[156]
τ =
Kλ
∆cosθ
, (3.13)
with K the Scherrer shape factor. K is slightly smaller than unit and depends not only on the crystal shape
(cubic or non-cubic), but also on the instrumental parameters.[157] This broadening effect originates from
the reducing number of lattice planes involved in the scattering process for decreasing particles sizes.
After background subtraction the peak width can be fitted by a Gaussian function.
3.3 X-ray absorption imaging
The first X-ray absorption image was taken in 1895 by W. C. Röntgen and showed his wife’s hand
with her wedding ring. Especially the bones and the ring are visible while the soft tissue is only weakly
recognizable. As discussed above, the absorption coefficient µ is material and X-ray energy dependent.
In actual objects µ has to be assumed to be non-uniform. For an X-ray traveling in x-direction through a
sample, the intensity I(y,z) at pixel (y,z) of the detector is:[146]
I(y,z) = I0 · exp
[
−
∫
µ(x,y,z)dx
]
, (3.14)
where I0 is the primary X-ray intensity. This means, that in absorption imaging only the projection
of µ is detected. If one is interested in the 3D material distribution one has to perform a computed
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tomography scan. There projections of many incident angles are taken and reconstructed by a Radon
transformation.[146]
This direct projection of the sample absorption contrast only holds true as long as the imaging setup
is in the contact region. This is valid if the sample-to-detector distance (L) is much smaller than D2/λ ,
where D is the sample structure size. For a structure size of D = 1µm with an X-ray energy of 12 keV
(λ = 0.1nm) this condition is only fulfilled for L 10mm. For samples with structure sizes of D= 1mm
the distance D2/λ is equal to 10 km. Hence, for comparably large samples, like the cavitation bubbles in
this work, one can still assume to be in the contact region without having problems of Fresnel (L≈D2/λ )
or Fraunhofer (L D2/λ ) diffraction.[146]
The soft tissue of the first X-ray image is hard to see due to the low absorption coefficient of tissue.
Despite improvements in technology, it is still difficult to image soft tissue and other samples with low
absorption contrast. Therefore several multi-contrast imaging techniques have been invented, where the
phase and the scattering contrast improve the material differentiation.
3.4 X-ray multi-contrast imaging
With X-ray multi-contrast imaging not only the pure absorption contrast but also the phase (or differential
phase) contrast and the scattering contrast can be measured simultaneously. There are many techniques
for measuring both additional contrasts, not all of them provide all contrasts.
One common technique today is the X-ray Grating Interferometry (GI) first published in 2002 by David
et al.[158] For phase contrast measurements, this technique is already used in commercial scanners[159] and
is about to be implemented in clinical C-arm X-ray systems.[160] It will be explained in subsection 3.4.1
in detail to introduce the contrast formation in multi-contrast imaging. In brief, by a fine line grating as
shown in Fig. 3.5 (a) a Talbot carpet is produced that is analyzed by stepping a second analyzer grating
directly in front of the camera. The camera itself can not resolve the induced beam pattern. From changes
of the step modulations of each pixel the different contrasts can be retrieved.[146]
The first phase contrast measurement technique was a crystal interferometer published in 1965 by
Bonse and Hart.[164] Here the incident beam is split into two parts, both are reflected to coincide after
one of them passing through the sample leading to interference changes due to the sample. Another
pure phase contrast method is propagation-based imaging.[165, 166] The interference fringes in Fresnel
diffraction introduced by the sample are measured. With a priori information on the sample the phase
distortion can be recalculated. In some cases this technique can be used for a simple edge enhancement.
In analyzer-based imaging a small X-ray beam intersects the sample and the rocking curve is measured
with an additional analyzer crystal.[167] By the change of the rocking curve one can retrieve phase and
scattering information.
In the recent past, multi-contrast methods with structured beams have been published. One of them is
the edge illumination technique.[168–170] Here the primary beam is split into many beamlets by linear or
square apertures. The beamlets pass the sample before they get detected by a masked detector. A perfect
alignment of the setup is required so that the beamlets hit the edge of the detector mask. If the sample now
changes the beamlet direction due to refraction, the intensity of the corresponding pixel changes. From
the intensity change the shift of the beamlet and therefore the differential phase can be measured. When
a scan of the apertures is performed, also the scattering signal can be obtained.[169, 170] There are even
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Fig. 3.5: Optical elements used in X-ray multi-contrast imaging techniques. (a) Phase grating[38] and (b) 2D array
of circular gratings[161] used in grating interferometry. (c) Hartmann mask,[162] (d) 2D lens array produced by 3D
laser writing of crossed cylindrical holes,[163] (e) 2D lens array embossed in polymer foil and (f) inverted Hartmann
mask[162] for usage in Hartmann mask-like multi-contrast imaging. (a) ©2005 Optical Society of America. (b) Reprinted
with permission from [M. Kagias, Z. Wang, P. Villanueva-Perez, K. Jefimovs, and M. Stampanoni. Phys. Rev. Lett.,
116(9):093902, 2016.] Copyright 2016 by the American Physical Society. (d) Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 license. (c)
and (f) courtesy of M. Zakharova.
realizations of the edge illumination technique that do not require a detector mask. Here the beamlets are
precisely aligned into the intersection of neighboring pixels.[171] However this technique only allows to
access the phase contrast.
A more random beam structuring is done in speckle-based multi-contrast imaging. Beam perturbations
are introduced by e.g. a sandpaper.[172–174] This optical element must be located far enough from the
detector to introduce the propagation based phase contrast of it into the beam. The optical element is
scanned in one direction and the contrasts are retrieved by image correlation. The positional shift gives
the differential phase contrast and the correlation coefficient corresponds to the scattering contrast.
The last multi-contrast imaging technique is the Hartmann mask-like Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast
Imaging (SEMCI) technique. It is explained in detail in the subsection 3.4.2 as this is the technique
used and further improved in this work. In short, a broad beam is divided into many beamlets that are
detected by an area detector that resolves the beamlets. In Fig. 3.5 (b) to (f) different optical elements for
beam division are shown shown. From the change of beamlet properties, the different contrasts can be
retrieved. This is a true single exposure technique as no stepping of an optical element or the sample is
necessary. Only the pattern change between a separately recorded undisturbed flat image and the sample
disturbed radio image is necessary.
With exception of some publications for GI,[175–177] the SEMCI is the only technique allowing real sin-
gle exposure imaging. All other multi-contrast techniques require the acquisition of several subimages.
This means that several images must be recorded to obtain one set of images of different contrasts. The
speckle technique in principle allows a single exposure but only the phase contrast could be sufficiently
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reconstructed until now.[178, 179] For GI there is also the possibility to perform a single exposure mea-
surement by a canted grating and moiré fringe analysis.[176, 177] Until now, this technique is not suitable
for the mapping of fast processes, because only a 1 kHz frame rate was reached. Hence, it is not suitable
for the NP detection during laser ablation. The only technique allowing single exposure combined with
a high frame rate is measuring with Hartmann masks or the here developed 2D lens arrays. One further
advantage of the Hartmann mask-like imaging are the low requirements on coherence. The imaging pro-
cess itself does not require coherence as it is based on a pure optical propagation. Coherent illumination
is only required for the scattering process on the samples themselves. Since these are in the nanometer
size range, a much lower coherence is sufficient for this technique, compared with e.g. GI.
3.4.1 Grating interferometry
In Grating Interferometry (GI) the change of an interference pattern behind a grating is used to obtain the
three contrasts absorption, differential phase and scattering simultaneously. In 1836 H. F. Talbot found
the self imaging effect of a grating in the optical wavelength range.[180] This is a near-field diffraction
effect, which nowadays is called Talbot effect. It was transferred to the X-ray system at the beginning of
the 21st century.[38, 158, 175]
In crystal diffractometry, the Ewald sphere construction is a common method for determining the Laue
condition for constructive interference. It combines the real and reciprocal space where the intersections
of the reciprocal lattice of the crystal and the Ewald sphere fulfills the Laue condition. In a certain way
it can be assumed that the interference pattern formation in GI takes place analogously.[181] In reciprocal
space a line grid has discrete lines. The positions of the intersections of these lines with the Ewald sphere
correspond to the positions of the maxima of the Talbot carpet.[181] The Talbot effect in GI is a near field
effect and the interference pattern does not change position with increasing distance from the grating.[146]
The same Talbot carpet repeats itself identically until the near-field conditions are no longer met. The
Laue condition on which the Ewald sphere construction is based, however, is a far field condition in
which the points of constructive interference move at different distances from the diffraction object.
There are two kinds of gratings, absorption gratings and phase gratings. In the ideal case, the first
only absorbs the X-ray intensity while the second only introduces a phase difference of pi/2 or pi . In GI
normally a phase grating with a phase shift of pi is used. It has no 0th order while most of the diffracted
waves is in the ±1st orders.[181] Additionally, the distance between the grating and the first self image is
at 1/8 of the Talbot distance while it is at 1/2 for a pi/2-phase grating and at the Talbot distance for a
absorption grating.[146] Furthermore, for pi-phase gratings the lateral period of the self image is half the
size of the grating. The smaller distance to the first self image shortens the setup but on the other hand it
decreases the phase sensitivity.[181]
A sample that introduces a certain phase shift into the propagating waves changes this interference
pattern. This pattern change is imaged by a 2D camera, which determines the final spatial resolution by
its pixels size. However, the resolution of cameras is too small to resolve the pattern. The most common
routine to record the interference pattern is the phase stepping method. Therefore an analyzer grating
(normally an absorption grating) is placed parallel to the first one in the plane of the self image directly
in front of the camera. An oscillating intensity is recorded by scanning this grating orthogonal to the
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optical axis and to the grating lines over one period. The intensity is highest when the grating is in
registry with the self-image and lowest when it is in anti-registry.[146]
From a set of measurements with and without the sample one now can calculate the three contrasts. The
sinusoidal intensity function of each pixel is analyzed for its own by a Fourier series.[182, 183] The absorp-
tion of the sample corresponds to a change in mean value. The differential phase contrast induced by a
phase shift in the sample is obtained by the lateral shift of the intensity modulation.[184] If the sample also
scatters X-rays, this leads to an overall increased background signal, which results in a reduced amplitude
of the intensity modulation.[183] In comparison to visible light Fourier optics this can be retrieved by the
first Fourier component. Quantitatively this is calculated by the visibility V = (Imax− Imin)/(Imax+ Imin)
where Imax and Imin stand for the maximum and minimum intensity, respectively. This is equal to the
quotient of the first by the zeroth Fourier amplitude coefficient.[182]
The GI requires sufficient spatial coherent X-rays, otherwise no interference pattern is created. This
can only be provided directly by synchrotrons or micro-focus X-ray tubes.[184] For conventional X-ray
tubes an additional source grating is needed where each opening can be seen as an individual source
leading to high coherence.[184, 185]
In the phase stepping method a complete set of subimages is necessary. Between each acquisition
one grating or the sample must be moved precisely. This reduces the possible image repetition rate
significantly.[186] There are published approaches allowing retrieval of the contrasts from one single
image. With canted gratings one obtains moiré patterns, which can be analyzed by the Fourier transform
method.[175–177] With this method, however, the spatial resolution, which depends on the inclination of
the grids, is lost. Furthermore, the achieved frame rate of 1.000 Hz is still one order of magnitude too
low to image the NPs inside the cavitation bubble after laser excitation.
3.4.2 Single-exposure measurement with Hartmann mask-like setups
Hartmann masks are well known in visible optics to analyze optical elements since 1900.[187] They
consist of a regular arrangement of holes in an otherwise opaque foil. Hartmann mask-like setups in
which the sample-induced change in beamlet properties is analyzed are inherently Single-Exposure
Multi-Contrast Imaging (SEMCI) technology. It was transferred to the X-ray regime first by using line
gratings[35, 188] and later by 2D hole gratings.[36, 189–191] To facilitate the reconstruction a regular 2D array
is of advantage[36, 189] but also arbitrary arrangements are possible.[52]
The Hartmann mask is used as an example to explain the functional principle of the SEMCI technology.
These basic considerations apply without restriction even when lens arrays are used as optical elements.
Thanks to the Babinet’s principle also the recently developed inverted Hartmann masks follow the same
considerations.[48, 49, 162] These masks consist of free standing pillars instead of holes in an otherwise
opaque foil.
The broad X-ray beam gets split into many beamlets by the apertures of the hole array as depicted
in Fig. 3.6. The 2D beamlet pattern is detected by an area detector. Before introducing the sample into
the beamlet pattern one reference image is taken. This image is valid until the setup is changed. From
the change in intensity, position and width of each beamlet the three contrasts absorption, deflection
(or differential phase) and scattering can be retrieved simultaneously as illustrated (separately for better
visibility) in Fig. 3.6. This retrieval can be performed either by individual beamlet analysis (e.g. Gaussian
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Fig. 3.6: Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast Imaging principle with a Hartmann mask as optical element. The broad X-ray
beam gets divided into a 2D array of beamlets. The change of intensity, width and position due to the sample gives
the contrasts absorption, scattering and deflection, respectively. Here the three contrast mechanisms are separately
illustrated while in reality they are superimposed.
fitting) or by spatial harmonic analysis (e.g. Fourier analysis). The reconstruction of the contrasts is
described in chapter 4.2 in detail.
The spatial resolution is not the one of the detecting camera, as in GI, but the beamlet pitch. Hence,
there is no improvement in spatial resolution compared to moiré fringe GI but the mechanical robustness
is much higher.[41] Only the hole mask has to be aligned to the camera and not two (or sometimes
three) gratings have to be aligned to each other. Additionally, the production of a hole array mask with
pitches of around 50 µm is much easier than the precise production of the gratings for GI (pitch of a few
micrometer).
Additional restrictions for the choice of measurement setup is the time resolution. It is ultimately
limited by the available X-ray flux. If lens arrays, as developed in this work, are used instead of absorption
masks, the flux losses are reduced to a minimum. However, the camera is also a limiting factor. Sensor
sizes of about 500 px×500 px are required for imaging areas in the centimeter range with a high spatial
resolution. Even with state of the art high speed cameras one is limited down to roughly 10 µs temporal
resolution for such large sensor sizes.
One data point (for each contrast) can be calculated for one beamlet. For a proper sampling of the
individual beamlets at least 3 px×3 px per beamlet are required.[189] In this work a sampling of six or
higher was used. The spatial resolution is the beamlet pitch and was 50 µm and 65 µm in this work. This
was required to obtain a suitable NP size sensitivities. Details on the specific setup used in this work will
be explained in more details in subsection 4.1.4.
For the reconstruction of the different contrasts of SEMCI several algorithms are proposed in the
literature.[35, 40, 41, 52, 191, 192] In detail they will be explained in chapter 4.2. Two of them, the Fourier
analysis[189] and the image moment analysis,[193] allow the reconstruction of higher order scattering
channels. As simulations (see subsection 4.3.4) showed, these higher orders lead to a changed sensitivity
on the scatterers size. This allows to increase the possible contrasts from the three well known one,
transmission, differential phase and scattering, to more sophisticated scattering contrasts with several
length scale sensitivities.
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3.4.3 Absorption contrast
The conventional absorption imaging with X-rays was already described in section 3.3. The X-ray inten-
sity is attenuated depending on the absorption coefficient distribution in the sample. This leads in SEMCI
to a decreased intensity of the beamlets but no change in position and width. Two ways are possible to
determine the absorption contrast in SEMCI. The peak height of the beamlets or the integral intensity of
each beamlet zone can be calculated. When the optical element has a finite absorption additionally the
background signal changes with absorption. This leads to an additional kind of absorption contrast, the
offset, in Gaussian fitting.
Multi-contrast imaging was developed especially for samples with low absorption contrast. With the
additional contrasts, additional information about the samples can be obtained.[188] Hence, normally no
strong changes in the absorption are observed. Within this work, however, there is a high absorption
contrast due to the induced cavitation bubble. The high absorption change of the cavitation bubble leads
to problems with crosstalk between the different contrasts as will be shown in section 4.4. The NPs
themselves introduce a very low X-ray absorption and are only visible if they are highly concentrated.[27]
The NPs scatter the X-rays and are therefore detectable by the scattering contrast.
3.4.4 Scattering contrast
As described at the beginning of subsection 3.2.1, the X-rays get scattered when samples with an inho-
mogeneous electron density are investigated. The scattering intensity thereby depends on the scatterer
size and shape.[146]
The scattering contrast in multi-contrast imaging is often attributed to small-angle scattering, hence
electron density variations, of structures which are not resolvable by the detector.[35, 39, 194, 195] There
are more contributions to the scattering contrast, which are not understood in all details until know.[196]
X-rays also undergo refraction when passing through a sample. If these phase fluctuations are large
enough to be imaged with the setup this leads to differential phase contrast and is explained in the next
subsection. Descriptions of wave propagation with unresolvable phase fluctuations resulted in scattering
signals equivalent to measurement data.[183] At least for image moment analysis it was shown that the
scattering contrast scales similar irrespective if a Gaussian scattering distribution or a binary pure phase
object is assumed.[197] It could be shown, that a primary scattering signal could be transferred into a
differential phase signal when the magnification of a GI setup was increased.[198] This illustrates very
figurative that an unresolvable phase fluctuation can lead to a scattering signal.
Further aspects that change the scatter signal should only be mentioned and not described in detail.
Sharp edges in samples lead to an increased scattering signal as shown by simulations and measure-
ment.[199, 200] A comparison of simulations and measurements revealed that not only elastic but also
inelastic scattering contributes to the scattering contrast.[201] From simulations a second order derivative
differential phase is supposed to change the scattering contrast.[202] Samples showing a lens effect, like
the here investigated cavitation bubbles, lead to a changed period of the interference pattern in GI and
hence to a certain scattering signal.[200]
Additional effects occur when a polychromatic X-ray source is used. Beam hardening due to an energy-
dependent attenuation of the sample changes the visibility in GI and therefore produces an artificial
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scattering signal.[203] When a sample generates phase contrast the energy dependent deflection of X-rays
leads to a spurious scattering signal.[203, 204]
An effect that changes the scatter signal, but is also known from conventional SAXS, is when the
assumption of diluted scatterers no longer holds. In SAXS an additional structure factor must be intro-
duced for densely packed scatterers. This leads to a decrease in intensity at small angles and an increase
at larger angles at the inverse particle-particle distance.[146, 151] In multi-contrast imaging this also leads
to an overall decreased scattering signal.[151, 201]
The numerous influencing factors on the scattering signal indicate that it does not only result from
the often stated pure small-angle scattering. Most of the investigations were done by using GIs and not
SEMCI-techniques. It is not yet known whether and to what extent they are also present in SEMCI.
Effects like the beam hardening of phase shifts of unresolvable structures do occur in the investigation
of the cavitation bubble and should be kept in mind. In the following, the process of SAXS is used to
describe the measurement technique, as this is the interesting process for the NP investigation.
In SEMCI the scattering strength at each beamlet is analyzed and therefore it can be considered as a
kind of SAXS multiplexing as many simplified SAXS measurements are performed in once. This contrast
is often also called "dark-field contrast"[39, 40, 170, 182, 190, 195, 205] or "diffraction contrast".[189, 206] Within
this work the name ”scattering contrast” will be used exclusively.
The real scattering curves (see Fig. 3.3) can only be measured in detail by a proper SAXS measure-
ment. The SEMCI lacks the appropriate sampling of each individual beamlet to map the distribution in
detail, as is the case with a SAXS measurement. Hence, the scattering contrast only represents a strongly
simplified SAXS measurement with the advantage of a simultaneous investigation of a whole bunch of
positions, respectively a whole area.
In Fig. 3.7 arbitrary example curves of a SAXS measurement and a line section of two neighboring
beamlets of a SEMCI setup are plotted. The much higher sampling of SAXS is obvious. In SEMCI
the usable range of the scattering vector q is limited. Large q-values, hence small particles, are already
placed in the zone of the next beamlet. Thus they can not be analyzed and might lead to disturbances
of the neighboring zones. Very large particles are also not detectable as their small scattering vector lies
within one pixel of the detector and therefore do not change the beamlet shape. By changing the setup
parameters the q-range within each beamlet zone can be set to values suitable for the investigated sample,
as discussed later.
This figurative description of the scattering sensitivity is now quantitatively explained. There are sev-
eral publications dealing with the size sensitivity of scatter imaging.[35, 39, 183, 188, 194–196, 206–208] There
are two contradictory proposals for the scattering intensity for different scatterer sizes.[39, 206] For a fixed
measurement setup both propose a linear increasing scattering intensity with increasing particle size un-
til a certain value (the auto-correlation length ξ ) is reached. After this value Stein et al.[206] proposes
a saturation while Lynch et al.[39] proposes a peak and decrease afterwards. The electron density Auto-
Correlation Length (ACL) ξ for scattering imaging setups is:[35]
ξ =
λ ·L
p
, (3.15)
with L the sample-to-detector distance and p the pitch of the modulated X-ray beam on the detector. It
defines the length scale of the structures, which can be investigated with a certain setup. In literature it
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Fig. 3.7: Typical distributions of a Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) curve and a line section of the beamlets in
scattering imaging (SEMCI). The sampling in SAXS is much higher than in SEMCI. The size of the beamlet zones in
scattering imaging is shown by the vertical lines.
is often also called scattering length, which must not be confused with the Thomson scattering length.
Therefore only the term auto-correlation length is used in this work.
It is worth mentioning that the sample can be placed before and behind the optical element. The
theoretical expressions are valid for both geometries with the only exception that L changes to grating-
to-detector distance, if the sample is in front of the grating. This interchangeability will be explained
later for the phase contrast in more details. In this work the sample is always placed between the optical
element and the detector.
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Fig. 3.8: Comparison of normalized scattering sensitivities reported in literature. Lynch et al.[39] belongs to the calculated
”Dark-Field Extinction Coefficient” and Stein et al.[206] to the calculated ”Diffraction Image Intensity”. The auto-
correlation length for both is 56 nm (vertical line). Below this value both propose a linear increase with rising scatterer
diameter but above Stein et al.[206] propose a saturation while Lynch et al.[39] propose a peak with following decline
in sensitivity.
Fig. 3.8 shows the two differently proposed scattering intensity distributions mentioned above for the
same ACL. The proposal of Stein et al.,[206] to the best knowledge of now, seems to be wrong.[208] Qual-
itatively, one would expect that the scattering signal in the limit of very large particles would decay, as
the scattering angles of them are very small. At least if the beam broadening due to a particle is smaller
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than the detector pixel size one can estimate the scattering function as a δ -distribution leading to an
unchanged image. Both images, the undisturbed flat and the sample radio image, should be identical
(except of some absorption) and no scattering signal can be detected. Therefore, the proposal by Stein
et al.[206] is problematic. This is further underlined by measured size dependencies in the literature.[208]
The Dark-Field Extinction Coefficient (DFEC) was derived for GI where a scattering signal leads to a
decreased visibility of the interference pattern. Therefore it is called ”extinction coefficient”. In SEMCI
however, the scattering signal is represented by an increased beamlet width. The DFEC µξ can be calcu-
lated by:[39]
µξ =
3pi2
λ 2
ϕ |∆χ|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
const.

D , for D≤ ξ ;
D−
√
D2−ξ 2
(
1+
(
D
ξ
)2
/2
)
+ . . .
(
ξ 2
D − ξ
4
4D3
)
· ln
 Dξ +√(Dξ )2−1
D
ξ −
√(
D
ξ
)2−1
 , for D > ξ .
(3.16)
Here ϕ is the volume fraction of the scattering structure, ∆χ the difference of the complex index of re-
fraction from the sample and the surrounding environment and D the diameter of the scattering structure.
Lynch et al.[39] showed the derivation of the DFEC in detail. In short, the disturbance of a flat incident
wavefront by the sample is divided into a resolvable and an unresolvable part. Based on wave function
calculations, which are again divided into a resolvable and an unresolvable part, it is shown that the
visibility of the GI changes according to an exponential decay with the constant µξ .
The derivation was established for a grating interferometer setup. The measured data, however, were
obtained with a Ronchi grating and a Hartmann mask and show a good agreement with the calculated
DFEC for both parts, below and above the ACL.[39] The simulations in subsection 4.3.4, which are based
on the scatter intensity calculated by equation (3.7), additionally prove the approach of the DFEC.
Also for GI a good agreement of the scattering distribution with the DFEC is published by Miller et
al.[208] The scattering contrast of glass spheres of different sizes (7 µm to 725 µm) embedded in air and
water was measured. The slope of scattering intensity per unit absorption for both conditions was cal-
culated. These slopes display the scattering intensity irrespective of the sample thickness, hence amount
of scatterers probed. In Fig. 3.9 the normalized slopes are plotted together with the expected DFEC for
their setup. The slopes were normalized in the way that the values for the smallest and largest sample size
(7 µm and 725 µm) fit to the DFEC. For both, the slopes in air and water, the values fit quite well to the
expected DFEC showing a decrease for samples with sizes above the ACL. Note that the normalization
is highly sensitive to the exact scattering intensity of the 7 µm spheres.
Also from the measurements of Prade et al.[194] on silica spheres of different sizes with a grating
interferometer one can guess that the scattering intensity drops for samples larger than the ACL. All
these results show, that the DFEC calculated by Lynch et al.[39] is a suitable parameter for estimating
the scattering intensity of a sample in a certain setup. Furthermore, simulations of the scattering imaging
show a good agreement of the DFEC with the retrieved scattering intensity by Fourier analysis as shown
in subsection 4.3.4. In consequence, the calculations of Stein et al.[206] for the scattering sensitivity must
be considered to be problematic. Nevertheless the idea of measuring at two different ACLs to improve
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Fig. 3.9: Evaluation of the measured scattering intensities (given as slope of "scatter per unit absorption") obtained
by Miller et al.[208] The measured values were normalized to the Dark-Field Extinction Coefficient (DFEC) (for details
see text). The scattering intensities for measurements in air and water fit well to the DFEC calculated from Lynch et
al.[39] supporting the correctness of this formula. The auto-correlation length of the setup was given as 1 µm.
the sensitivity, which is the main issue of the paper of Stein et al.,[206] is correct and will be used within
this work.
The DFEC thus can be used as a proper parameter to calculate the scattering sensitivities for different
sample sizes and setup configurations (expressed by different ACLs). Furthermore, it can be used for
SEMCI with Ronchi grids and Hartmann masks as well as for GI.
The maximum value of the DFEC is at D≈ 1.77ξ . It can be calculated in simplified expression from
the setup parameters by:
µmaxξ [µm] = 21.96 ·
L[cm]
E[keV] · p[µm] . (3.17)
Also ξ can be expressed in simplified version:
ξ [µm] = 12.4 · L[cm]
E[keV] · p[µm] . (3.18)
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Fig. 3.10: The Dark-Field Extinction Coefficient (DFEC) as function of scatterer diameter for different Auto-Correlation
Lengths (ACLs). The volume fraction was kept constant for all curves. The scatterer sizes of maximum extinction
coefficient are 37 nm, 100 nm, 500 nm and 900 nm, respectively, as indicated by the vertical lines.
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By varying the setup parameters one can change the ACL and thereby the DFEC distribution. Fig. 3.10
shows DFEC curves for four different ACLs. One can clearly see the common linear behavior of all below
their specific ACL. The maximum value for the different ACLs increases linearly with the increasing
ACL when the volume fraction is kept constant. Therefore, samples with double the diameter result in
a doubled scattering intensity. Note that for an equal volume fraction an eightfold increased number of
the smaller particles is necessary. Consequently, with decreasing particle size the scattering intensity
decreases rapidly making their detection more challenging.
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Fig. 3.11: Schematic drawing of the multi-contrast imaging parameters. The X-rays are divided into beamlets by lenses
with the focal points laying in the detector plane. The maximum beam deflection (top sample part) is ∆h and the
maximum scattering width (bottom sample part) is 2∆h.
The q-range of a SEMCI setup is limited, even more than in SAXS. This results from the small scatter-
ing angles, which can be detected inside the zone of one beamlet and the low sampling. In Fig. 3.11 the
geometrical limits of the SEMCI setup are illustrated for both, beam deflection (top beamlet) and beam
broadening (bottom beamlet). One can directly see the limited accessible angle within the beamlet zone.
When considering the beamlet size at the sample position being small compared to the beamlet zone the
maximum scattering angle θ is:
tan(2θ) =
∆h
L
, (3.19)
where ∆h is the deviation from the original position on the detector plane. The corresponding scattering
vector is then:
q =
4pi · sin(θ)
λ
. (3.20)
With the equations (3.17), (3.19) and (3.20) one can find a direct link between the maximum accessible
scattering vector q and the maximum DFEC µmaxξ , hence the auto-corellation length ξ :
q = pi · 1.77
µmaxξ
and q = pi · 1
ξ
. (3.21)
This allows for a comparison of the scattering curve of a particle with the beamlet of a SEMCI setup.
In Fig. 3.12 (a) the scattering curve of a particle with a diameter of 100 nm is plotted with a logarithmic
scale, as typical for SAXS data. In SEMCI the change of the direct beam is analyzed while at SAXS the
primary beam is excluded. Thus the dynamic range on the detector is different and a linear plotting is
more convenient for SEMCI. In Fig. 3.12 (b) the same scattering curve is plotted together with curves
of two particles of 37 nm and 500 nm, respectively. Additionally the beamlet intensity of a setup with a
µmaxξ = 100nm is plotted. The curves for 37 nm and 500 nm coincide with the half-maximum position
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Fig. 3.12: (a) Scattering intensity of a particle with 100 nm diameter. (b) Normalized (to equal mass of the 100 nm
particle) scattering intensity in comparison to particles with 37 nm and 500 nm diameter and the sum of all three
intensities. In gray the intensity profile of two neighboring beamlets is plotted from a typical experimental setup. The
three vertical lines in (a) and (b) represent values of q · r = 1, q · r = 0.056 and q · r = 3 (from left to right) corresponding
to the upper limit of the Guinier region, the q-limit of the scattering imaging setup and the lower limit of the Porod
region.
of the DFEC of the 100 nm curve. The scattering for q = 0nm−1 was kept constant for all three particle
sizes implying different particle concentrations.
It is evident that the small size fraction gives an almost constant contribution inside the zone of one
beamlet. The scattering distribution of the large size fraction is only located at very small q-values and
therefore would lead to a very small change in the beamlet shape. The 100 nm size fraction, for which this
setup is optimized, has a scattering distribution lying well inside the beamlet zone. As already pointed out
the scattering curve has two regions. The Guinier region at low q-values and the Porod region for high q-
values.[209] The q-size of each beamlet zone (q= 0.056nm−1) is almost equivalent with the beginning of
the Porod region (q≈ 0.06nm−1). The Porod region is not of interest in SEMCI as it is mainly sensitive
on the scatterer shape and not the size.
The sensitivity in scatterer size is not as high as in SAXS. However, there are two ways to improve the
sensitivity. For that purpose images at different ACLs have to be acquired. The first option is to measure
at two different ACLs and subtract the resulting scattering signals.[35, 206] In Fig. 3.13 (a) the DFEC for
two ACLs are plotted together with the difference of them. The difference excludes all scatterer sizes
below the lower ACL. This was demonstrated experimentally with two Ronchi grids of different pitches
with a lab source.[206] If more size levels are to be distinguished, additional measurements on ACLs in
between are required.
When the setup allows for a continuously change of the ACL one can determine the scatterer size of
the sample by the fact that the DFEC saturates when the ACL reaches the particle diameter as shown in
Fig. 3.13 (b). This was also demonstrated in literature for a grating interferometer[194] and a Hartmann
mask.[195] If the sample contains several size levels the scattering signal in dependence of the ACL is the
sum of the individual DFECs as shown by the sum-signal in Fig. 3.13 (b).
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Fig. 3.13: Two possible realizations to improve the size sensitivity of the Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast Imaging. (a)
By measuring at two different Auto-Correlation Lengths (ACLs) one can exclude scattering from small particles when
subtracting both signals.[206] (b) By a fine scanning of the ACL a superposition of different size levels (diameters D)
can be imaged. For all curves the volume fraction was kept constant.
3.4.5 Phase contrast
X-rays get refracted while transmitting through a sample as discussed in detail in section 3.5. The refrac-
tion angle depends on the material boundary slope and the index of refraction. The refraction angle α
can be measured and is the gradient of the phase Φ of the refracted beam. They correspond to each other
by:[146]
αx =
λ
2pi
∂Φ(x,y)
∂x
and αy =
λ
2pi
∂Φ(x,y)
∂y
, (3.22)
for the x- and y-direction while assuming the incident beam to go along the z-direction. The phase can
be reconstructed by integration and will be explained in detail in subsection 4.2.4.
In SEMCI the differential phase is measured by the displacement of the beamlets induced by the sam-
ple. The absolute values of α can be calculated with equation (3.19) with α = 2θ . For a high sensitivity
either the detectable displacement has to be small or the sample-to-detector distance (L) has to be large.
If lens arrays are used as optical elements this distance is limited. The lens array must be placed at a dis-
tance to the detector equal to the focal length. This is also the largest L that can be used. When the sample
is positioned before the optical element the sample-to-detector distance interchanges with the grating-to-
detector distance in equation (3.19). This is shown schematically in Fig. 3.14 for both, a Hartmann mask
(a and c) and for a lens array (b and d).
Let’s assume that the phase of the sample only varies slowly inside one beamlet zone and that L is much
larger than the displacement ∆h. Then the refraction angle α for a fixed ∆h decreases inverse linearly with
increasing L as shown in Fig. 3.14 (a) and equation (3.19). If the sample position now changes before
the optical element the detected ∆h stays the same for a certain α irrespective of the sample position as
illustrated in Fig. 3.14 (c). Only the inspected point of the sample changes slightly. Hence the sensitivity
of the setup is independent of the sample-to-detector distance. The same holds true if a lens array is used
instead of a Hartmann mask as shown in Fig. 3.14 (b) and (d).
Comparable as the scattering contrast, also the phase contrast has an upper limit for the refraction
angle. If one beamlet is shifted outside of his zone it might fall together with another one. Here the same
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Fig. 3.14: Illustration of the interchangeable setup for phase contrast imaging. A parabolic concave structure (large
lens in orange) is used as object here. In both setups, optical element before sample in (a) and (b) and sample before
optical element in (c) and (d), the distance for the detected phase shift is the same. This holds true for Hartmann
masks in (a) and (c) as well as for lens arrays in (b) and (d).
condition is valid as described for the scattering contrast as shown in Fig. 3.11. Only if the sample shows
a strong deflection in combination with only a smooth change of the deflection, the beamlets can be
detected well, even if they move into the next beamlet zone.
3.5 X-ray focusing by refractive lenses
The primary X-ray beams at synchrotrons have sizes in the millimeter range and are not suitable for
micro- or even nano-probing as they are too large. One can to cut down the beam by a pinhole with the
disadvantage of a high intensity loss. The more preferable way is to focus the beam down to the wanted
probe size.
In the past decades several possibilities for the focusing of X-ray beams from synchrotrons have been
developed. A good overview of the different focusing techniques can be found in Snigirev et al.[210] The
advent of third generation storage rings such as the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in
Grenoble (France) made it possible to focus the beams efficiently. The focusing profits from the high
brilliance, the low divergence and, in some cases, also the high coherence.
There are three physical effects that can be used for focusing of X-rays. The first process is total
external reflection and was first used in 1948.[211] By using two bent orthogonal mirrors, the so called
Kirkpatrick-Baez systems, a point focus can be achieved. One year later the focusing by a lead-glass
capillary, in which the X-rays are reflected multiple times into a small point, was published.[212] Both
setups can only provide single beam spots suitable for point investigations, e.g. SAXS.
The second process is diffraction. This is used in Fresnel zone plates first published in 1952.[213]
Normally they consist of a circular diffraction grating leading to a point of constructive interference
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when used in monochromatic light. Only if the coherence of the primary beam is equal or larger than the
zone plate a diffraction limited focus can be obtained. By producing a 2D array of zone plates also a 2D
array of beam spots was achieved and used for SEMCI recently.[161]
The third process is refraction. The index of refraction is only slightly smaller than unity. Thus, the
same equations as for lenses in the visible light regime hold true and X-rays can be focused by lenses.[50]
In contrast to visible light the lenses have to be concave for focusing. The refractive index and therefore
the refractive power is wavelength dependent. Hence, only with monochromatic X-ray illumination really
tight foci can be obtained. Using refractive lenses with polychromatic light leads to a chromatic blurring
and a consequently broadened spot. The fabrication of 2D arrays of refractive lenses was one of the main
goals of this work. Therefore, the working principle will be explained in the following in more detail.
The production of refractive X-ray lenses is a non-trivial task due to the required geometric properties.
It was proposed by Suehiro et al.[214] in 1991 and first accomplished by Snigirev et al.[50] in 1996 in the
group of Lengeler. These lenses were cylindrical holes in an aluminium alloy leading to a line focus.
After the first proof of principle also point foci with spherical lenses[51] or crossed cylindrical lenses[215]
were published.
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Fig. 3.15: (a) A parabolic focusing X-ray lens. The off-axis beam (solid line) gets deflected towards the optical axis
and intersects the on axis beam (dashed line) in the focal length f. This depends on the apex radius r and the material
parameter δ . The absorption of the lens depends on the thickness d and the aperture 2R0. (b) Detailed image of the
entering point of the off-axis beam into the lens material illustrating the refraction of the beam by the angle α.
Parabolic lenses are of advantage compared to cylindrical ones because they do not show spheri-
cal aberrations.[51, 57, 215, 216] Furthermore, they do not show pincushion distortion in X-ray micrograph
imaging.[217] A schematic drawing of a parabolic X-ray lens in shown in Fig. 3.15 (a). Two beams, the
on axis (dashed line) and off-axis (solid line) are coming in parallel from the left and penetrate the lens.
The ordinary beam is not deflected while the extraordinary one gets deflected towards the optical axis.
The refraction angle α depends on δ and the angle of the material boundary ω as shown in Fig. 3.15 (b).
The refraction angle can then be calculated by:[146]
α = δ · tan(ω) . (3.23)
The focal length f of such a biconcave lens is defined as the distance from the middle of the lens to the
point where both beams intersect and can be calculated by:[50]
f =
r
2Nδ
. (3.24)
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Here r is the radius of curvature at the apex of the parabola as shown in Fig. 3.15 and δ is the refractive
index decrement of the lens material. N is the number of stacked biconcave lenses in a row that is
needed to reduce the focal length. Due to the small value of δ , the focal length of a single lens is very
large for typical lens materials. By stacking, focal lengths down to the region of tens of centimeters are
achievable.[163, 218] These stacked lenses are called Compound Refractive Lens (CRL).[219] Reducing the
radius of curvature can also be done. The typical values are in the range of 10 µm to 100 µm. These
curvatures are already difficult to produce and further reductions are often not feasible. By theoretical
calculations it has also been shown that increasing the number of stacked lenses leads to a higher gain
compared to decreasing the radius of the lenses.[219]
Besides the design values for the desired focal lengths also the absorption of the lens material is of
importance. This is especially the case for materials with a high atomic number. They have the advantage
of a higher value of δ but also the absorption coefficient is higher. This can limit the effective aperture
of the lenses. Lenses with a kinoform profile do not have these limitations.[51, 220, 221] In this work only
plastic (Kapton® and Mylar®) was used as lens material. They have low atomic numbers, so that the
absorption of the lens material plays only a minor role. The effective apertures where the absorption
exceeds the gain are much larger for polyimide than those used in this work.[222]
Most of the used CRLs at synchrotrons are made of several tens of lenses. In this case the beam size
reduces considerably inside the CRL. When the smallest possible spot size is of interest, one has to
change the lens aperture of the single lenses in the stack with the decreasing beam size. Such gradually
changing lenses are called adiabatic lenses.[55, 223] Only such adiabatic lenses allow a focusing of hard
X-rays beyond the critical angle of total reflection.[224] Only stacks of a few lenses are used in this work.
An adiabatic change of the lens size was therefore not necessary. On the other hand, this would have
been almost impossible with the manufacturing process developed here.
The single lenses within one CRL have to be aligned precisely. Small errors in the positioning do not
change the lens capabilities that much. Mostly only the total transmission increases leaving the focal
length and spot size unchanged.[222, 225]
A 2D lens array - the Compound Array Refractive Lens (CARL)
For a long time CRLs were only used to produce a single X-ray spot. Recently also 1D arrays of line
foci[54, 56] and point foci[55] were produced. For the aim of this work, the improvement of the SEMCI
(see section 3.4), a 2D array of spots, hence point foci, is required. A 2D array of CRLs is shown in
Fig. 3.16 and was proposed by Piestrup[226, 227] but only a few realizations have been reported in the
past.[52, 53] One is a hexagonal packed array of polystyrene balls embedded in copper.[52] The second is a
3×3 array of crossed parabolic CRLs made by X-ray lithography.[53] The good focusing capabilities of
such an array result in a high gain and small spot sizes. For an imaging tool, as required in this work, an
array of only 3×3 spots is not suitable. Furthermore, the pitch of 1 mm of this array is much too large.
The expected parameters of the needed lens array for the SEMCI are a pitch of around 50 µm, a focal
length of around 1 m and an array size of approximately 3 mm×3 mm. The production of such a 2D
lens array for the X-ray regime is challenging and could be fulfilled in this work. The production and
characterization is shown in chapter 5.
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Fig. 3.16: Schematic drawing of a Compound Array Refractive Lens as required and developed in this work. The three
2D lens arrays are stacked on top of each other resulting in a 2D array of Compound Refractive Lenses.
Parallel to this work 2D lens arrays were realized by crossed cylinder lenses produced by 3D direct
laser writing by dos Santos Rolo et al.[163] The usage of this lens array as a Shack-Hartmann sensor[228]
for hard X-rays was demonstrated by measuring the wavefront of an X-ray diamond CRL. The size
was limited to 1 mm×1 mm×1 mm, but further improvements in this approach are done at the Insti-
tute of Microstructure Technology (IMT) at KIT. First improvements in lens array size have recently
been achieved.[218] The characterization of the lens arrays and data analysis were done in cooperation.
Furthermore, first steps for 2D lens arrays produced by X-ray lithography are in progress.[229]
3.6 X-ray sources
X-rays are electromagnetic waves with a photon energy of about 100 eV to 1 MeV while there is no
consensus about the upper limit.[146] A further differentiation is done between soft and hard X-rays with
the border between 3 keV and 5 keV. The most widespread X-ray sources are X-ray tubes. Depending
on the machine properties X-rays of characteristic wavelengths are emitted. This radiation is well suited
for many applications. However, if high fluxes and (almost) parallel beams are required, synchrotron
radiation facilities are required.
Synchrotron light sources are electron storage rings.[146] The electrons are accelerated up to relativistic
velocities reaching kinetic energies of 2 GeV to 8 GeV. When these electrons are accelerated perpendicu-
lar to their movement, they emit electromagnetic radiation. Such an acceleration happens, in the simplest
case, in so called bending magnets. They force the electrons to orbit on a circular path around the ring
forced by the applied vertical magnetic fields. The wavelength of the radiation depends on the electron
energy Eel and the magnetic field B. The critical energy of a bending magnet is:[230]
Ec = h¯ωc =
3
2
h¯γ2eB
m
. (3.25)
Here h¯ is the reduced Planck constant, ωc the critical frequency, −e and m the electron charge and mass,
respectively, and γ the relativistic factor γ = Eel/(mc2). The emitted spectrum of a bending magnet
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is a broad spectrum around the critical energy with a fast decay for lower energies and a longer tail for
higher energies. In Fig. 3.17 the characteristic spectrum of the Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron
Radiation Source at KIT is plotted. Additionally, the spectrum after the typical filtering applied in the
following experiments with 0.25 mm beryllium (Be) and 0.2 mm aluminum (Al) as well as the further
beam hardening due to 5 mm H2O (ablation chamber thickness) is shown. The opening angle of the beam
is 1/γ .[146] For the above mentioned beamline this divergence is 2×10−4.
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Fig. 3.17: Characteristic spectra of the Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT. The
bending magnet radiation was calculated for an electron energy of 2.5 GeV, a ring current of 100mA and a magnetic
field of 1.5T leading to the critical energy of 6.2 keV. After the filtering by 0.25mm of beryllium (Be), 0.2mm of
aluminum (Al) the peak energy is 14.3 keV. After additional beam hardening due to 5mm of water (H2O) the peak
energy shifts to 17.8 keV. The curves were obtained by.[231,232]
Two more efficient ways to produce X-ray beams compared to bending magnets are wigglers and
undulators.[146] These devices are inserted into straight sections of the storage rings laying between two
bending magnets and are called insertion devices. Wigglers are in principle a stack of many alternately-
poled bending magnets in a row. The electrons undergo many oscillations inside the wiggler instead of
one in the bending magnet. This leads to an added up higher X-ray beam intensity while the spectrum
stays the same.
Undulators also have an alternating magnet section but the electron beam bends are shallower due to
smaller magnet periods. This leads on the one hand to a smaller opening angle compared to wigglers
and bending magnets. On the other hand the emitted X-ray beams of the bends do overlap now and
can interfere with each other. As only certain wavelengths can interfere constructively, the spectra is no
longer broad. It has high peaks of particular wavelengths of the different harmonics. These harmonics
can be shifted in wavelength by changing the gap in the undulator leading to a tunable device.
All the X-ray sources of a synchrotron do radiate X-rays of a certain bandwidth. The bandwidth of
the bending magnets and wigglers is several tens of keV wide and the emitted beam is called "white
beam". Undulators have a much smaller bandwidth of just a fraction of 1 keV. These beams are called
"pink beam". A really monochromatic beam of just some eV bandwidth can only be obtained by using
a monochromator.[233] They consist of crystals, mainly made of silicon. The Bragg’s law mentioned in
equation (3.12) defines a specific reflection angle for each wavelength. The wavelength of constructive
interference can therefore be adjusted by the angle θ .
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Often multilayers are used instead of single crystals.[234] Then d stands for the distance between the
layer repeat unit. By selecting the appropriate multilayer material, period thicknesses and thickness gra-
dients, almost any wavelength and bandwidth can be adjusted. They allow a higher flux with the expense
of a higher bandwidth.[235] The advantage of a double monochromator with parallel mirrors in the oppo-
site direction is that the beam direction after the monochromator remains constant for all wavelengths.
Many aspects play a role if the quality of an X-ray beam is characterized. Combining all of them leads
to the brilliance of the beam, which can be calculated as:[146]
brilliance =
photons/s
mrad2 · (mm2 source size) · (0.1% bandwidth) . (3.26)
The first aspect of the brilliance is the intensity, which is equivalent to the amount of photons per second
arriving at the sample. The second quantity is the collimation defining how much the beam diverges and
is expressed in milli-radians for both, the horizontal and vertical direction. The source size (also in both
directions) is of great importance, especially if the beam is to be focused strongly. Furthermore the energy
spread is of interest. As discussed above the different sources produce different spectral distributions. The
convention is to use the relative bandwidth of the beam used compared to 0.1 %.
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4 Experimental setups
In this chapter the experimental setups, the multi-contrast reconstruction algorithms and simulations of
the scattering imaging are presented. At the end a comparison of the different multi-contrast reconstruc-
tion algorithms with suggestions of their use is given.
For the in situ investigation of the ablation process several ablation chambers were designed and pro-
duced by 3D printing. The imaging of the ablation event was performed by optical and X-ray imaging in
three different modes:
• Videographic mode: a sequence of images are recorded for one ablation event.
• Stroboscopic mode: each image corresponds to a new ablation event and time courses are produced
by mounting images with shifted delays between laser excitation and image acquisition.
• Interleaving mode: combination of videographic and stroboscopic mode. Images from several
videos captured in videographic mode with shifted delays (delay shift are a fractional of the delay
steps in videographic mode) are interleaved to produce time courses with a higher frame rate than
possible in videographic mode.
The X-ray multi-contrast imaging was performed at synchrotron beamlines providing an X-ray illumi-
nation of high flux and brilliance. The multi-contrast imaging was performed in interleaving mode with
an additional averaging over several events.
For the retrieval of the different contrasts from the multi-contrast imaging several algorithms are known
from literature. In this work the four algorithms (i) Gaussian fitting of single spots, (ii) Fourier analysis,
(iii) image moment analysis of single spots and (iv) visibility calculation are examined for their abilities
regarding NP detection. By simulating typical multi-contrast images in combination with measured data,
the assets and drawbacks of the different reconstruction algorithms are pointed out. In addition, the
agreement of the scattering intensities from the simulations based on scattering theory with the heuristic
approach in the literature proves the validity of this approach.
In this chapter only the conceptional experimental setups are described. The detailed settings for each
single measurement mentioned in the text are listed in the ”List of Experiments” and are referenced in
the text in bold square brackets, e.g. [Sim1].
4.1 Setups for in situ analysis of the laser ablation process
4.1.1 Lasers used in this work
In this work four different lasers were used. In Table 4.1 they are listed together with their main parame-
ters. For most of the experiments the Nd:YAG multimode laser ”Continuum Minilite I” was used. It can
be triggered externally, affecting either the flash lamp or the Q-switch. Especially for the X-ray scattering
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Table 4.1: Lasers used in this work together with the used parameters.
type pulse duration wavelength pulse energy repetition rate
Continuum Minilite I 7 ns 1064 nm up to 11 mJ up to 10 Hz
ND:YAK multimode
EdgeWave InnoSlab 12 ps 1064 nm 1 mJ 1 kHz and 26 kHz
PX400-1-GM SN769
Coherent Legend 2 ps 800 nm 2.7 mJ 1 kHz
Ti:Sa regenerative amplifier
EdgeWave 6 ns 1064 nm 10 mJ 200 Hz
HD-40I-E
imaging this was of great advantage as the laser could be used as slave in the signal chain. The jitter is
±5 ns. For the SAXS experiments with high temporal resolution the ”EdgeWave InnoSlab” was used.
In the free trigger mode one can trigger the amplifier by pulse picking on the seeder pulses (repetition
rate 50 MHz). This leads to a maximum jitter of 20 ns, which is still acceptable for the investigations in
this work, which are in the microsecond time range. The ”Coherent Legend” was used to investigate the
crystallinity of the NPs. It is a laser system implemented into the beamline and the simultaneity of the
X-ray beam and the laser was controlled with a dual detector. The ”EdgeWave HD-40I-E” was used for
the X-ray scattering investigation of the NP distribution in the cavitation bubble and the agglomeration
during bubble collapse.
4.1.2 Ablation chambers
Most of the ablation investigations published in literature are done in batch chambers (often beakers)
with no water movement or in semi-batch chambers where the water is circulated but still accumulates a
lot of NPs.[26, 121, 131, 132] This leads inevitably to laser intensity reduction due to NP shielding and laser
fragmentation of the already generated NPs, as discussed before. In this work the fundamental physical
processes of the ablation are investigated and therefore batch chambers are not suitable.
For the in situ investigation of the ablation process an ablation chamber is required, which allows on
the one hand a direct optical access to the ablation spot for X-rays and visible light. On the other hand
each single ablation event has to occur under comparable conditions. This requires a refreshment of the
ablation area between two laser shots by exchanging the water and moving the target to a new ablation
spot. With the flow-chambers presented, this work is rather unique in the field of PLAL.
In Fig. 4.1 the different ablation chamber designs used within this work are shown. The three flow-
chambers in (a) to (c) were used mostly as they can be used without intervention for hours. Especially
for the X-ray scattering imaging measurements, where an averaging of about 1 h of continuous ablation
was necessary, this was of huge advantage. The three chambers (d) to (f) were used for spectroscopy and
optical imaging.
The flow-chambers in (a) to (c) have water channels with inlet at bottom and outlet at top (blue cylin-
ders). The bottom-up water flow has been used to remove persistent gas bubbles that are either in the
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Fig. 4.1: The different ablation chamber designs used in this work. (a) to (c) are flow-chambers with optimized water
channels while (d) to (f) only allow a minor liquid flow. (a) and (d) are for ribbon targets and (c), (d), (e) and (f) are
for wire targets. (e) was specially designed for the in situ optical spectroscopy, while (f) was used for imaging in wire
direction.
water or formed by water splitting during the ablation process.[16] The water was fed into and removed
from the inner ablation volume of 10 mm×10 mm×0.5 mm via two channels each to reduce turbu-
lences. The entrance and exit of the target was sealed with silicon plates fixated by frames. For access
to the ablation point, the inner volume was sealed by glass and Kapton® windows for optical and X-ray
examinations, respectively.
The laser was coupled in via a plan-convex lens (black cylinders). This lens (nominal focal length
f = 30mm, Thorlabs, LA-1289 C) focused the laser onto the target. The effective focal length in water
with the planar side towards the target was calculated by ”Winlens Basic” (Version 1.2.6, Qioptiq, Ex-
celitas Technologies Corp., Waltham, USA) to be 38 mm behind the planar side. The distance between
lens and target was just 35 mm because this is the position of the most efficient ablation (see section 2.2).
An additional water channel ranged from the water entrance over the void behind the lens directly to the
water exit to remove gas bubbles. Here the exiting channel was a bit smaller than the entrance to ensure
a second flow along the laser path to prevent NPs to reach and contaminate the lens. The two windows
perpendicular to the laser beam and the target were sealed by glass plates for optical imaging and by
Kapton® foils for X-ray investigation, respectively. The windows were additionally sealed by a silicon
plate and fixated by a frame.
The ablation chambers were printed by a 3D printer (ProJet® HD 3500 Plus, 3D Systems GmbH,
Darmstadt, Germany) with a high resolution of below 35 µm. It prints volume filled structures while
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channels are filled with wax. This can be removed thermally afterwards. The high resolution printing
even allowed to directly print all threads needed.
The three other ablation chambers in Fig. 4.1 (d) to (f) were designed for individual optical imaging
and spectroscopy needs. Here a suitable adapter to mount the focusing lens onto a standard cuvette was
3D printed. This adapter was also used to ensure a distance between the lens and the target of 35 mm.
These cuvette chambers were designed to image rigid targets (d) and wires perpendicular (e) and also
along (f) the wire direction.
One aspect that must be considered is the non-negligible absorption of water at the laser wavelength
of 1064 nm. The extinction coefficient is 14.2 m−1 in this case.[236] This leads to only 60 % transmission
after a laser path in water of 35 mm.
4.1.3 Optical imaging setup
The cavitation bubble, persistent gas bubbles, plasma and also plumes of NPs, all induced by the laser
shot, were investigated with an optical imaging setup. It consisted of a camera, a flash lamp and a delay
generator for synchronization.
As camera a visible-light monochromatic CMOS ”Basler acA1300-60gm” with 1280 px×1024 px
was used. The pixel size is 5.3 µm×5.3 µm and the maximum frame rate at full resolution is 60 Hz.
As imaging lens a 50 mm ”TV lens” (Ernitec) with a magnification of around 1.3 was mounted onto the
camera. The camera is externally triggerable by a Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) signal. The minimal
exposure time is 10 µs. To reduce this time, the camera trigger time was slightly shifted with respect to
the illuminating flash lamp so that not the complete exposure time was illuminated. With this an exposure
time of roughly 5 µs was achieved.
As flash lamp a Xenon lamp ”Rheintacho RT-Strobe 3000” with 5 µs flash duration was used. An
additional diffusor foil was used to ensure a homogeneous illumination. Alternatively shadowgraphic
imaging with parallel illumination is possible, which prevents one to image the interior part of the bubble.
Note that still with this setup not the complete interior of the bubble can be imaged. The bubble acts as a
lens for the light leading to a black rim at the border of the bubble (see discussion to Fig. 2.5).
The triggering of the laser, the flash lamp and the camera were done with the delay generator ”Research
Instruments DG535”. One important issue for the imaging of the complete time sequence of the ablation
is a free triggerable laser as the internal delay times of the camera (around 70 µs) and the flash lamp
(around 20 µs) are high. Therefore the trigger output of a laser is unusable for triggering the camera if the
early stage of the cavitation bubble is of interest. The laser used mainly within this work was Q-switch
and flash-lamp triggerable, which allowed all delay times of interest.
The frame rate of the camera is much slower than the ablation bubble dynamics occur. Hence, the
imaging of the bubble dynamics was done in stroboscopic mode. For each image a new laser shot was
applied to the target while the delay between the laser shot and the camera was shifted. The delay gen-
erator was operated remotely (over GBIP access with GPIB-ETHERNET (GPIB-LAN) Controller 1.2,
Prologix, LLC) by a Python script. Movies of lower time resolution were acquired in pump-record mode.
Here the delay generator only triggered the laser and a burst generator (33210A, Agilent), which then
triggered the camera.
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4.1.4 X-ray scattering imaging setup
For the scattering imaging the setup was similar to the optical imaging. The flow-chambers were used due
to their reproducible ablation. As windows two thin Kapton® foils were used. The scattering imaging was
performed at synchrotrons (ufo station at the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany
and ID19 at the ESRF, Grenoble, France) as they provide an almost parallel X-ray beam of a high flux.
2D lens array detector
target
hard X-rays
ablation bubble
synchrotron
Fig. 4.2: Setup of the scattering imaging with a 2D lens array as optical element. The broad X-ray beam coming from
the synchrotron is divided into many beamlets by the optical element before they interact with the sample (here the
nanoparticle filled ablation bubble) and get detected by a scintillator coupled 2D camera.
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the scattering imaging setup. The synchrotron provides a broad X-ray beam, which
is almost parallel at the experimental point. The distance from the source to the sample is in the order of
several tens of meters while the investigating area is only some square millimeter large, the divergence is
very small. The 2D lens array (as well as a 2D hole array) divides the broad X-ray beam into many tiny
beamlets. They penetrate through the sample where they get distorted. The X-rays are detected indirectly.
First they are transformed into visible light by a scintillator before this light is finally detected by a lens
coupled camera. For details see the ”List of Experiments”.
When a CARL is used as an optical element, the distance between it and the detector must be around
the focal length to achieve good beam focusing. For hole arrays there is no limitation in this point, since
the beamlets are only generated by cutting the primary beam. To reduce blurring due to the divergence
of the beam a short distance is of advantage. As discussed in subsection 3.4.4 the distance between the
sample and the detector defines the scatterer size sensitivity of the setup. The position of the optical ele-
ment should therefore be suitable for the required sample-to-detector distance. In this work the distance
between the sample and the detector was between 3 cm and 40 cm.
Signal chain for triggering and acquisition scheme
spec script
target motordelay generator
burst generator
laser flash lampcamera
shutter management
Fig. 4.3: Acquisition control chain for multi-contrast imaging at a synchrotron. The main control is done by a script in
”spec”. For the accurate timing between the laser and the camera acquisition a delay generator and a burst generator
are used. The latter triggers each image acquisition of the camera, which runs in external trigger mode.
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The standard control software at synchrotron beamlines is ”spec” (Certified Scientific Software, Cam-
bridge, USA). For the SEMCI of the ablation event a script controlled the complete acquisition as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.3. The motor for target movement was turned on for a whole acquisition period to
ensure a continuous refreshment of the ablation spot. It was stopped in between to save target material.
The water, however, was pumped continuously without control by the script. The laser and camera were
triggered by a delay generator to obtain a precise time delay between them. For each laser shot spec only
sends a start signal to the delay generator, which then controlled the laser and image acquisition. This
is necessary as the timing of the spec software is not precise enough. From the delay generator the laser
flash lamp as well as a burst generator (33210A, Agilent) were triggered. The latter was used to give a
defined number of pulses as acquisition trigger to the camera (pco.dimax). So for each trigger pulse of
spec one laser shot was fired and a complete sequence of images were recorded by the camera. The delay
between the laser and the camera was set by the delay generator. For a later interleaving of recorded
videos the delay was changed via the LAN-connection to the delay generator.
One acquisition scheme consisted of several dark videos without X-rays, a number of bright videos
with X-rays and again several dark videos. Therefore, the X-ray shutter was controlled by spec accord-
ingly. Typically four dark videos, 200 bright videos and again four dark videos were taken. Each video
contained 40 images. The maximum frame rate of the camera was limited to 12.5 kHz due to the needed
image size. To increase the frame rate an interleaving was done resulting in final frame rate of around
40 kHz. So the 200 recorded bright videos consisted of sets of videos of shifted time delays. All images
of one measurement were directly sorted and averaged according to their delay time. The dark current
was subtracted. On basis of these averaged data the multi-contrast analysis was performed.
Scattering sensitivity shift due to white beam illumination and beam hardening in the
cavitation bubble
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Fig. 4.4: Shift of the Dark-Field Extinction Coefficient (DFEC) due to white beam illumination and beam weakening
in the cavitation bubble. The DFEC maximum shifts only minor between monochromatic and white beam illumination
(from 104 nm to 97 nm at 14.3 keV). In addition, the shift, which is introduced by a changed peak energy (from 14.3 keV
to 17.8 keV), is not very strong (from 97 nm to 81 nm). The assumed sample-to-detector distance is 4.4 cm and the
spot pattern pitch is 65 µm.
The scatterer size sensitivity in SEMCI as known from literature[39] is calculated only for a monochro-
matic illumination. If the scattering imaging is performed in white beam illumination the size sensitivity
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only changes slightly as shown in Fig. 4.4. A stronger change is observed, if the peak energy shifts. The
peak energy increases due to the energy-dependent absorption of the sample and is referred to as beam
hardening.[203, 204] In this work the peak energy is expected to change from 14.3 keV to 17.8 keV when
the X-rays have to pass through the additional 5 mm of water in the ablation chamber. Thereby the DFEC
maximum shifts from 97 nm to 81 nm. During the ablation, however, a water column decrease from 5 mm
to 2.7 mm was observed. Hence the change in peak sensitivity is only around 10 nm. This shows, that in
first approximation the maximum of the DFEC can be calculated assuming a monochromatic illumina-
tion and also the change in peak sensitivity due to a changed X-ray spectra during the cavitation bubble
appearance is not very strong.
Nanoparticle detection ability of the SEMCI technique
The particle sizes of the ablated material during PLAL ranges from single atoms up to NPs with diameters
of roughly 100 nm (see subsection 2.1.6). The two mainly investigated size fractions in literature are
the primary (5 nm to 15 nm) and secondary (20 nm to 80 nm) NPs.[27, 31, 117] The more abundant size
fraction are clusters with sizes between 1 nm and 3 nm as revealed by Letzel et al.[28] using an analytical
ultracentrifuge.
In scattering imaging the peak sensitivity µmaxξ depends according to:
µmaxξ ∝
L
E · p , (4.1)
with L the sample-to-detector distance, E the X-ray energy and p the spot pattern pitch. For the detection
of primary NPs or even clusters L has to be small or E and p large. The first two are technically limited
by the setup geometry and the beamline parameters. The pitch also can not be varied independently as
it determines the resolution of the final contrast images. Therefore one can only detect the secondary
particles with the SEMCI technique used in this work. With the used CARL a µmaxξ = 100nm was
obtained, which allowed the detection of zinc NPs after an ablation on a wire. The size quenching of
gold NPs due to electrolytes was investigated with a Hartmann mask with a µmaxξ = 55nm. Here the
absence of secondary particles in a micromolar solution of sodium chloride (NaCl) could be shown by
a scattering intensity reduction in contrast to a pure water liquid phase. These results are presented in
section 6.3.
Expected origins of spurious scattering signals
The scattering contrast normally is referred to small-angle scattering of the sample.[35, 39] As explained
in subsection 3.4.4, the scattering contrast can also have other origins.[41, 197, 199–201, 203] Not all of them
are expected to arise in SEMCI as most of them were originally observed in GI.
Two points can be excluded. First, the breakdown of the dilution approximation, which would change
the expected small-angle scattering distribution[151] and second the lens effect[200] leading to a changed
pattern period. The latter is only relevant for GI but not for Hartmann mask-like imaging. Here the
patterned beam can be resolved by the detector. Hence, a positional shift of the spots can directly be
imaged leading to differential phase contrast and not to a spurious scattering signal.
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Several aspects of scattering contrast origin are very likely to happen also in SEMCI. At sharp
edges,[199] where parts of one beamlet are affected and others not, the beamlet shape will inevitably
change and hence lead to a scattering signal. A phase shift at structures, which are not resolvable,[197] also
leads to a broadening of the beamlet. A scattering signal from inelastic scattering,[201] which normally is
attributed to a smoothly varying background signal,[146] can also not be excluded. Beam hardening,[203]
or in our case beam softening due to a reduced absorption, will take place. It was already shown that this
will slightly change the scattering sensitivity distribution. The changed X-ray energy will furthermore
change the focal length of CARLs by 16 % (peak energy change from 16.6 keV to 17.8 keV for water
thickness change from 2.7 5mm). In white beam, the depth of focus is very large, so that a spot size
change due to the shifted focus point cannot be completely excluded. Only with Hartmann masks this
should be avoided as no focusing takes place. Algorithm errors, as reported for the Fourier analysis,[41]
take place as shown later in section 4.4.
4.2 Implementation of multi-contrast reconstruction methods
The reconstruction of the three contrasts transmission, differential phase and scattering can be performed
by several algorithms, but not all of them are suitable to retrieve all contrasts. Additionally, their perfor-
mance with regard of scatterer size sensitivity differs a lot. Within this work the following four recon-
struction algorithms are used:
• Fourier analysis: Separation of the contrasts from different harmonic orders in Fourier space.[35]
• Gaussian fitting: Least-square fitting of a 2D Gaussian distribution to each beamlet.[40]
• Image moment analysis: Calculation of the central moments of each beamlet.[41]
• Visibility: Calculated from the maximum and minimum values with one beamlet zone or from the
Gaussian parameters.
They are explained in this section in detail. They have their unique strengths and therefore are used for the
different analysis required. A comparison of the capabilities and limitations of the different algorithms
is given in section 4.4.
The most common one is a Fourier analysis where a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) is used to
calculate the harmonic images representing the different contrasts. This can be done in 1D[35, 188, 237] or
2D[36, 189, 190, 238–241] depending on whether the optical element is a 1D line grid or a 2D hole grid. The
Fourier analysis is a robust technique with the drawback of a crosstalk from transmission and sometimes
differential phase to the scattering contrast.[205] This crosstalk leads to a spurious scattering signal and
has to be removed by an additional decorrelation.
The second group of algorithms is based on individual beamlet analysis. Here the beamlet position and
shape can be retrieved by pixel intensity comparison,[192] centroiding algorithms[52] (also called center
of mass determination[242]), image correlation,[191] image moments calculation[41, 193, 197] or by Gaussian
fitting.[40, 163, 238] Only the three last methods allow the retrieval of all three contrasts, while the first ones
are only suitable for the retrieval of the differential phase contrast in combination with the transmission
contrast. In image correlation, however, the scattering contrast is defined by the correlation strength,
which is a weak statement for measurements with a high noise level. Therefore it will not be considered
in this work. It turned out that the image moment analysis only allows quantitative statements on the
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phase contrast and the scattering sensitivity is not very reliable. The Gaussian fitting is very sensitive on
the actual beamlet properties and the scatterer size sensitivity is not stable in terms of changing setup
parameters (see section 4.3). The advantage of the Gaussian fitting is the direct access to the beamlet
parameters, which is required for the characterization of lens arrays.
In Grating Interferometry (GI) the image formation is a different one compared to the here used
SEMCI. In the most GI setups one of the gratings is scanned in position and the intensity change of
each pixel is analyzed. In SEMCI, on the other hand, only one image is taken and the contrasts are re-
trieved witch a lower resolution than the camera by analysis of the structured beam. The analysis concept
for the scattering contrast in GI is to determine the change in visibility. This is a measure for the contrast
of an image. In principle it can also be used in SEMCI to retrieve the scattering contrast as the contrast
reduces in case of X-ray scattering. But as it will be shown by simulations in section 4.3, these results are
not very reliable. For determining the focal length of a lens array, however, visibility is a good measure
of the position of the highest contrast, i.e. the focal point. The visibility VBZ is defined as:
Vbz =
Imax− Imin
Imax+ Imin
, (4.2)
where Imax and Imin stand for the maximum and minimum intensity, respectively, within one beamlet
zone. The source code can be found in the appendix B.3. This calculation of the visibility can result in
too high values if noisy data are analyzed. Without a previous smoothing single dark or hot pixels lead
to an increased visibility. A smoothing, however, might remove small signal changes. There is a second
way to determine the visibility via the results of the Gaussian fitting. Imax corresponds to the sum of the
offset and height while Imin is equal to the offset:
VGauss =
height
height+2 ·o f f set . (4.3)
With this single defective pixels are eliminated due to the Gaussian fitting of the complete beamlet area.
Note that problems in the Gaussian fitting resulting on wrong height of offset values will propagate to
this visibility.
The Fourier analysis and the Gaussian fitting with initial guess calculation by image moment deter-
mination are described in the two following subsection. The image moment analysis is a part of the
Gaussian fitting algorithm. The first three image moments represent the sum, the center of mass and the
variance of an image.[243] In case of a Gaussian beamlet shape this can directly be interpreted as the
height, position and width of the beamlet. If the pure image moments are of interest they can directly be
calculated by the function moment_skimage in the Gaussian source code in appendix B.1.
The complete reconstruction algorithms were implemented in the Python programming language
(Python Software Foundation, www.python.org). They can be used in both versions, 2.7 and 3.6. The
basic scripts can be found in the appendix B.
4.2.1 Contrast retrieval by Gaussian fitting
By Gaussian fitting the parameters height, offset, position and width of each beamlet are calculated.[40, 41]
The source code for analyzing single beamlets (fitgaussian function) and also rectangular 2D pattern
of evenly spaced beamlets (fitmultigaussian function) can be found in appendix B.1.
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The fitmultigaussian function divides the received image into zones of equal size, depending on
the number of spots in the image. The pixel of maximum intensity is identified in each zone. Then around
each maximum point a crop of the image is performed with the calculated zone size. This ensures that
even if the beamlet is shifted out of the middle of the zone still the Gaussian fitting is performed on basis
of data with a centered beamlet. Each crop then is analyzed by the single beamlet analysis fitgaussian
function.
First an initial guess of the Gaussian parameters is calculated by the moment function. The offset is
the average value of the corner pixels and the height the difference between the maximum value and the
offset. The center in both directions is calculated by the first image moments, which represent the center
of mass.[244] The beamlet width in vertical and horizontal direction is calculated by the second image
moments. This moment represents the variance of the data.[244]
These initial parameters are then used for a least-square optimization of the 2D Gaussian function g:
g = o+h · exp
−12 ·
(x−µx
σ2x
)2
+
(
y−µy
σ2y
)2 , (4.4)
with o the offset, h the height, σx,y the width and µx,y the peak position in horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. Note that the offset is no additional contrast itself but is necessary for a proper fitting.
Otherwise the fitting algorithm would assume the Gaussian function to approach zero for large distances
from the center. A certain offset can always be expected either from an increased dark current or a residual
transmission through the optical element. The CARLs used here have even a quite high transmission, as
shown later. Since this transmission is also scaled with the transmission of the sample, the offset can also
represent a kind of transmission signal.
The raw beamlet parameters can be used for the characterization of the lens arrays. Here the width
can be a measure for the beamlet focusing and the height in comparison to the offset a measure for the
intensity gain.
Until now, only the pure beamlet properties are determined. The changes of these properties (height,
width and position) by the sample are of central interest for SEMCI. These changes between an undis-
turbed (denoted by flat) and a disturbed (denoted by radio) image have to be calculated. The transmission
(T ), the differential phase (dPx,y) and the scattering (Sx,y) in x- and y-direction are calculated by the fol-
lowing equations:
T =
hradio
h f lat
, (4.5)
dPx = µx,radio−µx, f lat and dPy = µy,radio−µy, f lat , (4.6)
Sx = σx,radio−σx, f lat and Sy = σy,radio−σy, f lat . (4.7)
This Gaussian fitting is limited to samples with an isotropic scattering distribution. For the investigated
NPs this assumption holds true. In some cases also anisotropic samples can be analyzed. Therefore the
scattering directions have to be aligned in the horizontal and the vertical direction leading to an elliptical
Gaussian function. For randomly aligned scattering samples the Gaussian function has to be extended by
a rotation to align with the rotated elliptical shape.
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In literature the Gaussian fitting was shown to be less prone to crosstalk compared to Fourier analy-
sis.[41] However, this could not be confirmed in this work. Additionally, Single defective spots lead to
stronger error features in the resulting images than in Fourier analysis. Furthermore, high transmission
changes in one beamlet zone, hence an increased transmission curvature, lead to errors in both, the scat-
tering and the differential phase signal. In subsection 4.3.2 this will be explained in detail. One way to
reduce these errors is a pre-analysis pedestal correction as described in subsection 4.3.3. For this pedestal
correction, the raw image is divided by a low-pass filtered duplicate before the analysis. The averaging
size corresponds to the beamlet zone size. A comparison of the Gaussian fitting with the algorithms is
done in section 4.4. It is shown that the Gaussian fitting is only suitable for the characterization of lens
arrays.
4.2.2 Contrast retrieval by Fourier transformation
The second reconstruction algorithm is a fast Fourier analysis.[35, 36, 189] The source code for the pure
Fourier analysis can be found in the appendix B.2.
The recorded image has first to be properly cropped. This means that the crop has to be rectangular
and have an even pixel number. Furthermore, the number of periodic structures (the number of beamlets
in this work) has to be even. Second the cropping position with respect to the pattern position is of
importance. This cropped image is then analyzed by the reconstruct function.
The image I is Fourier transformed to IFFT =F (I). Before the transformation the image is multiplied
by a Hann window function[245] to suppress errors from discontinuities at the image edges. Normally
only the first orders are used. The higher the sampling per spot, the higher the orders, which can be
calculated. Whether higher orders contain further information (e.g. another scattering size sensitivity)
is still under discussion.[188] Simulations within this work showed a changing scatterer size sensitivity
for different Fourier orders (see subsection 4.3.4). The different harmonic orders are cropped and back
transformed to Ix,yiFFT = F
(
Ix,yFFT
)
. Here x and y stand for the horizontal and the vertical directions of
the array, respectively. Before this transformation a Hann window function is multiplied to the data. The
Fourier transformation is symmetrical in Fourier space, this is why only positive orders are used. The
negative ones show the same signal with an inverted sign.
The contrasts transmission, scattering and differential phase are again calculated by the change of the
beam pattern due to the sample. Hence, the separation of the contrasts by taking different harmonic orders
in Fourier space and the flat correction with the undisturbed images is explained in the following. (Note
that the flat correction is not performed in the script shown in the appendix. This script only returns the
different harmonic images.)
The central harmonic represents the pure attenuation and therefore the transmission image (T ) and is
derived by:
T =
I0,0iFFT,radio
I0,0iFFT, f lat
. (4.8)
The amplitude of the beam pattern in horizontal and vertical direction is represented in the first har-
monics. These orders are not only attenuated by scattering but also by transmission. Hence the scattering
data is additionally corrected by the central harmonic image. The scattering is further linearized to the
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thickness of the sample by the negative logarithm. The scattering channels (Sx,y) therefore are calculated
by:
Sx,y =−ln
[(
Ix,yiFFT,radio
Ix,yiFFT, f lat
)/(
I0,0iFFT,radio
I0,0iFFT, f lat
)]
. (4.9)
The shift of the beam pattern corresponds to the differential phase contrast (dPx,y). It is derived from
the angle (6 ) of the complex back transformed harmonic orders:
dPx,y = 6
(
Ix,yiFFT,radio
)
− 6
(
Ix,yiFFT, f lat
)
. (4.10)
4.2.3 Decorrelation to remove transmission crosstalk
The different contrasts in multi-contrast imaging are not necessarily independent of each other. It was
shown in literature that a crosstalk from transmission as well as from edge-diffraction effects to the
scattering signal does exist when data are analyzed by fast Fourier analysis.[41, 205] This crosstalk is not
exclusive for one measurement technique. It exists for GI as well as for SEMCI. Sometimes a linear
dependence between the transmission and scattering signal is observed and is shown to be material
dependent.[35, 208, 237]
Two possible ways were proposed to reduce or overcome this crosstalk. Either by decorrelation[205]
or by using a different analysis routine like the moment analysis.[41] The moment analysis was not used
to analyze the data measured in this work because the simulations did show a changed scatterer size
sensitivity as shown in section 4.3.
The scattering data measured during PLAL in this work showed a strong correlation between trans-
mission and scattering contrast. One must not forget, that normally scattering imaging is used in low
absorption contrast samples, which is in contrast to the here observed transmission increase of up to
30 % induced by the cavitation bubble. Therefore it is not obvious that a crosstalk is observed. The data
were decorrelated to obtain the pure scatting signal.[238] In Kaeppler et al.[205] a decorrelation routine
for a single set of contrast images was proposed. A polynomial dependence up to the order of four was
expected for the dependence between transmission and scattering contrast. Within this work a linear
decorrelation was used as the higher orders did not show any advantages.
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Fig. 4.5: Exemplary pixel-wise scatter diagrams before (a) and after (b) decorrelation of an ablation event. Only a minor
difference in the linear and quadratic fitting is observed before the decorrelation. The data are from the measurement
at the short sample-to-detector distance as described in subsection 6.3.2. Reproduced from Reich et al.[238] [SI1]
Fig. 4.5 shows the scatter plots for the scattering and the transmission contrast before (a) and after (b)
the decorrelation for a typical PLAL measurement. In the raw scatter plot a slight difference between
the linear and quadratic regression can be found. After a linear decorrelation no further difference was
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recognizable. The scattering signal for both, a linear and a quadratic decorrelation did not show consid-
erable differences. Therefore, only linear regression was used in this work. It can be argued whether a
quadratic regression could compensate for a spectral response of the transmission signal when measured
under white beam conditions.
For the decorrelation all pixels of interest in all images around the cavitation bubble appearance are
included in the scatter plot. Then a linear regression was performed on these data points. Images without
a cavitation bubble, hence flat images, are excluded to reduce the number of data points lying in the center
of the scatter plot (scattering = 0 and transmission = 1). This can lead to too high weight on this area in
the regression. As last step the intensity values of the scattering contrast are decorrelated according to
the linear regression.[238] The source code can be found in the appendix B.4.
4.2.4 Phase reconstruction by zonal wavefront estimation
One of the three contrasts in multi-contrast imaging is the differential phase representing beamlet devi-
ations introduced by the sample. This contrast can be used for wavefront sensing.[246] A change in the
wavefront results in changes in the beamlet positions. These optical elements can be used, for example,
to characterize X-ray lenses.[163, 216] To reconstruct this wavefront change (also called phase) the mea-
sured differential phase has to be integrated. In this work the modified Southwell algorithm[247] is used,
which is a zonal wavefront estimation primary introduced by Southwell.[248] Additionally to the original
algorithm, which used the vertical and horizontal phase slopes, the diagonal slopes are used to improve
the phase estimations.
The source code for the wavefront reconstruction can be found in the appendix B.5. The two differ-
ential phase images as received from the contrast retrieval, the number of used iterations and a scaling
factor h are required. Around ten iterations are suitable for a good reconstruction as shown by the pro-
posers of this algorithm.[247] The factor h is the separation distance between two adjacent spots. If just
the relative change in the wavefront is of interest, h can be set to unity.
First, the slope values are calculated. In this algorithm no boundary conditions are needed, which is
advantageous if no flat conditions are present at the border of the analyzed area. The errors at the edge of
the reconstructed area are larger as the slopes are estimated from a smaller amount of data points. In the
second step, which is iterated several times, the phase in each pixel is calculated by adding up the slope
values corresponding to the next neighbor pixels. Here it is assumed that the slope between two adjacent
points is linear. In the case of infinitesimal distances between neighboring points this assumption holds
true.[247]
In Fig. 4.6 the reconstructed phase of an air bubble in water as reference sample measured with a
Hartmann mask is shown. The raw data were taken with a short and a large sample-to-detector distance
and were analyzed by Fourier analysis and Gaussian fitting. The reconstructed contrasts can be found
in section 4.4, where a comparison of the different reconstruction algorithms is done. Here only the
reconstruction of the phase is shown. The phase introduced by the vapor bubble in water is reconstructed
well. The Gaussian fitting shows a higher contrast compared to the Fourier analysis. However, as will be
described later, this higher contrast might come from an overestimation of the beamlet shift towards the
bubble edge. Individual misfitted beamlet positions in the Gaussian fitting lead to strong phase errors,
as can be seen at the dark spot in the Gaussian image of the large distance measurement. The larger
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Fig. 4.6: (a) Reconstructed phase of an air bubble in water for the two imaging conditions (short (4.7 cm) and large
(40 cm) sample-to-detector distance) and the two multi-contrast reconstruction algorithms Fourier analysis and Gaussian
fitting. The grey scale is arbitrary but equal for all images. (b) Line section taken at the green line in (a). With the
Gaussian fitting the contrast is higher while there are only minor differences between the short and large distance. The
reconstructed contrasts can be found in section 4.4. [SI2]
distance only improves the contrast slightly showing that already with the short distance of 4.7 cm a
good wavefront measurement is possible.
4.2.5 SH-WaveRecon as published reconstruction software for multi-contrast
images
Within this work the complete reconstruction algorithms containing the Fourier analysis, the Gaussian
fitting and the phase reconstruction were published as the stand alone software ”SH-WaveRecon” under
the creative commons liscence ”CC BY-NC-SA 4.0”.[249] It is not limited for X-ray multi-contrast imag-
ing. This software is not limited to X-ray images as also data from visible light measurements can be
analyzed.
The user interface is shown in Fig. 4.7. This software is designed to handle single measurements
rather than whole sets of measurements as only one radio image can be used at once. The user can
choose the reconstruction algorithm and whether an additional phase reconstruction should be done.
Phase reconstruction can only be performed if differential phase data are already available.
There are some minor errors in the output of the visualized images in version 1.0, but the raw output
images (as TIFF files) are correct. These bugs have been fixed in version 1.2.
4.3 Simulation of scattering imaging
The ablation process with the induced cavitation bubble is not a sample with low absorption contrast,
as usually studied with SEMCI, under which the reconstruction algorithms suffer. To learn more about
these misinterpretations, typical measurement data were simulated. Afterwards these simulated data were
analyzed with all four algorithms mentioned above. The scripts are the same as those used to analyze the
measurement data from PLAL.
First, an array of 40×40 spots with a Gaussian shape was produced. This image was used as a flat
image. Then the transmission increase of a typical bubble of 30 % was multiplied onto this flat image.
Such an image is shown in Fig. 4.8. On the one hand, this image served as a reference without scattering.
On the other hand, on basis of this image the actual sample distorted image (denoted as radio) was
calculated by a kind of convolution with the theoretical scattering distribution shown in equation (3.7)
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Fig. 4.7: User interface of the multi-contrast reconstruction software SH-WaveRecon in version 1.2.[249] The distributed
test files of the characterization of a diamond X-ray lens are displayed.
and (3.8). The scattering distribution was scaled according to the local intensity and the bubble size.
The bubble size scaling was used to account for an homogeneous filling of the bubble with scatterers.
Before adding the scattering signal, the specific pixel intensity was reduced by the sum of the scattering
distribution to fulfill the conservation of intensity. The scattering distribution was calculated for a fixed
volume fraction of scatterers as a 2D distribution. This distribution was 3×3, 4×4 or 5×5 beamlet
zones in size.
All these images were simulated with a high resolution of 100 px×100 px per beamlet zone. After-
wards they were down scaled to a certain sampling (pixels per beamlet zone) with a bi-linear interpola-
tion. The typical sampling of the measurements is around 13 px / beamlet. The basic parameters used for
the simulation are summarized in Table 4.2.
4.3.1 Influence of beamlet width on visibility and fitted beamlet parameters
First, the influence of the beamlet parameters on the visibility was simulated. For that only the flat beam-
let pattern was simulated with a changing Gaussian width of the single beamlets (see inset of Fig. 4.9 (a)
insets). As expected, the visibility Vbz has a distinct peak for a beamlet width equal to 20 % of the beamlet
zone as shown in Fig. 4.9 (a). For larger spots, the beamlet zone is too small for the intensity to drop to the
background level leading to an increased Imin. This case also changes the offset value of Gaussian fitting,
which increases for larger beamlet sizes as shown in Fig. 4.9 (b). At the other limit, for small beamlets,
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Fig. 4.8: Simulation of a multi-contrast measurement. 40×40 Gaussian spots with a height of 5 on top of a background
of 50 represent the flat image. Here an additional transmission increase of a factor up to 1.3 due to an air bubble in
water is shown in the image on top. Three representative line section as depicted in the image are shown in the bottom
graph.
Table 4.2: Basic parameters and their range used in the simulation of the scattering imaging of nanoparticles during
laser ablation. Detailed description of the used parameters in the different simulations can be found in the corresponding
sections of the ”List of experiments”. They are referenced in the text in bold square brackets, e.g. [Sim1].
X-ray energy [keV] 15
sample-to-detector distance [cm] 4.5 to 26.6
beamlet pitch [µm] 65
beamlet width [% of beamlet zone] 0.05 to 1
beamlet height 1 to 10
background intensity 0 to 50
scatterer diameter [nm] 2 to 600
sampling [px / beamlet] 7, 13 and 19
the intensity drops too fast to obtain a high visibility. Here even the central pixel contains a substantial
amount of lower intensity lowering his intensity. This leads to a decreased Imax. This is also visible in the
strongly decreasing detected height of the beamlets for small beamlet sizes as shown in Fig. 4.9 (b). The
height decrease for larger beamlet sizes, on the other hand, originates from the increasing offset.
There is a strong difference between the visibility calculated from the image intensity (Vbz) and the
Gaussian parameters (VGauss). For larger beamlet widths the Gaussian fitting can still quite well estimate
the Gaussian parameters despite the strong cutting at the beamlet zone edges. This leads to a much higher
VGauss compared to Vbz. Both visibility calculations start to differ at the point, where Vbz peaks. This is
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Fig. 4.9: Detected beamlet raw parameters of a simulation of varied beamlet widths (insets in (a) show the two extrema,
gray scale [50, 55]). The visibility (a) calculated from the beamlet zone intensity peaks for a beamlet size of 20% of the
the beamlet zone while the visibility calculated from the Gaussian parameters peaks at 33% beamlet width. The offset
increases for larger beamlet widths while the height also has a distinct peak at around 33% beamlet width. [Sim1]
the point, where the beamlet starts to get cut off at the edge of the beamlet zone. Hence, the usage of the
Gaussian parameters for the visibility calculation is only valid if the spot drops down to the background
signal within the beamlet zone.
The specific values presented here depend on the sampling of each beamlet. This simulation was done
with a sampling of 13 px×13 px per beamlet zone. For a higher sampling the visibility increases slightly
and the peak value shifts to smaller beamlet sizes. Correspondingly, the height increases and their peaks
shift to smaller beamlet sizes. The offset, in contrast, decreases in this case. For a decreasing sampling
the visibility and height decrease and their peak values shift to higher beamlet sizes. The offset increases
in this case.
Besides the offset and the height, also the widths are not always well fitted by the Gaussian fitting. For
small beam sizes, the width is overestimated and vice versa. The zero crossing is at 1/3 beamlet width,
the point where the height and VGauss peak.
In summary, it can be stated that it is important to find the suitable parameters of the measurement setup
in order to achieve a high visibility. Sampling and beam width should be chosen accordingly. Otherwise,
a high visibility of the optical element may not be imaged through setup. Visibility is an important factor
in reducing sample interference in the reconstruction algorithms, as shown below.
4.3.2 Influence of steep transmission changes on beamlet parameter
reconstruction
The strong transmission change induced by the present ablation bubble leads to difficulties in the recon-
struction. This effect is more pronounced if a high background signal combined with a low visibility is
present in the measurement. As shown later in section 4.4 there is a certain crosstalk between the differ-
ent channels. In Fig. 4.10 the results of the Gaussian fitting of two neighboring beamlets are shown. One
beamlet is outside (b) and one directly inside of the bubble (c) as illustrated already in Fig. 4.8. From
the contour plot, representing the results of the Gaussian fitting, it is obvious that in the case of a strong
transmission gradient inside the beamlet zone the analysis is disturbed strongly.
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Fig. 4.10: Change of Gaussian fitting results due to strong transmission increase within one beamlet zone. (a) Overview
of the two analyzed beamlets in (b) and (c). The analysis results are shown as contour plots in (b) and (c). The beamlet
with a flat transmission background (top in (a) and (b)) is analyzed correctly while the beamlet located at a rising
transmission background (bottom of (a) and (c)) does not get analyzed correctly. For numerical results see Table 4.3.
[Sim2]
Table 4.3: Gaussian parameters of two beamlets, one outside and one inside a transmission increasing bubble.
simulated outside bubble inside bubble
height 5.0 4.8 10.3
offset 50.0 50.0 46.3
position x 6.0 6.0 5.9
position y 6.0 6.0 8.3
width x 1.86 1.90 8.62
width y 1.86 1.90 7.00
Table 4.3 shows the very good agreement of the simulated Gaussian with the fitting results for the
beamlet located outside the bubble while the values of the beamlet inside the bubble differ strongly.
The slight differences outside the bubble were already mentioned and addressed above. The amount of
this misfitting depends on the beamlet width. Inside the bubble the height is increased while the offset
is decreased. Additionally the position is shifted in direction of the transmission increase towards the
higher background signal. The width of the beamlet is strongly increased in both directions. If the same
data are simulated without the offset of 50 only marginal changes in the analyzed parameters compared
to the design values are observed.
Even in the middle of the simulated bubble, where only a very small background level curvature is
present, a slight change in the analyzed beamlet width is observed. The misfit of the width is furthermore
dependent on the beamlet width. For larger beamlets the misfit increases. Fig. 4.11 shows the effect of
the wrongly determined beamlet width for changes of the height (a), the offset (b) and a scaling of the
whole image (c). For the flat images, where no bubble is present, the width stays at a constant value for
all situations. This is in agreement with the fact that the Gaussian width is invariant on changes of the
height, offset and scaling. However, inside the bubble the width is determined to be larger than the actual
value. With an increasing height the amount of misfit decreases. The amount of misfit depends also on
the offset. For a height change with no offset, the analyzed width stays constant in all cases. The width
is linearly dependent on the offset as shown in Fig. 4.11 (b). Only the scaling does not change the width
although it is higher in the bubble compared to the flat scenario (height = 5 and offset = 50). The scaling
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Fig. 4.11: Influence of the bubble curvature on the reconstructed beamlet width. The beamlet width in the middle of
the bubble is analyzed for changes in beamlet height (a), offset (b) and a scaling of the whole image (c). The height
change was simulated for an offset of 50 (denoted by +50) and no offset (denoted by +0). For the flat images without
the bubble the width stays always the same. In the bubble images, however, the width decreases with increasing height
and increases with increasing offset. Only scaling does not change the width. [Sim2]
of factor 1.3 in the flat scenario corresponds to the simulated transmission increase in the center of the
bubble. As the width in the flat scenario does not change under scaling, the increased beamlet width in
the bubble must originate from the bubble curvature. The linear dependence of the width on the offset
can also be explained with a linear increase of the curvature of the bubble.
A large height as well as a small offset correspond to a higher visibility. The higher the visibility, the
lower the disturbing effect of a steep transmission increase.
4.3.3 Pre-analysis pedestal correction to reduce problems during
reconstruction
As shown before, a curvature in the background level leads to errors in the contrast reconstruction.
Only the ideal case of measurements with no background signal gives the correct values. A pre-analysis
pedestal correction can improve the results considerably. In Fig. 4.12 this improvement is shown by
simulations of bubbles of different shape with one representative image in (a). The bubble radius was
increased while the maximum transmission was kept constant at 30 % leading to a decreasing background
curvature.
To remove the background curvature and hence improve the reconstruction capabilities the original
image is divided by a low-pass filtered duplicate before the analysis. For the low-pass filtering the mean
intensity of each beamlet was calculated. As no scattering or phase signal is considered in this case this
background image represents exactly the transmission contrast. This image now is scaled up to fit to the
original image. In this step sharp edges as occurring at the bubble edge get smeared out leading to new
problems. This already shows that such a pre-analysis correction has its own limits.
In the normal Gaussian fitting the analyzed beamlet width increases with an decreasing bubble size,
hence increasing background curvature, as shown in the graph of Fig. 4.12. Below a bubble radius of
five beamlet zones the width jumps up to very huge values. Already before the real edge of the bubble
is in the region of interest the increased curvature leads to high errors in the reconstruction. When the
background correction is performed before the analysis, the beamlet width stays (almost) constant down
to a bubble size of four zones.
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Fig. 4.12: Improvements in the beamlet width analysis due to a pre-analysis pedestal correction. Different bubble sizes
with constant maximum transmission, hence different curvature, are simulated. (a) shows an example image with a
bubble radius of four beamlet zones. (b) and (c) show the reconstructed width of the image in (a) for both, the normal
Gaussian fitting and the pre-analysis pedestal correction, respectively. (b) and (c) have the same scale as the graph,
which shows the mean value of the width of the four central beamlets and the curvature as a function of bubble size.
[Sim3]
As one can see in Fig. 4.12 (b) and (c), the beamlets at the edge of the bubble are not reconstructed
correctly in both cases. For the normal Gaussian fitting the beamlets get wrongly analyzed when a finite
background curvature is present. The area in the bubble with good values is increased for the pedestal
corrected analysis. In other words, much stronger curvatures can be accepted while still achieving good
values. On the sharp edge of the bubble also this correction fails. Additionally, outside the bubble more
beamlets are misfitted compared to the normal Gaussian fitting due to the long ranging nature of the used
low-pass filter.
Validation of the pre-analysis pedestal correction by measurement data
To prove this concept with real measured data a wavefront measurement of a diamond CRL was used as
depicted in Fig. 4.13 (a). The wavefront analysis with the detailed setup description is already published
by dos Santos Rolo et al.[163] For the wavefront analysis a 2D lens array consisting of crossed cylinder
lenses was used. This 2D lens array was produced by 3D direct laser writing.
This wavefront measurement was done to analyze the shape and focusing ability of the diamond CRL.
It was shown, that the measured wavefront distortion fitted well to the design value. Additionally, no
strong scattering of the lens material was observed. Hence, in contrast to the simulations these data
showed a strong beamlet deflection and only minor broadening, while in the simulations only the trans-
mission increase of an empty bubble was used. To mimic an increasing background curvature a calculated
background signal was added to the data several times. In Fig. 4.13 (b) a line section of the original im-
age (denoted by 0) and one after ten-fold background addition are shown. The increased background
curvature is evident.
In Fig. 4.13 (c) and (d) the beamlet width in the center of the diamond lens and the differential phase at
an outer position of the diamond lens are shown. When the data are analyzed with the normal Gaussian
fitting an increasing width and an increasing beamlet shift are observed with the increasing background
curvature. For the Gaussian fitting with the pre-analysis pedestal correction the increasing behavior van-
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Fig. 4.13: Proof of concept of pre-analysis pedestal correction with measured data of the wavefront of a diamond X-ray
lens as depicted in (a). The background curvature was increased by adding up to 15 times the original background. In
(b) two representative line sections are shown, the original one (denoted by 0) and after tenfold addition. The resulting
values of beamlet width and differential phase (both in horizontal direction) are shown in (c) and (d), respectively.
Both increase for normal Gaussian fitting while they stay (almost) constant with additional the pedestal correction.
Raw data are taken from dos Santo Rolo et al.[163] [Sim4]
ishes. With real data exhibiting a distinct broadening and shift due to the sample, the performance of the
analysis improves with the pedestal correction.
The width of the beamlet for both analysis routines almost coincide for the original data with no
additional background. Only a minor decrease of the scattering signal would have been observed with the
new analysis strategy. No differences in the spatial scattering distribution is observed with the improved
reconstruction. For the differential phase, the difference between the two algorithms is greater even for
the original data. Therefore it cannot be excluded that the reconstructed values of the differential phase
in dos Santos Rolo et al.[163] are slightly too large. The values of the normal Gaussian fitting are up to
2 % larger than those of the pre-analysis pedestal correction. The horizontal direction is slightly larger
than the vertical one. The high visibility of 0.93 of the 2D lens array used prevented larger errors.
In summary, it must be noted that the pre-analysis pedestal correction can significantly reduce the
misfitting due to background curvatures. It should be noted, however, that steep edges in the transmission
still lead to errors and that surrounding beamlets may also be affected due to the far-reaching low-pass
filter. In order to reduce the error genesis, the optical element should guarantee the highest possible
visibility.
4.3.4 Scattering sensitivity distribution
In this subsection the scattering sensitivity distribution established by Lynch et al.[39] as explained in
subsection 3.4.4 is validated. For this purpose, a series of radio images with changed scatterer sizes
but constant volume fraction were simulated and analyzed. Fig. 4.14 shows the scattering intensity as
function of the scatterer diameter in comparison to the expected DFEC for the four different analysis
algorithms.
Only the image moment analysis and the Fourier analysis have a comparable peak value as the pro-
posed DFEC (94 nm, 106 nm and 101 nm, respectively). Especially for the Fourier analysis also the decay
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Fig. 4.14: Results of simulated scattering data (auto-correlation length = 57 nm) analyzed with four different algorithms.
The Fourier analysis and the image moment determination show good agreements with the Dark-Field Extinction
Coefficient (DFEC) with only a minor shift of the peak value. The visibility change exhibits a reduced peak value and
the decay of the scattering signal for large scatterers is faster than expected. By Gaussian fitting a 2.5 higher peak
value is observed. The peak position of the Gaussian fitting can be changed by changing the beamlet width (smaller
width green dotted line, larger width green dashed line). As inset the three simulated beamlet widths. [Sim5]
to large and small scatterers fits well to the DFEC. Minor changes are observed for very small scatterers,
which can be attributed to the limited q-range of the simulated scattering distribution of the scatterers.
Simulations with larger q-ranges showed an improved agreement with the DFEC. The peak value shifts
to the expected value of 101 nm. Fig. 4.14 shows the scattering sensitivity with a image background
of zero. The same simulations with a background of 50 did not change the sensitivity distribution for
both, the Fourier analysis and the moment analysis. The Fourier analysis obtained the same values while
the moment analysis resulted in much smaller values. This is to be expected, since the second image
moments (the variance) is smaller at a higher background level.
The visibility change inside one beamlet zone has its peak value for somewhat smaller scatterers than
the DFEC. Furthermore, the decay for larger scatterers is faster than for the DFEC. For an offset of 50 the
shape of the scattering curve changes completely making the results unreliable. The visibility calculated
from the Gaussian fitting parameters showed similar unreliable changes. Even the pre-analysis pedestal
correction did not improve the results.
The Gaussian fitting showed the largest deviation from the expected values. It peaks at a roughly 2.5
higher scatterer size than the proposed DFEC. A background level of 50 in the simulation only shifted
the sensitivity curve to higher values, as expected from the results in subsection 4.3.2. The proposed pre-
analysis pedestal correction showed a shift of the scattering intensity down to the values observed without
the offset. The peak value did not change. The changed scattering sensitivity peak may result from a
contrast shift from the expected scattering contrast to the offset. The smaller scatterers have a broad
scattering distribution leading to a global background signal. This background, however, is detected as
an increased offset and not as beamlet width change. Thus, the scattering from smaller scatterers might
be retrieved by the Gaussian fitting but the disentanglement of the real offset and the spurious scattering
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signal in it is still unknown. Despite the controllable shifts in intensity and the shifted scattering contrast
into the offset, the Gaussian fitting is not good for scattering sensing. Simulations with changed beamlet
width showed a further shift of the peak to larger (smaller beamlet width, green doted line in Fig. 4.14)
and smaller scatterer sizes (larger beamlet width, green dashed line). Hence, the sensitivity to certain
size levels is strongly dependent on the beamlet shape. Even a contrast inversion to negative values was
observed for large beamlet widths. This makes the Gaussian fitting not reliable, especially if different
setups are compared.
The beamlet width change is no problem for the other algorithms as they do not show strong shape
changes. The visibility slightly shifts the peak value to higher scatterer sizes with increasing beamlet
width. Both visibility and image moments show strong changes in the scattering intensity, which can be
explained by the nature of these algorithms. Fourier analysis is almost independent of the beamlet width
with only tiny intensity and peak position changes.
Some of the algorithms show a varying scattering intensity for different setup parameters. This indi-
cates that no direct conclusions can be drawn about the scattering cross section of the sample. The two
promising algorithms, at this point, are the Fourier analysis and the image moment analysis. They both
show a good agreement with the proposed DFEC. A closer comparison of these algorithms will be given
in the next section.
Scattering sensitivity changes by higher order analysis
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Fig. 4.15: Simulated scattering sensitivity (auto-correlation length = 57 nm) for different orders of Fourier analysis.
The linear peak shift with increasing order (see vertical lines) prove the proposed sensitivity to larger scatterers for
higher orders by Wen et al.[188] Also Fourier orders with a higher distance to the center inside one order (see 02, 12
and 22) show an increasing peak value. [Sim5]
In literature it was proposed that the higher orders are sensitive to larger scatterers.[188] Fig. 4.15
shows a very good agreement with this proposal. During the fast Fourier analysis, the scattering signals
of higher order were also calculated. The scattering intensity peak for the first (01), second (02) and third
(03) order scale linearly. The equivalent orders (10, 20 and 30) showed the same intensities. From the
shift of the further orders within one level (see e.g. 02, 12 and 22) one can conclude that the peak value
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shifts linearly with the distance of the Fourier order center to the central point in Fourier space. Note
that usually the signal intensities decrease at higher orders in Fourier space due to the counting statistics
and hence the errors increase. It seems to be possible to distinguish directly between different size levels
by using the higher orders. The discussed improved scattering sensitivity by measuring at two different
ACLs (see subsection 3.4.4 and Fig. 3.13) might be also possible by only using the different orders in
Fourier space. However, for an increase in the ACL by one order of magnitude one needs a high sampling
and good image quality to be able to reconstruct seven or more orders sufficiently. This high sampling
rate is additionally accompanied by a reduced image size, since the pixel size of the detectors is limited.
4.4 Comparison of the abilities of different reconstruction
algorithms
The four multi-contrast reconstruction algorithms Fourier analysis, Gaussian fitting, image moment and
visibility do not give the same results. As has been shown in parts before, they all have advantages and
disadvantages. In this section, a comparison of the algorithms and suggestions for their usefulness will
be given. The aspects of comparison are (i) the possible contrasts to be obtained, (ii) the differential
phase signal and its miscalculation on strong transmission curvatures, (iii) the crosstalk behavior into the
scattering signal and (iv) the robustness. For this comparison, on the one hand an air bubble was measured
in water. Only transmission and phase contrast are expected here. On the other hand, a simulation with a
pure transmission increase without beamlet displacement or broadening is used. In this case, no scattering
or differential phase signal is to be expected.
In Fig. 4.16 the retrieved contrasts of all four algorithms for an air bubble in water are shown. It was
measured in white beam at the Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT with a
Hartmann mask consisting of a gold mesh on a graphite plate.[162] Except from the visibility calculation
all three other algorithms allow the reconstruction of all contrasts, namely transmission, scattering and
differential phase. By visibility analysis only the scattering contrast with no directional information can
be obtained. When analyzing by Gaussian fitting one obtains additionally the offset. However, the offset
does not represent an additional contrast as it represents only the rest transmission through the optical
element and maybe scattering of large q-values.
Transmission contrast
The transmission contrast of the different algorithms do not show strong differences. The Fourier analysis
can be seen as a low pass filter as only the central harmonic order is used for the transmission reconstruc-
tion. Therefore, a small smearing out can be recognized at sharp transmission edges, which represents the
edge of the bubble in this case. The Gaussian fitting has problems with strong transmission curvatures as
already shown in subsection 4.3.2. Not only the position but also the peak height get wrongly fitted. The
image moment analysis, on the other hand, only showed minor problems at sharp transmission edges.
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Fig. 4.16: Comparison of the multi-contrast retrieval with Fourier analysis, Gaussian fitting, image moment and visibility
analysis. The sample is a static air bubble in water imaged with two sample-to-detector distances (short: 4.7 cm, large:
40 cm) with a Hartmann mask as optical element.[162] The auto-correlation lengths are 78 nm and 661 nm, respectively.
Note that the scattering contrasts are the results obtained directly from the algorithms without decorrelation or pre-
correction. Details on the capabilities and drawbacks of the different algorithms can be found in the text. [SI2].
Differential phase contrast
The differential phase is calculated from the position change of the beamlets. The noise of the differential
phase is reduced for measurements with a larger sample-to-detector distance (see Fig. 4.16). In Fig. 4.17
line sections through the center of a simulated air bubble (a) and the measured air bubble (b) of the large
sample-to-detector distance of Fig. 4.16 are shown. In the simulation a background intensity of 50 was
used and only a transmission increase but no beamlet shift was simulated. Hence, in the simulated data
no differential phase is expected while in the measured data the beamlets observed a shift due to the
refracting power of the water-air boundary. The global offset obtained in the measured data comes from
a global shift of the optical element between the flat and the radio image.
The Fourier analysis shows no increased differential phase for the simulated bubble except at the
bubble edge. This is in accordance with the simulation parameters, where only a transmission increase
but no beamlet shift was introduced.
The image moment analysis in this simulation shows no strong differential phase signal. However, for
the measured data, where the beamlets experienced a shift, a decreased differential phase signal com-
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Fig. 4.17: Line section of the differential phase through the center of a simulated bubble (a) and a measured air
bubble (b) retrieved with different algorithms. Fourier analysis retrieves only at the edge of the simulated bubble wrong
differential phase values. By Gaussian fitting one gets a misfitted increased differential phase inside the simulated bubble,
which can be suppressed by a pre-analysis pedestal correction. Moment analysis shows a low but non-zero differential
phase. In the measurements in (b) the Gaussian fitting can be improved slightly by using pedestal correction. The
moment analysis can also retrieve the differential phase but with a changed absolute value. Note that the difference
phase for the simulation is arbitrary, since no beam propagation was simulated. [Sim5] [SI2]
pared to the other algorithms is observed. It is one order of magnitude smaller than by Gaussian fitting
or Fourier analysis. Simulations with changed a offset, furthermore, showed an increase of the wrongly
determined differential phase with increased offset for both, the moment analysis and the Gaussian fit-
ting. In case of no offset, the amount of wrongly determined differential phase of Gaussian fitting and
moment analysis was equal. This leads to the conclusion that in moment analysis the differential phase
is wrongly calculated qualitatively and quantitatively. This can directly be explained by the nature of the
first image moment, which only represents the peak position of a Gaussian distribution. This image mo-
ment represents the center of mass of the analyzed image. If a considerable transmission change occurs
within one beamlet zone this center of mass is shifted. The increase of the error on the beamlet position
with increasing offset is therefore obvious.
The Gaussian fitting shows problems in analyzing the positions of the beamlets when there is a finite
transmission curvature in the sample. This problem can be improved by a pre-analysis pedestal correc-
tion. This was already demonstrated in subsection 4.3.3 and also holds true for the simulated data, where
no beamlet shift was introduced. The wrong differential phase of the Gaussian fitting is removed almost
completely by the pedestal correction as shown in Fig. 4.17 (a). Only problems at the edge of the bubble
remain. They are comparable to the ones of the Fourier analysis. In the real data set in Fig. 4.17 (b), the
pedestal correction also improves the slightly to large determined beamlet shifts.
The main advantage of the Gaussian fitting (and also the moment analysis) is that no problems with
phase wrapping (phase jump by 2pi) occur during reconstruction as it is often observed in Fourier analy-
sis[40] (see Fig. 4.16 differential phase x at short distance). The Fourier analysis is very sensitive on the
region of interest used for the analysis. Already single pixel shifts can reduce or increase phase wrapping
considerably.
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Fig. 4.18: Line section of the scattering contrast through the center of a simulated bubble (a) and a measured air
bubble (b) retrieved with different algorithms. Fourier analysis and image moments retrieve only at the edge of the
simulated bubble increased scattering values. By Gaussian fitting one gets a faulty increased scattering signal inside
the bubble, which can be suppressed by a pre-analysis pedestal correction. The visibility change also shows a faulty
decreased signal. In the measurements in (b) the Gaussian fitting and moment analysis do not show an increased
scattering intensity. Fourier analysis and the visibility change both show a decreased scattering signal resulting from
crosstalk. By decorrelation the faulty scattering signal in Fourier analysis can be improved. Note that the scattering
intensity for the visibility change is a quantitatively different value than for the other algorithms. [Sim5] [SI2]
Scattering contrast
The scattering contrast is obtained by the beamlet width increase, which can be retrieved by all four
mentioned algorithms. In Fig. 4.18 line sections of the scattering intensity through the center of the
simulated air bubble (a) and the measured air bubble (large sample-to-detector distance) (b) are shown.
No scattering signal is expected as only an empty air bubble in water environment is simulated and
measured.
The results of the four algorithms for retrieval of scatter contrast are more diverse than for the differ-
ential phase contrast. The algorithms do not only behave differently for both contrasts, they even show
different behaviors between simulation and measurement. The Gaussian fitting is known to have prob-
lems with a finite transmission curvature. This leads to higher signals in the outer area of the simulated
bubble as shown in Fig. 4.18 (a). This erroneous behavior can be improved by the pre-analysis pedestal
correction mentioned already before. In the measured data no scattering signal was observed, neither for
Gaussian fitting nor for pedestal correction. However, one has to keep in mind the strong difference in
the scatterer size sensitivity obtained in the simulations (see subsection 4.3.4).
The visibility, as the most used algorithm in GI, has by nature large problems with a curved transmis-
sion background. In both cases, of simulation and measurement a negative scattering signal is observed
for the visibility change, which means an increased visibility. A pedestal correction comparable to the
one for Gaussian fitting did not improve the results. Only if no offset was simulated (zero transmission
in non beamlet area) the visibility was unchanged. Hence, only for optical elements with a very high
primary visibility this algorithm might be suitable. One has to keep in mind the changed scatterer size
sensitivity compared to the predictions.
The fast Fourier analysis is known to show a crosstalk from transmission contrast to scattering con-
trast.[41, 205, 238] This is not observed in the simulation, but not in the measurement. The difference in
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behavior between simulation and measurement may result from the non-periodic boundary conditions in
the measurement compared to the periodic simulation. In the measured air bubble the scattering signal
drops comparably to the transmission rise. Furthermore, the scattering signal is higher for a measurement
with a shorter sample-to-detector distance. One can speculate if this crosstalk is not only linked to the
transmission contrast but also to the beamlet shift. The decorrelation, as presented in subsection 4.2.3,
reduces the spurious scattering signal. Only some minor variations with space remain (see Fig. 4.18).
The fourth algorithm, the image moment analysis, shows no strong scatter signal at all. A slight in-
crease in scattering to the edge of the bubble still could be observed. This was sensitive to the value of
offset, but not completely removed for none offset. By a pre-analysis pedestal correction this could be re-
duced, showing only errors directly at the bubble edge. The scattering intensity distribution for different
scatterer sizes is very similar to the expected one but the intensity is not stable under changing conditions.
A change in beamlet size as well as a change in background intensity changes the scattering intensity
easily over more than two orders of magnitude as simulations showed. For pure relative measurements
this might still be feasible but not for comparisons with different setups. In contrast to the image moment
analysis the scattering curve obtained by Fourier analysis is, with minor deviations, always the same.
Hence, the Fourier analysis seems to be the more stable algorithm, especially if the setup conditions are
changed. In this work mainly the change in scattering intensity due to NPs appearance is measured. Since
this depends only on relative scattering intensity changes, the image moment analysis can still be useful.
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Fig. 4.19: Comparison of the resulting scattering images obtained with Fourier and image moment analysis. Snapshots of
transmission and scattering contrast of the laser-induced cavitation bubble 100 µs (1. bubble) and 275 µs (1. rebound)
after laser excitation (coming from top) on a zinc wire (horizontal at bottom). The Fourier analysis shows strong
crosstalk from transmission and only minor from phase contrast. This crosstalk can be removed mostly by decorrelation.
The moment analysis shows stronger crosstalk from phase contrast but the proposed pre-analysis pedestal correction
did not improve the scattering signal. The grey scales are [0.95; 1.3] for transmission, [-0.16; 0.06] for scattering with
Fourier analysis, [-0.005, 0.005] for scattering with moment analysis and [-0.05; 0.05] for the decorrelated scattering
with Fourier analysis. [SI1]
For measurements at PLAL, the moment analysis performed worse than expected. In Fig. 4.19 snap-
shots of the transmission and scattering contrasts analyzed by Fourier and moment analysis of an ablation
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event are shown. A zinc wire (1 mm diameter) was ablated with a 1064 nm, 7 ns laser with a pulse energy
of 11 mJ. A long sample-to-detector distance with 40 cm was used. This corresponds to a peak sensitivity
of around 900 nm, hence a higher sensitivity to larger structures compared to the expected NPs. Only the
ability of scattering contrasts is to be discussed here. The detailed discussion on the phenomena of PLAL
are explained in subsection 6.3.2.
The first bubble appears dark in the scattering signal due to crosstalk. This is more pronounced in
Fourier analysis. In moment analysis, however, a stronger crosstalk from phase contrast at the edge of
the bubble is observed. The first rebound is almost invisible in Fourier analysis while in moment analysis
the crosstalk from phase dominates.
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Fig. 4.20: Temporal evolution of the raw scattering intensity after laser ablation retrieved with Fourier and moment
analysis investigated at the green square of Fig. 4.19. Measurement with two different sample-to-detector distances
(short: 4.5 cm, large: 40 cm) are shown. While Fourier analysis results in similar signals for both directions the moment
analysis differs much more. [SI1]
The temporal evolution of the scattering signal investigated in the green square of Fig. 4.19 allows
for a more detailed statement of the abilities of both algorithms. In Fig. 4.20 the scattering intensities
for both directions are plotted for a short (4.5 cm) and a long (40 cm) sample-to-detector distance for
both algorithms. As almost spherical NPs are investigated, no difference in the scattering direction is
expected. For Fourier analysis this holds true. Only a change between the two distances are observed
(details on that difference see subsection 6.3.2). But for the moment analysis the scattering signal for both
directions differ a lot. Furthermore some undefined internal structures in the first bubble are observed in
the y-direction for the moment analysis.
For both algorithms corrections of the crosstalk are proposed, a decorrelation for the Fourier analysis
and a pre-analysis pedestal correction in the case of moment analysis. They showed both good results
in simulations and reference measurements (see above). For Fourier analysis, the scattering contrast
changes slightly above the background value for the first bubble and for the first rebound to a bright
appearance. The scattering contrast retrieved by moment analysis does not change significantly when
retrieved with the pre-analysis pedestal correction.
In contrast to the simulations and reference measurements with an empty bubble, the real scattering
measurements during PLAL showed an unreliable scattering signal for the moment analysis. This does
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not reflect the results showed by Vittoria et al.,[41] where they showed that the moment analysis is of
advantage compared to the pure fast Fourier analysis.
Robustness
The analysis of different measured and simulated data showed a varying robustness of the algorithms in
sense of the calculation and not the retrieved signals. The fast Fourier analysis is very sensitive on the
boundary conditions and hence on the choice of the proper region of interest. Technically, it is also limited
to areas with an even number of pixels and an even number of beamlets. This reduces the flexibility,
which leads to problems with phase wrapping and possibly a crosstalk from transmission to scattering
contrast. In addition, the perpendicular alignment of the optical element to the camera is very important.
Single defective pixels of even beamlets do not lead to strong artifacts. The advantage of the fast Fourier
analysis is the low calculation efforts leading to a fast analysis. Only the required decorrelation for a pure
scattering contrast reduces the speed slightly.
The visibility is also a fast algorithm and has relaxed requirements on the proper crop area. However,
the absolute value of the visibility changes with the choice of the footprint size of the minimum and
maximum calculation. As long as only changes within one measurement are of interest, this is no serious
problem. Defective pixels lead directly to artifacts. This can be improved by a smoothing before the
analysis with the drawback of simultaneously reducing the measured signals.
The Gaussian fitting is the slowest algorithm. The least-square optimization of the 2D Gaussian func-
tion for each beamlet is very time consuming. A parallelization is easy possible to reduce the calculation
time. In contrast to the other algorithms here the calculation time and not the data reading time is the
bottleneck. The requirements on the proper crop are relaxed. If necessary, the primary selection can even
be optimized. The Gaussian fitting is prone to single defective beamlets and sometimes the optimization
routine does not converge or converges to a wrong secondary minima. By plausibility tests of the results
and a followed reevaluation with restricted parameters this problem should be reduced.
From calculation robustness point of view the image moment analysis was found to be the best one of
those four. The requirement on the proper choice of the region of interest is relaxed. As for the Gaussian
fitting, the proper crop can even be improved by a optimized before the analysis. The calculation efforts
are low leading to a short calculation time. Single defective pixels do not lead to strong artifacts. Only
defective beamlets lead to faulty pixels in the resulting images.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the following image can be drawn as shown in table 4.4. The Fourier analysis is the
only real multi-contrast algorithm allowing to reconstruct all three contrasts reliably. The drawback of
the crosstalk into the scattering contrast exists, which can be reduced by a decorrelation. Additionally,
Fourier analysis allows to shift the scatterer size sensitivity to higher values by using higher orders (see
Fig. 4.15 and discussion). For the analysis of lens arrays the Fourier analysis is not suitable as it does not
provide a direct access to the beamlet parameters.
The Gaussian fitting gives competitive results for the differential phase contrast. The minor problem
with the accuracy, if a high transmission curvature is present, can be improved by a pre-analysis pedestal
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Table 4.4: Conclusion on the comparison of the four contrast reconstruction algorithms Fourier analysis, Gaussian
fitting, image moment analysis and visibility change. Reliable results are highlighted in bold. The only real multi-
contrast algorithm is the Fourier analysis as all others show problems in at least one contrast. In specific cases also the
other algorithms have their advantages.
phase scattering lens array
contrast contrast characterization
Fourier good good with no direct access to
analysis decorrelation beamlet parameter
Gaussian fitting minor problem changing sensitivity good
in accuracy with setup parameters
image only quantitative no stable only Gaussian
moment results reliability beamlet width
visibility not possible bad, crosstalk and good for focal
change inconsistent sensitivity point determination
correction or by using optical elements with a high visibility, hence small background level. For the scat-
tering contrast it is not suitable despite the fact that no crosstalk into the scattering contrast was observed.
However, the sensitivity of the scattering cannot be predicted reliably because it depends strongly on the
beamlet parameters. The strength of the Gaussian fitting is the characterization of lens arrays. Here, one
has direct access to the beamlet parameters. The beamlet pattern can be analyzed by the positions and the
beam shape consistency from the widths. To determine the focal length, either the point with minimum
spot size or the visibility VGauss can be used. As shown in the section 5.2, VGauss is advantageous because
the spot widths varied more within the beamlet pattern.
Image moment analysis does not provide reliable results for differential phase contrast and scattering
contrast. The values depend strongly on the setup parameters, since the offset, for example, changes these
values considerably. Despite the good agreement of the differential phase in Vittoria et al.[41] for the im-
age moment and fast Fourier analysis, the results of the simulated and the measured air bubble did not
confirm this. A qualitative statement seems to be possible, but not a quantitative one, since the absolute
values differ strongly. The scattering contrast showed promising results in the simulation with only a mi-
nor error level. This even could be reduced by a pre-analysis pedestal correction. In real measurements
during PLAL this was not confirmed and is, again, in contrast to previous results.[41] The scattering con-
trast showed a similar crosstalk from transmission as the fast Fourier analysis and the proposed correction
failed, different scattering signals in horizontal and vertical direction (despite of isotropic scatterers) and
unreliable structures inside the cavitation bubble. For the lens array characterization the image moment
analysis is only suitable for the beamlet width. Furthermore, only in the case of Gaussian beamlet shapes
the second moments can directly be transferred to beamlet width.
With visibility one has no access to transmission and differential phase contrast. So it is not a multi-
contrast retrieval algorithm. The change in visibility can be related to a scattering signal, but the simu-
lations showed a crosstalk from other contrasts and additionally a inconsistent sensitivity. The visibility
is a measure of how strong the beam patterning is and therefore characterizes the optical elements. It
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allows a quick estimation of the correct working cycle of a Hartmann mask and the distance to the focal
point of a lens array.
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5 Production of Compound Array Refractive Lenses
for hard X-rays
This chapter focuses on the production of 2D lens arrays, so-called Compound Array Refractive Lenses
(CARLs), and their characterization. Focusing lenses for hard X-rays are typically stacked lenses due to
the low refraction power. The 2D lens arrays are intended to replace Hartmann masks in Single-Exposure
Multi-Contrast Imaging techniques to increase the flux efficiency. Therefore they need to have small lens
pitches as well as a short focal length.
Within this work different possibilities of the production of CARLs were developed. The 2D lens
arrays were embossed into plastic foils and afterwards stacked to reduce the focal length. The different
production schemes were:
• serial spiral embossing with sewing needle and stacking under an optical microscope,
• serial line-by-line embossing with custom-made needle and
• single-step embossing with needle array and stacking under X-ray illumination.
The 2D lens arrays are analyzed in terms of regularity. The distance to neighboring lenses and the relative
position of the lenses to the grid were determined for the regularity evaluation. With the first one you
can easily recognize misalignments of single lenses. The second one accounts for more changes in pitch
over the entire array. Furthermore, the focal length and homogeneity of the stacked lens arrays was
determined.
Parts of this chapter have already been published.[59] Details on the characterization are listed in the
”List of Experiments”. They are referenced in the text in bold square brackets, e.g. [XRI2].
5.1 Fabrication of 2D lens arrays
a) b)
Fig. 5.1: Fabrication of a Compound Array Refractive Lens. First a 2D array of dents is embossed into a plastic foil
(a). This can be done either serially with one needle as depicted here or in a single-step with a needle array. Afterwards
several of these 2D lens arrays are stacked on top of each other and fixated (b).
X-ray focusing lenses have to be concave as the index of refraction is slightly below unity. The refrac-
tion of materials, which have a considerably high transmission is weak. Hence, small radii or large stacks
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of lenses are needed. The CARLs developed within this work are a compromise of both. They have apex
radii of 8 µm and 25 µm and are stacked up to six times. The fabrication is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. First,
the individual lenses of a 2D array are embossed with a needle or a needle array (a) and then these 2D
lens arrays are stacked on top of each other (b). Different production schemes were developed in this
work and are presented in the following subsections.
Several conditions must be fulfilled for the correct embossing of the lens arrays. First, the lens material
must have the correct X-ray parameters. The lens materials of choice are polyimide (Kapton®) and
biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar®). Both have a low absorption in the hard X-ray
regime (below 5 % for a thickness of 100 µm and X-ray energies above 10 keV)[232] and competitive
focusing capabilities.[222, 250, 251] The absorption aperture for parabolic lenses (of 1 m focus length) is
in the range of 300 µm to 700 µm.[251] This is much larger than the maximum of 65 µm used here. In
addition, these materials have a high X-ray durability to resist radiation damage.[252]
The mechanical properties are also important. The lens material must be ductile enough to enable
embossing, but at the same time stiff enough not to lose its shape after embossing. The stamp must be
hard enough to withstand several thousand embossing steps without changing the shape. The shape of
the stamp is also of central importance. To avoid spherical aberrations, the perfect shape is a rotational
parabola. The apex radius defines the focal length and must be small (in the µm range) to avoid obtaining
too long focal lengths.
The CARLs fabricated here are used for SEMCI to detect NPs. The spatial resolution of the result-
ing contrast images is defined by the pitch of the lens array. A spatial resolution of about 65 µm was
considered to be suitable for an acceptable mapping of the ablation process. The size of the investigated
NPs is expected to be below 100 nm as shown by SAXS measurements before.[30, 118] Peak sensitivities,
as described in subsection 3.4.4, below 100 nm are very challenging. The X-ray energies are limited by
(i) the beamline parameters and (ii) the producible focal length with CARLs. Additionally, the minimal
sample-to-detector distance is limited due to the mechanical properties of the camera systems.
5.1.1 Serial embossing with a single needle
The embossing or pressing of X-ray lenses has been carried out almost since their invention.[51, 253] These
spherical or parabolic lenses were always single lenses and not 2D arrays. An important step towards the
achievement of 2D lens arrays was carried out in this work.
c)a) b) 1mm 250 µm
Fig. 5.2: (a) Setup for serial embossing a 2D lens array (after embossing) with the movable needle at the front and
the mounted polyimide foil (orange) in the background. (b) Commercial steal needle with apex radius ≈25 µm and (c)
custom-made steal needle with apex radius of 8 µm. Both were used for the embossing of the lens arrays.
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For the serial embossing of the 2D lens arrays two different needles were used. These are a commer-
cially available sewing needle with controlled shape and a custom-made needle produced of hardened
steel as shown in Fig. 5.2 (b) and (c). The latter was produced with a CNC-milling machine and the apex
radius was only 8 µm. In addition to the precise needles also the embossing machine itself must be very
precise. The movement must be accurate not only for a few steps, but for tens of thousands of repetitive
steps. This precision should be below 1 µm. An additional aspect is a proper alignment of the lens foil
versus the needle movement. Again, two development steps were carried out in this work. In the begin-
ning a hexapod (PI miCos HP-550) was used and finally linear stages and rotary axes with encoders for
absolute positioning. In Fig. 5.2 (a) the sewing needle mounted on the hexapod standing in front of the
already embossed array is shown.
Lens array embossed with sewing needle
The sewing needle was selected for a proper apex shape as most tested specimen are unsuitable due to
ridges established during the production process. The apex radius was determined to be (25±5) µm. The
needle was mounted on a hexapod to easily align the embossing plane to the lens foil. This foil (Kapton®)
was fixed with adhesive tape on an electrically conductive plate as shown in Fig. 5.2 (a). The edges were
kept free of tape for the alignment. The plate was optically prealigned to be perpendicular to the needle.
The electrical conductivity between the needle and the holding plate was measured for precise alignment.
Outside the foil area the needle was approached to the plate until an electric conductivity was established.
The tilt between the holding plate and the needle movement plane was removed by rotating the hexapod.
The Kapton® foils had a defined thickness of 75 µm, making the alignment of the holding plate sufficient
for the subsequent embossing process.
As already hinted in Fig. 5.1 (a), the embossing procedure started with a central lens followed by
rectangular spirals of increasing size. An embossing line-by-line was not possible with this setup. The
foil was slightly deformed due to material expulsion. By the spiral embossing this deformation was dis-
tributed homogeneously over the complete area leading only to a slight pyramidal shape of the lens array.
With line-by-line embossing, the deformation added up with an increasing number of lines, resulting in
strong wrinkles that make the embossing inaccurate or even impossible. The slight pyramidal shape of
the lens array was also visible in the beamlet properties during use, as shown later in the section 5.2.
Lens arrays with 97×97 lenses or larger were produced. Each following lens array was two lens rows
and columns larger. This was necessary for the stacking, as explained later in subsection 5.1.3.
In Fig. 5.3 an optical microscope image of a lens array is shown. At first glance it looks very regular.
However, a detailed analysis of the single lens positions shows the already mentioned slight pyramidal
shape. From this image the position of each lens was calculated by the Gaussian fitting (see subsec-
tion 4.2.1).
The distance between two lenses is shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b) for the vertical and horizontal di-
rection, respectively. One can see a slight variance of the distances from the design value of 65 µm. The
Standard Deviations (SDs) are 0.8 µm and 0.9 µm for the vertical and the horizontal distance, respec-
tively. The mean value of the lens distances was set to 65 µm as no absolute scaling of the micrograph
was available. The next neighbor distance is not the only measure of the regularity. The global position-
ing on a rectangular grid is also of importance. In Fig. 5.4 (c) and (d) the relative positions in vertical
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Fig. 5.3: Micrograph of one 2D lens array with 97×97 lenses and a pitch of 65 µm after spiral embossing. The pyramidal
shape (in this case not very strong pronounced) is only slightly visible at the edges of the lens array by the defocusing
and the lens distance as shown in Fig. 5.4.
and horizontal direction are shown. In the vertical direction it can clearly be seen that the array can be
split into four triangular sections representing the flanks of the pyramidal shape. The strong difference
in the horizontal direction comes from the barrel distortion of the microscope and should not be over
emphasized.
The hexapod was a convenient way for a fast alignment of the needle to the lens plane. However,
the missing encoder resulted in a high amount of wrongly embossed lens arrays. For the embossing
of around 10.000 lenses with more than 40.000 movement steps a repetitive absolute movement is of
central importance. This can only be guaranteed by motors with encoders, which can correct previous
wrong steps.
Despite these deficiencies an acceptable regularity of lens arrays was achieved. This allowed to stack
several of these lens array foils to one CARL and perform scattering imaging at the ablation process as
discussed in subsection 6.3.2.
Lens array embossed with milled needle
In the next development step, the needle shape and the embossing machine were improved. The needle
used was custom-made with higher precision and a smaller apex radius. The development of the pyrami-
dal shape of the lens arrays during the embossing process was eliminated by an improved foil mounting
and the usage of thicker foils.
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Fig. 5.4: Test of regularity of the spiral embossed lens array of Fig. 5.3. The distance in vertical (a) and horizontal
(b) direction between neighboring lenses shows a low deviation from the mean distance of 65 µm. In (c) and (d) the
relative positions compared to the expected one are shown. The pyramidal shape is visible by the diagonal lines of
changed distance and relative position. Note, that the much increased relative position in horizontal direction comes
from artifacts of the microscope.
The needle was produced with a CNC-milling machine by the Institute for Biological Interfaces (IBG-
2) at the KIT. The design function f (x) of the needle was:
f (x) = 62.5mm−1 · x2 with r(0) = 1
2 ·62.5mm−1 = 8µm , (5.1)
with x being the distance from the central axis and r(0) the radius at the apex. An image of this needle
was shown in Fig. 5.2 (c). With this decrease in apex radius also the focal length of a single lens was
reduced by a factor of around three.
The embossing setup was improved by using linear stages with encoders for the movement of the
needle and a set of rotational axes for the perpendicular alignment. This enhanced the accuracy of the
absolute movements as wrong steps of the previous movement are corrected with the next one. The
embossing movement with an approaching step and a separate embossing step was the same as before.
As lens material 125 µm thick Mylar® foils were used. They were fixed on glass slides at the entire area
with acrylate glue. The glue could easily be removed afterwards with acetone. This allowed to emboss
the lenses line-by-line with no wrinkles observed at all. This could be due to the increased thickness and
hence higher stiffness or the gluing.
In Fig. 5.5 the regularity of such a 2D lens array (100×100 spots of pitch 50 µm embossed in Mylar®)
is represented as the distance between neighboring lenses in (a) and (b) and the relative position in (c)
and (d). Note that here an X-ray image of the focused spots was used instead of a micrograph as for the
previous lens array. This increased the probability of fit errors, since the contrast in such X-ray images
is significantly lower compared to microscope images. However, X-ray image analysis is the better way
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Fig. 5.5: Regularity of a lens array (100×100 lenses with pitch 50 µm) embossed line-by-line with a 8 µm apex radius
needle. The distance in vertical (a) and horizontal (b) direction between neighboring lens spots shows a homogeneous
variance from the mean distance with a standard deviation of 1 µm in both directions. In (c) and (d) the relative
positional shifts of the spot compared to the expected positions are shown. [XRI2]
to determine regularity, since the optical microscope image visualizes only reduced transmission and not
the actual X-ray focusing capabilities. The regularity in sense of distance to the neighboring spots of this
lens array was not improved compared to the first one. However, the relative positioning improved a lot
(note the different scaling). Only a small variation of ±5 µm of the relative position over the complete
array of 100×100 lenses is observed. The single strong deviations from the mean values are due to faulty
fitting and do not represent strong errors in the lens array.
a) b)
Fig. 5.6: Examples of lens arrays with non-rectangular patterns in form of a hexagonal pattern (a) and the KIT-Logo (b).
The micrographs show an embossed foil in (a) and a stamper (see subsection 5.1.2 for more details on the production)
in (b).
With the very flexible process of serial embossing also non-rectangular patterns can easily be realized.
This has been tested by a hexagonal pattern and the KIT logo as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a) and (b), respectively.
Both have a nominal pitch of 50 µm. The hexagonal pattern gives a higher fill factor of the lens apertures
when produced in this way but complicates the reconstruction, especially in the case of Fourier analysis.
For this reason only a proof of principle was performed and no further measurements were done.
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Limitations in fill factor of serial embossed lens arrays
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Fig. 5.7: Embossing depth dependence on lens performance. By increasing the embossing depth the lens diameter and
the expulsion rim (shown in (a) as optical micrograph) likewise the beamlet intensity (shown in (b) as X-ray image and
(c) as line plot of lowest lens row) increases. [XRI3]
The fill factor of the lens apertures is limited in an serial embossing scheme. During the embossing
process material gets expulsed and builds up a rim around each lens. This rim increases with increasing
embossing depth as can be seen in Fig. 5.7 (a). This leads to a limited depth of embossing for a fixed
pitch. If the depth is too deep the neighboring lenses get distorted leading to a changed focal length.
From X-ray images (white beam, central energy 15 keV) at a distance of 1/4 of the focal length a clear
peak intensity increase with rising lens depth is observed as shown in Fig. 5.7 (b) and (c). In addition, at
greater depths an increase in the depleted area is visible. This corresponds well to the increasing area of
focusing due to the increasing lens aperture. Furthermore, the deflection of X-rays away from the lenses
on the outer side of the expulsed rims is visible by slightly bright rings around the dark depletion rings
in Fig. 5.7 (b).
5.1.2 Single-step embossing with a 2D needle array
To pave the way to lens arrays with a fill factor of the lens apertures of almost 100 %, stamping with a
needle arrays was studied. Besides the probably of higher fill factors also the embossing process time
reduces from 15 h down to seconds. The production of such a needle array is a challenge. Within the
scope of this work, only a first realization as proof of principle could be realized. There are many aspects
for further improvements.
The ideal CARL in points of efficiency is an area filled array of truncated parabolic lenses. A design of
a 4×4 array of such an ideal CARL is shown in Fig. 5.8 (a) with a crosscutting in (b). To fill the whole
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Fig. 5.8: (a) Ideal shape of a Compound Array Refractive Lens with a pitch of 65 µm and a cross section of it along
the diagonal in (b). For a realization with an apex radius of 8 µm a lens depth of 132 µm is required to achieve a fill
factor of 100% of the lens aperture as shown in the diagonal lens slice in (c).
area in a rectangular pattern the edges of the lenses have to be much higher than the nodes leading to
an egg carton like shape. Lets assume the lenses to have an apex radius of 8 µm and a pitch of 65 µm.
When the lens should cover the complete diagonal of 91.9 µm of one lens zone, the required lens depth
is 132 µm as can be calculated from equation (5.1). This is illustrated in Fig. 5.8 (c). It is arguable if
the sharp edges at the lens boarders give a scattering signal that is detectable and hence reduces the
sensitivity. One step into this direction was published just recently where one CRL with lenses of such
a shape were produced by 3D laser writing.[254] However, a lateral stacking of many of these CRLs to a
2D lens array was not carried out.
In order to produce CARLs in such a form by embossing, a corresponding stamp in the form of a needle
array is required. This is not commercially available. Here a needle array was produced by electroplating,
but without a full coverage. The first step was again serial embossing was performed, so that the same
filling factor restrictions as described above still apply. A series of lens arrays with different pitches
and lens depths were serially embossed in a 4 " poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) plate with the 8 µm
needle. The needle array stamps were then produced by nickel electroplating by microworks GmbH
(Karlsruhe, Germany). In a galvanic bath a layer of about 2 mm nickel was deposited on it. An overview
image of the stamp and a zoom showing single needles of the array are shown in Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b),
respectively.
a) b) c)
glass plate
lens foil
stamp
pellet press
Fig. 5.9: Images of the 2D needle arrays as stamps for lens array embossing. In (a) an overview of a stamp with a
pitch of 50 µm and in (b) a micrograph of an array with 65 µm pitch are shown. In (c) the embossing in a pellet press
is shown.
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The embossing of CARLs using these needle arrays is no longer possible with linear stages because
the required forces are too high. The number of needles is increased from 1 to 10.000. The expulsion
of material during embossing has also to be encountered. As shown before, during the embossing the
material gets expulsed and builds up a rim around each lens. With the needle array all lenses are embossed
in once. Therefore this material movement is stronger limited as before. It has to be moved according to
the stamp geometry, which additionally increases the needed force.
The embossing was performed in a commercial pellet press (Model 4350, Carver Inc., USA). The
setup is shown in Fig. 5.9 (c). To ensure an even lens backside, the foils were placed on a glass plate.
The stamp was soldered onto a copper rod with a round back to ensure a balanced force distribution over
the entire surface of the lens array. With that the stamp could be placed parallel to the lens foils and
the force was loaded perpendicular irrespective of some tilts due to the production process. The lenses
were embossed with a load of around 3.5 t. Since no significant changes in the shape of the lens array
have been observed for different waiting times, it can be concluded that no long lasting material flow
processes have taken place and that the lens arrays are embossed immediately.
The obtained fill factor fits well to the design values of the embossing. The embossing depth was
50 µm at a pitch of 65 µm, resulting in a fill factor of 59 % expected from the embossing depth and
less than the maximum possible value of 79 %. This shows the very good replication of the embossed
master to the stamp by electroplating and the following single-step embossing of lens arrays. The good
embossing replication also can be seen in Fig. 5.7. The aperture diameters fit closely to the expected
needle diameters. During the master production this embossing depth was considered to be a safe value
to not distort the already embossed neighboring lenses. Further improvements in the stamp shape are
beyond the scope of this work. One possible way might be to use 3D direct laser writing to produce a
better master for the electroplating process.
In Fig. 5.10 the regularity of a lens array (pitch 65 µm) produced by single-step embossing is shown.
In vertical direction the results are very similar to the lens array embossed serially. Again, this shows
the good replication. In horizontal direction, however, stripy structures are observed. The SD of the
distance between neighboring spots is 1.5 µm and so three times higher compared to the vertical direction
(0.6 µm). This decrease in regularity must be explained by the serial embossing of the electroplating
master. The embossing setup was changed slightly compared to the previous one. The horizontal axes
was the slow axes during the embossing process. In this case a linear stage without an encoder was used
for the slow axes. The single-step precision even for the slow axis was less than expected.
One further observation during single lens foil investigation is, that the line-by-line embossed lens ar-
rays are slightly better to analyze compared to the single-step embossed ones. The visibility was slightly
reduced. Hence, the line-by-line embossed ones seem to have a bit higher focusing ability. Lens arrays
with a higher pitch could be produced with a deeper embossing without distorting the neighboring lenses.
Hence, the higher pitch of the lens array in Fig. 5.10 compared to the one in Fig. 5.5 led to a better fo-
cusing of the X-rays, thus to a better visibility of the spots and therefore to a reduced number of wrongly
analyzed spots.
To sum up the embossing of 2D lens arrays one can state that this is a suitable way to produce large
area 2D lens arrays, which can be stacked to CARLs. If a well defined needle and precise stages are used
for the embossing process, lens arrays with a good regularity can be achieved. Even galvanic replication,
which permits single-step embossing, does not strongly reduce the lens quality. Needle arrays with a
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Fig. 5.10: Regularity of a lens array (100×100 lenses with pitch 65 µm) embossed by a needle array (apex radius
of the needles 8 µm). The distance between neighboring lens spots differs in vertical (a) and horizontal (b) direction.
While in vertical direction the distances are very similar (standard deviation from the mean distance 0.6 µm), stripe like
changes are observed in horizontal direction (standard deviation 1.5 µm. In (c) and (d) the relative positional shifts of
the spots compared to the expected positions are shown. Besides the stripy structure in horizontal direction again a
slowly varying positioning is observed. [XRI2]
higher fill factor should improve the lens arrays a lot in the future. Unless a further reduced needle apex
radius can be simultaneously achieved, only improvements in the focusing efficiency can thereby be
achieved. As the lens arrays show a high precision, the reduction of the focal length can also be obtained
by stacking of several foils.
5.1.3 Stacking for focal length reduction
The final step to CARLs is the stacking of the individual 2D lens arrays. The stacking has to be done to
reduce the focal length to a suitable value of roughly 1 m. As already mentioned before, a small misalign-
ment of the lenses is not changing the focusing properties but slightly the overall transmission.[222, 225]
The first way of stacking lens arrays is under an optical transmission microscope with manual alignment.
The second possibility is a stacking under X-ray illumination with a motorized alignment. The alignment
under the microscope is easier in terms of requirements but lacks of accuracy compared to the alignment
with X-rays.
Lenses are known to have a comatic aberration, when they are not illuminated paraxially. In Fig. 5.11
the focal spots of a 3×2 lens array is shown in dependence of the tilt angle. The lens array plane was
rotated from 0° to 45° with respect to the incident beam. For small angles (below 20°) no change in the
spot shape is observable. The requirements on a perfect perpendicular alignment are not very strict for
single lens arrays. Note that the pitch changes slightly with rotation (6 % for a rotation of 20°). However,
this no longer applies to stacks of lenses. Here the requirements are much stricter. Already small tilts
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rotation
0° 7.5° 15° 22.5° 30° 37.5° 45°
Fig. 5.11: Changes in spot shape due to lens rotation out of paraxial illumination. For small angles no comatic aberration
can be detected while for angles above 20° a change in spot shape gets visible. Lens array of Fig. 5.7 with 60 µm depth.
[XRI3]
result in a changed beamlet shape starting from elongation to complete smearing out. After stacking of
five foils the stack height is much larger than the lens pitch resulting in a fast misalignment.
Stacking under an optical microscope
The lower lens array was fixed on the optical table of the microscope while the upper one was mounted
onto a goniometer head, which itself was also fixed on the optical table. The lens arrays were aligned in
rotation and position with respect to each other. Due to the fact that the lens arrays themselves showed
a good regularity only the outer most lenses of both lens foils were aligned to each other. The lens foils
were fixed with acrylate glue. After drying of the glue the next smaller lens foil was aligned on top
of the previous ones. This process was used to produce stacks of up to six foils with acceptable spot
homogeneity, as shown in the next section.
Stacking under X-ray illumination
The better way to align the lens arrays is under X-ray illumination. A small tilt of a CARL (beginning
with two stacked foils) already decreases the spot quality strongly. This can only be addressed during
an alignment under X-ray illumination. With optical alignment, good positioning is only possible for
rotations along the optical axis, but not for an tilt to the optical axis. This comes into account especially
for larger stacks.
For the alignment under X-ray illumination, one foil was mounted on a goniometer with all three
rotational axes and two translation axes. The second lens foil was mounted on a two-dimension linear
stage. Then the lens foils were aligned with respect to rotation and position. The focused spots of both
lens arrays can be seen simultaneously. Hence no enlargement of the lens arrays as for the alignment
under a microscope is required. To reduce the time of gluing hot glue was used for fixation. As soon as
two foils are aligned to each other the tilt of these with respect to the optical axes has to be taken into
account before alignment. Therefore the already stacked lenses have to be mounted onto the goniometer.
The fifth stacked lens foil did not show a further improvement in spot intensity.
Alignment under X-ray illumination has the disadvantage that beam time at a synchrotron is required.
However, the quality of the resulting CARL is better compared to the alignment under an optical micro-
scope, as shown in the next section.
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5.2 Focal length and homogeneity determination of CARLs
Two types of CARLs were produced and characterized for their focal length and homogeneity of the spot
pattern. Results from a CARL stacked out of six lens arrays (pitch 65 µm), which were serially embossed
with the sewing needle[238] and a CARL stacked out of five lens arrays (pitch 65 µm) embossed in single-
step mode with a needle array as stamp are presented in this section. The latter shows an improvement
compared to the first one in focal length and homogeneity. However, the visibility is reduced, which must
be attributed to a smaller fill factor of the lens arrays. Some improvements in the characterization of the
first one compared to the publication are explained.
CARL produced by serial embossing
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Fig. 5.12: Radiogram of a Compound Array Refractive Lens with six stacked foils of serially embossed lens arrays.
Image crop of 10×10 spots together with a line plot of one lens column. The distance between the lens array and the
detector is 125 cm, which represents approximately the focal length at 9 keV (see Fig. 5.13). [XRI4]
The CARL produced by serial embossing with a sewing needle showed a good 2D spot pattern. In
Fig. 5.12 a crop of 10×10 spots together with a line plot of one spot column is shown. The spots are
a bit elongated in horizontal direction. This elongation can not only be attributed to the horizontally
elongated source size. A size reduction by slits did not change the elongation strongly. Thus, there must
be some misalignment of the lens foils leading to elongated spots. For larger misalignment the different
lenses in the stack produce spots, which do not coincide but rather are placed next to each other. This
results in elongated spots.
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Fig. 5.13: Determination of the focus position (at 9 keV) of a Compound Array Refractive Lens with six stacked foils
of serially embossed lens arrays. In (a), (b) and (c) the horizontal and vertical width of the spots and the visibility
at distance of 125 cm are shown (scales as in the plots), respectively. The pyramidal shape of this Compound Array
Refractive Lens can be seen in all three parameters leading to a high standard deviation over the array. By changing
the lens-to-detector distance the spot size and visibility change as shown in (d) as mean for the complete measured
array and in (e) as mean for a crop of 20×20 spots as depicted in (c). The three parameters do not give a consistent
estimate of the focal length. For more details see the text. Reproduced from Reich et al.[238] [XRI4]
In Fig. 5.13 the results from a scan of the distance between the CARL and the detector is shown. In (d)
and (e) the horizontal and vertical width as well as the visibility as function of the distance are plotted.
Note that the visibility in solid line represents Vbz, which is calculated from the image extrema and the
dashed line VGauss calculated from the Gaussian parameters. For (d) the average values of the complete
measured array of 53×62 lenses are shown while in (e) the average of only 20×20 lenses are shown.
This separation is done because the complete array showed a large variance as can be seen in the three
images of horizontal (a) and vertical width (b) and visibility (c). Therefore also the error bars in (d) have
been omitted.
As one can clearly see, the minimal spot width and the visibility do not necessarily coincide. For the
complete array the horizontal width has its minimum at 85 cm while the vertical width decreases at least
up to 125 cm. The visibility maximum is also located above 125 cm. For the small crop, however, the
widths have their minimum at 76 cm (horizontal) and 96 cm (vertical) while the visibility saturates at
125 cm. This shows that the widths do more strongly vary than the visibility.
The expected focal length for a stack of six lens array foils made of Kapton® with δ = 3.77×10−6 at
9 keV[232] and an expected apex radius of the lenses of (25±5) µm is ftheo = (110±22)cm. In compar-
ison with the measured distances of minimal width and highest visibility, this value seems to be in fair
agreement. The visibility of a smooth area peaks slightly above the expected focal length at 125 cm as
shown in Fig. 5.13 (e). The peak visibility of the complete array, as shown in Fig. 5.13 (d), seems to peak
at only a bit larger distances but still in the interval of confidence. The widths, however, are deviating
stronger. They indicate both a smaller focal length in the crop of 20×20 spots. For the complete array
they differ strongly from each other. The horizontal width indicates again a smaller focal length while
the vertical direction indicates a focal length larger than the expected value.
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The height is not necessarily a good measure for the focal point. It not only depends on the focusing
abilities of the lens array but also on the air absorption. The latter increases with a larger distance leading
to a reduced global intensity and also a reduced peak height. When the peak parameters are determined
with division by the mean intensity before the analysis, the height peaks according to the visibility. This
shows, that here the air absorption overcomes the focusing abilities of the CARL. For lens arrays with
high gain and high visibility, the height depends only slightly on air absorption. In this case it still can
peak around the distance of maximal visibility and minimal width, respectively.
If the height is considered in combination with the offset it is still a good measure of the focal point.
The offset takes into account the increased air absorption during the scan of the distance. This combined
consideration results in the visibility VGauss calculated from the Gaussian spot parameters as discussed in
chapter 4.2. In Fig. 5.13 (d) and (e) the visibility Vbz calculated from the intensity extrema values (solid
lines) and VGauss (dashed lines) show a similar behavior with only a shifted value.
For the simulated data in subsection 4.3.1 it was found, that both calculation algorithms do not nec-
essarily result in the same visibility values. The condition of small beamlets, where both algorithms
resulted in the same values, holds true for the measurements. The origin of the difference are the noise
level and defective pixels. By calculating the image intensity extrema, higher maximum and lower mini-
mum levels are detected compared to the height and offset values in Gaussian fitting. This shows that the
absolute value of the visibility is not perfectly defined. In order to be able to compare different optical
elements correctly with each other, attention must be paid to the exact calculation of the visibility.
The obtained visibility is around 0.5, which is above typical values in GI.[158] This shows the good
focusing abilities of this CARL. One reason for this is the high fill factor. With the design values (pitch
65 µm, apex radius 25 µm and embossing depth 20 µm) the calculated fill factor is 75 %. This is very
close to the maximum achievable value of 79 % for rectangular closest packed circles.
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Fig. 5.14: Regularity of a Compound Array Refractive Lens with six stacked foils of serially embossed lens arrays.
Except of the two diagonal lines at the edges of the pyramidal shape the distance between the spots varies only minor
(standard deviation 1 µm in both direction). The relative position of the spots has a higher standard deviation of 2.3 µm
in vertical and 3.8 µm in horizontal direction, respectively. Again the pyramidal shape is visible. The distance between
the Compound Array Refractive Lens and the detector was 125 cm. [XRI4]
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The regularity of the spot pattern did not change strongly during the alignment compared to the single
lens arrays. In Fig. 5.14 the distance between neighboring spots in vertical (a) and horizontal (b) direction
as well as the relative position in both directions in (c) and (d) are shown. The pyramidal shape observed
at the single lens arrays is still present in the stacked CARL. The distance between neighboring spots
varies only slightly from the mean value (SD 1 µm) and is comparable to the single lens arrays. The only
strong deviations are present at the edges of the triangle sections induced by the pyramidal lens array
shape. The relative positions show stronger steps at the diagonals and in the four triangles some smooth
variations are present. The SD is 2.3 µm in vertical and 3.8 µm in horizontal direction for the complete
area.
In summary, it can be concluded that this CARL, which consists of six stacked foils of lens arrays
embossed serially by a sewing needle, has a focal length of about 125 cm. Due to the production some
variations in the absolute values of the spot parameters and the visibility within the array do exist. The
spots are positioned with a precision of around 5 % of the pitch. With a maximum visibility of 0.5
already a strong gain in the spots is achieved. With these promising parameters this CARL is suitable for
the investigation of the ablation process. The results of the SEMCI of laser ablation on a zinc wire are
shown in subsection 6.3.2.
CARL produced by single-step embossing
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Fig. 5.15: Radiogram of a Compound Array Refractive Lens with five stacked foils of single-step embossed lens arrays.
Image crop of 10×10 spots together with a line plot of one lens column. The distance between the Compound Array
Refractive Lens and the detector is 59.7 cm, which represents the focal length at 8.5 keV (see Fig. 5.16). [XRI5]
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The second CARL produced and analyzed consists of five stacked Mylar® foils with an array size of
100×100 lenses. Fig. 5.15 shows a crop of 10×10 spots measured at the focal length (see below). The
spots are fairly round, which is an improvement compared to the previous CARL. On the other hand,
the visibility of the spots is strongly reduced. In the anti-registry, roundish spot-like structures are also
visible. The mentioned depletion zone could mimic such a pattern. They must therefore belong to those
areas in which no lenses are present.
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Fig. 5.16: Determination of focus position (at 8.5 keV) of a Compound Array Refractive Lens with five stacked foils
of single-step embossed lens arrays. The images (a), (b) and (c) show the width in horizontal and vertical direction
(scale [5 µm, 11 µm]) and the visibility (scale [0.07, 0.15]), respectively, imaged at the focal length. In (d) the distance
dependence of the widths and the visibility are plotted. The visibility peaks at a distance of 59.6 cm as determined by
a Lorentz fit (turquoise line). The standard deviation of the complete array (100×100 spots) is large due to the low
primary beam intensity at the top and bottom. For smooth areas in the middle the standard deviations are 0.5 µm for
the widths and 0.006 for the visibility. [XRI5]
Fig. 5.16 shows the horizontal (a) and vertical spot width (b) and the visibility (c) of this CARL at the
focal length. The visibility peaks at the distance of 59.6 cm as shown in the plot (d). The fitted minima of
the spot widths are located at 52.4 cm for the horizontal width and 57.4 cm for the vertical width. Since
the spot widths vary only slightly and the errors are comparatively high, they are not a good measure
for determining the focus. Especially the top and bottom parts of the CARL show a high noise level due
to the low intensity of the primary beam there. In monochromatic mode the vertical size of the primary
X-ray beam is strongly limited.
The expected focal length for this CARL (δ = 4.20×10−6 at 8.5 keV,[232] apex radius 8 µm) is ftheo =
38.1cm. The focal length determined from the visibility is 59.6 cm and is larger than the expected one.
The spot widths indicate a somewhat smaller focal length but still considerably larger than expected. An
explanation for the increased focal length might be a not perfect replication of the lens shape, although
the apertures showed a good agreement.
The visibility of this CARL is by a factor of five lower than for the first one. This can directly be
addressed to the lower achieved fill factor. A deeper embossing in the stamp master production could
have improved the fill factor and consequently the visibility. A lens shape distortion of neighboring
lenses is not directly expected from the results here.
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Fig. 5.17: Regularity of a Compound Array Refractive Lens with five stacked foils of single-step embossed lens arrays.
The distance between the spots is comparable to the single foils. It varies only minor (standard deviation 0.4 µm) in
vertical and has again the stripe like structure in horizontal direction (standard deviation 1.6 µm). The relative positions
improved compared to the single foil (standard deviation 0.9 µm in vertical and 1.5 µm in horizontal direction). The
distance between the Compound Array Refractive Lens and the detector was 59.7 cm, representing the focal length.
[XRI5]
The regularity, again, shows the same features as the single foils of this CARL. In vertical direction
only a small variance with a SD of 0.4 µm for the neighbor distance and 0.9 µm for the relative position is
observed. In horizontal direction the stripy structures are visible again. At least no further error increase
was introduced by the stacking (SD 1.6 µm for the neighbor distance and 1.5 µm for the relative distance).
5.3 Summary and definition of optimal production parameters
The embossing of 2D lens arrays in combination with stacking of several of them is a suitable method to
produce CARLs. The production schemes shown here led to CARLs with good 2D spot arrays. However,
the detailed analysis showed differences in pattern quality and focusing abilities. From these results, an
optimized production scheme is concluded here.
The spiral embossed CARL showed a pyramidal shape, which was also observed in the resulting
spot pattern. In addition, the alignment under an optical microscope led to a slightly inhomogeneous
positioning of the lenses in the stack. This resulted in an inhomogeneous spot shape and focal length
over the entire array. Nevertheless, good focusing was achieved with a visibility of about 0.5 at the focal
length.
The CARL fabricated by single-stage embossing with a 2D needle array showed an improved regular-
ity of the 2D spot pattern. Alignment under X-ray illumination was advantageous in order to take tilts
into account. A homogeneous spot shape and focal length was achieved over the complete array. The
visibility was lower compared to the other CARL due to a reduced fill factor of the lens apertures.
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For future CARL productions the following points should be considered.
• Serial embossing of the lenses must be carried out by using stages with encoders in order to ensure
the correction of minor movement errors.
• The lens foils must be rigid enough and glued surface-filled to avoid deformation during emboss-
ing.
• The needle should have a precise shape and, especially for short focal lengths, a small apex radius.
• A high fill factor of the lens apertures must be ensured and therefore a single-step embossing is
advantageous.
• A stamp production by electroplating is an appropriate way because replication is good.
• In case of CARLs with more than two stacked foils the stacking is preferably done under X-ray
illumination.
Visibility is the more reliable parameter for determining the focus point because it is independent of
the measurement scheme. The widths of the spots, as typically examined for CRLs, showed a higher
variation of distance dependence compared to the visibility for the CARLs examined here. In the case
of an inhomogeneous alignment of the lens foils, the two widths can easily indicate two different focal
points.
The visibility Vbz obtained from the extrema of the beamlet zone intensity can lead to high values at low
sampling or high noise levels. In such cases, the visibility VGauss calculated from the Gaussian parameters
height and offset is advantageous. It reduces artificial high values resulting from single pixel errors, but
is limited to spots significantly smaller than the beamlet zone. With the exception of the absolute values,
both algorithms for determining the visibility show the same behavior with respect to the lens-to-detector
distance of the CARLs.
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processes of pulsed laser ablation
This chapter presents the new knowledge about PLAL gained in this work. The fundamental processes
during ablation were investigated using a combination of several investigation techniques. This is nec-
essary because PLAL is a hierarchical process in time and space. The ablated material already ranges
from single atoms to NPs of diameters up to 100 nm while the induced cavitation bubble reaches sizes in
the millimeter range. The relevant time regimes range from femtosecond laser pulses over nanoseconds
for the ablation process[3] and microsecond cavitation bubble lifetimes to minutes or even days for the
ripening of the NPs.[127]
Many research in the field of PLAL is done ex situ, which means after the real ablation process. Investi-
gating the NP suspension by absorption spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering, analytical centrifugation
or electron microscopy are suitable options with regard to the use of the final suspension. These tech-
niques, in some cases, even allow indirect conclusions to be drawn about the native ablation process, but
special care must be taken to ensure that the NPs do not change during the preparation processes such as
drying.
With optical imaging and absorption spectroscopy the plasma ignition fluence threshold and the in-
cubation effect are analyzed in section 6.1. A certain fluence is required for an efficient plasma ignition
and therefore a sufficient ablation yield. On pristine targets with a smooth surface and low laser pulse
energies the energy localization is strongly reduced due to high loss mechanisms. With an increasing
number of shots the losses are reduced leading to an increased cavitation bubble size, plasma intensity
and ablation yield.
1mm10 µs 95 µs 235 µs 305 µs
Fig. 6.1: Cavitation bubble dynamics after laser excitation (1064 nm, 7 ns, 11mJ) of a free wire target (zinc, 1mm
diameter) with a cartoon of the nanoparticle and microbubble distribution. The four images show the cavitation bubble
short after genesis (10 µs), at the maximum suspension of the first bubble (95 µs), at the collapse (235 µs) and at
the maximum suspension of the first rebound (305 µs). The primary (red) and secondary (orange) nanoparticles and
microbubbles (blue) are schematically overlaid. The nanoparticles are magnified by around a factor of 1000. [OI2]
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For the understanding of the fundamental processes during the ablation and cavitation bubble lifetime
investigations with a high temporal resolution are required. Fig. 6.1 shows optical images of the cavita-
tion bubble (different delays after excitation) acquired in stroboscopic mode with a suggestive NP and
microbubble distribution overlaid. This ablation image can only be drawn by the combination of sev-
eral investigation techniques. The optical imaging allows an easy visualization of the cavitation bubble.
However, a proper investigation of the bubble interior is not feasible due to strong light refraction at
the bubble-water interface. For this X-ray methods are required as they do only show minor problems
with refraction. The cavitation bubble dynamics can be visualized with X-ray absorption imaging. To ob-
tain the spatial and the bimodal size distribution of the NPs during the cavitation bubble lifetime, X-ray
scattering methods are required.
Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering are used to determine the spatial distribution of the NPs and
their size distribution in situ during the cavitation bubble lifetime as shown in section 6.2. With the high
temporal resolution (down to 100 ps[255]) the early appearance of large NPs as well as the almost homo-
geneous filling of the cavitation bubble with small and large NPs are manifested. The large NPs, which
are located at or even in front of the cavitation bubble, have large crystalline domains indicating that they
are already solidified and not generated by an agglomeration of smaller ones. A strong agglomeration
takes place during the bubble collapse.
However, SAXS is just probing a small point (typically below 100 µm×100 µm). To obtain an
overview over the complete cavitation bubble, either SAXS measurements at different positions or a
scattering imaging method are required. The latter can be performed by SEMCI with Hartmann masks
or CARLs, as shown in section 6.3. One looses the detailed size discrimination of SAXS, but gets a
complete image over a range of about 2 mm×2 mm at once. By changing the setup parameters even a
coarse size differentiation is possible. The number of large gold NPs can strongly be reduced by in situ
size quenching with NaCl. Polyvinylpyrrolidone PVP also leads to a reduced mean size of gold NPs after
the ablation, however the mechanism is a different one compared to NaCl as no in situ size quenching in
the bubble is observed. During ablation on free wire targets the cavitation bubble detaches from the target
(see Fig. 6.1. The opaque appearance of the first rebound in optical imaging did not allow conclusions to
be drawn on whether it consists of NPs or small vapor bubbles. By changing the scattering sensitivity of
a SEMCI with a CARL as optical element between 100 nm and 900 nm, it was determined that the first
rebound consists of micrometer-sized vapor bubbles and not of NP clouds.
Parts of this chapter are results achieved in the context of this work. Most of them have already been
published.[15, 58–61, 119] In this chapter only the brief experimental parameters are described. Details of
the measurement are listed in the ”List of Experiments” and are referenced in the text in bold square
brackets, e.g. [SI1].
6.1 Laser-matter interaction leading to threshold and incubation
effects
The interaction of the laser with the target material is one very important aspect for the disintegration
of the material. Without a sufficient coupling of the laser energy into the target the ablation efficiency is
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Fig. 6.2: Schematic drawing of the plasma fluence threshold and incubation effect. For low pulse energies on pristine
targets no efficient energy localization occurs leading to low plasma intensities and small cavitation bubbles (left). With
increasing pulse energy the threshold fluence for an efficient plasma ignition can be overcome resulting in a sigmoidal
increasing bubble size and ablation yield with pulse energy (right top). When subsequent laser shots hit the same target
position it gets corrugated also increasing the bubble size, the ablation yield and the plasma intensity (right bottom).
low.[58, 60] Fig. 6.2 schematically shows two possibilities of an improved energy localization. First, the
bubble size and the extinction of the NP suspension show a sigmoidal behavior depending on the laser
fluence as illustrated in the right top. Second, the bubble size as well as the plasma intensity increase
with the number of applied shots on the same position due to an increased target surface corrugation.
These two aspects of improved energy localization into the target and hence increased NP yield were
investigated within this work and are explained in the next two subsection in more detail.
6.1.1 Fluence threshold for efficient ablation
In literature often a linear relationship between the ablation rate or cavitation bubble volume and the laser
fluence is reported for moderate fluences[58, 129, 143] with a drop above very high fluences due to optical
breakdown in the liquid phase.[256] This indicates that the laser energy is almost quantitatively converted
into the bubble and thus into the ablated material.
The linear behavior does not longer hold true for small fluences[58, 111, 257] as shown in Fig. 6.3. Below
a fluence of about 50 J/cm2 the maximum cavitation bubble volume and the colloidal extinction are
both reduced compared to the linear dependence. At higher fluences, the extinction does not show a
linear increase either. As the extinction was measured after 150 subsequent shots, the NP shielding effect
already manifests. In accordance to that the extinction has to be rescaled by extrapolation of the linear
extinction increase of small pulse numbers as shown by the two red circles in Fig. 6.3. For the bubble
volume this point is irrelevant as it was measured with liquid flow.
The sigmoidal behavior in the low fluence range can not be explained by a simple fluence threshold for
energy localization as assumed in the case of the optimal target distance (see Fig. 2.11 and discussion).
This could only explain the reduced bubble size below 50 J/cm2 but would lead to inhibited cavitation
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Fig. 6.3: Fluence threshold for bubble size and ablation yield in Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquids (1064 nm, 7 ns). Top:
Maximum cavitation bubble on a flat and wire shaped target. The two lines show models for linear increase (black
dashed) and a threshold behavior (red) as explained in the text. Bottom: Colloidal extinction (400 nm to 420 nm) after
150 shots where saturation takes place (black squares). For higher fluences the nanoparticle shielding increases why
the extinction has to be corrected to the expected values (red circles). Reproduced from Reich et al.[58] [OI7]
bubbles below the threshold fluence.[58] The sigmoidal behavior can be explained by a self-amplified
conversion of laser energy into water evaporation. The high heat conduction of metal targets (here silver)
in contrast to water and a high boundary resistance at the interface[258] excludes a pure heating of the
water phase from the target.
At least for nanosecond lasers the ignited plasma plays an important role. It scales with the cavitation
bubble size.[60] Hence, if one assumes a plasma threshold, the sigmoidal shape can be explained. At very
low fluences, high energy losses appear, which lead to very small bubbles. They can be detected down
to a fluence of approximately 3 J/cm2.[58] Once a plasma is ignited at the water-target interface,[46, 256]
it absorbs efficiently the laser. Now the energy is no longer introduced into the metal but is deposited
directly into the plasma and consequently into the water. The red lines in Fig. 6.3 display a fitting of a
sigmoidal function with a plasma threshold of 39 J/cm2. The absolute value has to be viewed critically as
it varies with pulse length and material.[22] However, this explains well the dependence of the maximum
bubble size as well as the ablation efficiency.
The plasma fluence threshold is independent of the target surface state. As shown in Fig. 6.4, a similar
sigmoidal bubble size behavior is found for pristine and corrugated targets of gold and silver. The overall
reduced sizes for pristine targets are described in more details in the next subsection by an incubation
effect occurring within the first 30 shots.
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Fig. 6.4: Maximum cavitation bubble sizes as function of laser fluence (1064 nm, 7 ns). Pristine and corrugated targets
show a plasma fluence threshold behavior for both, silver (Ag) and gold (Au) flat targets. The lines indicate the linear
dependencies appearing for high fluences. [OI8]
For an efficient ablation mechanism it is important that the plasma is sufficiently ignited and thus leads
to a proper energy localization. This takes place if a certain fluence threshold is exceeded. This effect is
independent of the laser pulse duration as observed for nano- and subpicosecond lasers.[58, 111, 257]
6.1.2 Incubation promoting the ablation
The second aspect for an improved energy localization is the target surface state. Pristine targets with a
smooth surface are not favorable for a high ablation rate.[60] Reflection is one of the loss mechanisms
reducing the portion of the laser energy used for ablation (see Fig. 2.1 and discussion). On pristine
targets the reflectivity is higher compared to roughened ones.[69, 259] Additionally to the change of re-
flectivity due to the surface roughening subsurface voids develop leading to a changed thermal conduc-
tivity in the target. This effect is reported to be stronger than reflectivity changes with respect to the
ablation efficiency.[68, 110, 111] The improved ablation and reduced threshold fluences is called incuba-
tion.[33, 60, 68, 260, 261]
In Fig. 6.5 top part images of the maximum of the cavitation bubbles on three different pristine targets
are shown as function of the number of applied shots on the same position with a nanosecond laser. In the
case of small pulse energies, hence low fluences (1 mJ or 6.8 J/cm2), the first bubbles are considerably
smaller than the later ones. Both metals, silver and gold, have a high reflectivity of 0.987 and 0.991,
respectively.[73] This explains the low coupling of laser energy into water evaporation. The germanium
target, on the other hand, has a much lower reflectivity (0.398[73]), which explains the larger bubble
already at the first shot.
Metals have attenuation lengths for the laser light of about 10 nm.[58] In semiconductors the attenuation
length is larger. In germanium it is still low (0.7 µm) but not for silicon (0.9 mm).[262] A corresponding
experiment on a silicon target did not show bubbles for at least 300 shots, occasionally even 600 shots.
This shows that for a sufficient ablation the energy must be localized at the target surface and not dissi-
pated into the target or reflected. In the case of silicon, the thresholds for ablation and plasma ignition
are not reached. Only with the large number of applied shots some defects might develop and lead to an
increased absorption and consequently an energy localization.[60]
In the case of incubation it was found that the plasma intensity increases comparably to the bubble
size, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 6.5. The integrated intensity of the plasma scales very well
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Fig. 6.5: Top: Maximum bubble size on a silver (Ag), gold (Au) and germanium (Ge) target showing an increasing size
with the number of applied shots (1064 nm, 7 ns) on the same position of the before pristine target (1mJ). Bottom:
Plasma intensity (5 µs integration time after laser excitation) imaged coaxial with the laser beam showing a similar
intensity increase as the bubble size. This effect is called incubation and belongs to an increasing surface roughness
induced by the laser shots. Incubation is only dominant for low pulse energies as the differences of the materials and
the increasing size almost vanish for high pulse energies (10mJ). Reproduced from Reich et al.[60] [OI8]
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Fig. 6.6: Maximum cavitation bubble diameter as function of the number of applied shots (1064 nm, 7 ns) on the same
position. For low pulse energies the bubbles are small first and rise with increasing number due to an increased energy
localization. With increasing pulse energy this incubation effects gets smaller being only present at the very first shot.
The differences between the two materials gold (Au) and silver (Ag) also disappear. For picosecond laser pulses the
incubation effect is much smaller compared to nanosecond pulses due to the overall higher fluence. Reproduced from
Reich et al.[60] [OI8]
with the bubble diameter as plotted in Fig. 6.6 for 1 mJ. This indicates the close connection between
plasma ignition and energy localization in the water phase to end up as the cavitation bubble. If the laser
fluence is above the plasma threshold (see subsection before) a plasma can be ignited sufficiently. In this
case the material parameters have less influence. The first bubble of all three materials, silver, gold and
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germanium, have a similar size in this case (see Fig. 6.5 10 mJ). The same can be observed in Fig. 6.6,
where the differences between gold and silver for the first some shots vanish for pulse energies of 3 mJ
and higher.
A comparable experiment with a picosecond laser reveals the better energy deposition into the target
for shorter laser pulses. The bubble size, as shown in Fig. 6.6, shows only a minor incubation effect and a
overall larger bubble size compared to the nanosecond laser ablation with the same pulse energy. On the
one hand, the threshold fluence can be reached easier with the shorter pulse duration of similar energy.
On the other hand the plasma heating by the trailing part of the laser pulse is reduced for a shorter pulse
duration. Hence, the plasma can be ignited sufficiently, however due to the short pulse duration a larger
amount of the laser energy is deposited into the target before the plasma is ignited. Furthermore the
heat dissipation in the target is reduced for short pulse duration as it is happening in the order of some
nanoseconds.[263] As a result, there is a higher energy localization for short pulses, leading to overall
larger cavitation bubbles. At the same time, the larger amount of energy deposited into the target results
in a stronger surface modification and thus a reduced incubation effect.
With increasing pulse energy the required number of pulses for a steady-state condition reduces and
also the differences between materials decrease. In Fig. 6.6 one can clearly see that even on a silver
target, where for low fluences the incubation effect is strong, already after the second laser pulse with
10 mJ the maximum bubble size is reached. The cavitation bubbles of several materials, metals and semi-
conductors, all show a similar bubble size for excitation with 10 mJ of a nanosecond laser pulse. Even
on silicon, where no bubbles arise for 1 mJ, cavitation bubbles of the same size as on metals appear.[60]
This underlines on the one hand that if a plasma is ignited sufficiently, the material parameters are only
of minor importance. On the other hand it implies that a specific dose is required to overcome the unfa-
vorable reduced energy localization.[60] It was shown that this effective dose for steady-state bubble sizes
correlates with material parameters such as Young’s modulus and energy required for material heating,
melting and evaporation.[60] Soft materials (like lead and indium) require a very low effective dose, which
is exceeded already within the first shot. Hard materials (such as iron and molybdenum) require a high
effective dose.
100 µm
10 shots
10 µm
1 shot
1 µm100 µm
Fig. 6.7: Scanning electron microscope images showing the increasing target corrugation during continuous laser
ablation (1064 nm, 7 ns, 1mJ) of the same spot of a gold target. The damaged area increases between the first and
tenth shot and the corrugation gets more homogeneous. The induced surface structure is irregular and shows melt-
induced fingering structures. Images were acquired on a ”Philips XL 30” with an anode voltage of 20 kV. Reproduced
from Reich et al.[60]
The ablation crater size enlarges and the surface morphology changes with an increasing number of
shots on the same position[60, 68] as shown by electron microscopy images in Fig. 6.7. For low pulse
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energies and the first some shots surface modifications are mainly found in the center of the spot and at
macroscopic scratches. The latter is caused by field enhancements at the edges. Note that a macroscopic
roughness (different polishing states) did not change the incubation effect considerably. The microstruc-
ture induced by laser excitation shows sizes comparable to the wavelength. For nanosecond lasers these
structures are not ordered like at laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) obtained after fem-
tosecond ablation.[60, 264, 265]
For large pulse energies already the first shot showed a large ablation spot with the same microstructure
occurring after several shots with low intensity. Additionally, splash like structures are observed at the
outer part of the crater indicating that substantial amounts of material are in the molten phase during
ablation.[60]
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Fig. 6.8: Scattering curves and nanoparticle size histograms of Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) measurements
during laser ablation (1064 nm, 12 ps, 1mJ, 1 kHz) of a gold target showing an incubation effect. In (a) the Kratky
representation of SAXS curves taken 15 s after starting a continuous ablation for single spot irradiation as well as
multiple shot irradiation are shown. The red lines are fits by a reverse Monte Carlo approach (McSAS[266]). The higher
signal for multiple irradiation indicates the higher ablation rate. In (b), the histograms of size distributions assuming
spherical particles for single and multiple irradiation do not differ much, indicating similar nanoparticle size distributions.
Reproduced from Reich et al.[60] [XRS1]
Plasma intensity and bubble size are only indirect parameters for ablation efficiency.[58, 60] With in situ
SAXS measurements also further details of the incubation effect could be clarified. For Fig. 6.8 X-ray
scattering was performed in the liquid phase besides the laser path and the cavitation bubble location. To
mimic the incubation the target was moved with different speed during the continuous ablation (12 ps,
1064 nm, 1 mJ, 1 kHz) of a gold ribbon. In Fig. 6.8 (a) the scattering curves after 15 s of ablation are
shown. For multiple irradiation the ribbon was moved slowly resulting in around 30 shots per position,
while the fast moving ribbon ensured a real single irradiation. Despite the low incubation effect for
picosecond laser pulses, the higher scattering intensity for the multiple irradiation reveals clearly the
higher ablation rate in this case. With a reverse Monte Carlo approach (McSAS[266]), the size distribution
was calculated for both cases. The resulting histograms in Fig. 6.8 (b) show very similar distributions.
This either comes from an independence of the NP genesis with respect of the target surface state or the
high number of applied shots. The latter can easily lead to a fragmentation of already existing NPs due to
reirradiation. Furthermore, a high agglomeration rate due to the high NP concentration in the suspension
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can not be excluded. The size distributions show the typical observed bimodality with one size fraction
below 10 nm and a second one at roughly 100 nm.
Incubation with increasing bubble size, plasma intensity and ablation rate is a process that can be
found in the first few tens of shots to the same position. When the ablation time is prolonged for several
hundreds of shots on the same spot a hole is drilled, which again decreases the bubble size.[28] In Fig. 6.6
the bubble size after laser excitation with 10 mJ of a silver target already starts to decrease after 15 shots.
A thin ribbon was used (in comparison to a thick gold plate), which already changed macroscopically
the shape by introducing a hole within the applied 30 shots. For much larger numbers of shots not only
the size but also the shape of the cavitation bubble changes, while the NP size distribution is almost
unchanged.[28]
A certain target roughness in the micrometer range is of advantage for a high ablation rate per laser
pulse. For a continuous NP production this is normally fulfilled but if the fundamental processes of
single laser shots are investigated this has to be kept in mind. A not perfectly smooth target with the
disadvantage of small symmetry breaks should be used. Alternatively, high laser pulse energies must be
used, since the incubation effect is considerably lower due to a better energy coupling through a more
efficient plasma ignition.
6.2 Mechanisms of nanoparticle genesis
From earlier SAXS measurements[27, 31] it is known that the ablated NPs are confined in the cavitation
bubble. In addition, an almost homogeneous filling of the bubble was observed. There are two size
levels of NPs, the primary and the secondary. The origin of the latter has not yet been clarified in detail.
Besides an agglomeration of primary NPs, as indicated by measurements,[27] simulations suggested a
direct formation of large solid NPs.[3] This section first shows the early appearance of such solid and
crystalline NPs by SAXS and WAXS measurements with a higher temporal resolution than before. The
detected NP mass underlines the model of a homogeneously filled bubble with a high concentration for
small bubbles and a decrease during bubble expansion. In subsection 6.2.2 the second path of the genesis
of the secondary NPs is studied. During the bubble collapse the NP concentration increases again and
favors an agglomeration of the primary NPs. This leads to a high amount of secondary NPs and a strongly
reduced amount of primary NPs in the first rebound.
6.2.1 Early appearance of crystalline nanoparticles
To gain in situ information about the NP sizes, spatial distributions and consequently obtain the picture of
ablation shown in Fig. 6.1 X-ray scattering methods are required. With SAXS the NP size distribution and
the corresponding relative mass distribution can be investigated. Complementary to that, WAXS probes
the crystalline domain size of the NPs. During this work such a combined X-ray scattering measurement
was performed at ESRF (Grenoble, France) and SLS (Villingen, Switzerland).
In Fig. 6.9 the measurement scheme as a side view is shown. Within the first 5 µs after the laser excita-
tion the cavitation bubble is too small to be detected by the X-ray beam. For later times the X-ray beam
probes a small tube through the bubble (suggested by the elliptical rim as view in beam propagation).
Hence, the detected signal is the line integral of the scattering of the NPs located inside this pencil beam.
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Fig. 6.9: Schematic drawing of the cavitation bubble dynamics and nanoparticle distribution during X-ray scattering.
The transparent X-ray beam illustrates the side view while the ellipse with rim depicts the view with beam propagation.
Within the first 5 µs the bubble is to small to reach the probe position of the X-rays. Afterwards the nanoparticles get
detected by the X-ray beam until the collapse of the bubble. The bubble is roughly homogeneously filled with primary
and secondary nanoparticles resulting in a reduced concentration for the bubble of maximum suspension.
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Fig. 6.10: (a) Temporal evolution of the ablated secondary nanoparticle mass (Porod invariant) during the cavitation
bubble lifetime on a silver target (1064 nm, 12 ps, 1mJ) measured by Small-angle X-ray Scattering. The detected
nanoparticle mass fits well to the model of a homogeneously filled bubble (blue line) and not to a model of nanoparticles
located only at the bubble surface (red line). In (b) and (c) transmission electron micrographs of gold nanoparticles
(800 nm, 2 ps, 2.7mJ) are shown. In (c) large crystalline domains up to 20 nm are visible. (d) Sketch of the material
blow-up after laser excitation showing the genesis of differently sized nanoparticles. Electron microscopy was performed
with a ”Zeiss EM 910” with 120 kV anode voltage in (b) and a ”FE Titan” with 300 kV anode voltage in (c) at the
Laboratory for Electron Microscopy (LEM) at KIT. Reproduced from Reich et al.[61] [XRS2]
In Fig. 6.10 (a) the temporal evolution of the ablated mass (ablation with 1 mJ of a 12 ps, 1064 nm laser
of a silver target) of secondary NPs together with two models of NP distribution inside the cavitation
bubble are shown. With the arrival of the bubble front at the X-ray beam position, the NP mass reaches
its peak and decreases as the bubble expands further. During the shrinkage phase of the bubble, the
mass detected rises again slightly and only drops after the collapse. This follows well the model of a
homogeneously filled bubble (blue line), as also assumed earlier,[31] where the concentrations are high
for small bubbles (rise and shrinkage) and decreased during maximum expansion. The model of NPs
being strongly bound to the bubble-water interface (red line) would suggest a much stronger drop of
the signal for the expanded bubble. The same investigations for an ablation with a 2 ps (800 nm, 2.7 mJ)
laser and 100 ps time resolution even showed an earlier appearance of particle mass than the crossing
of the bubble front and the X-ray beam.[61] This confirms the presence of secondary NPs already at the
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advancing front of the bubble as simulations recently predicted.[3] Furthermore, the model of film lift-off
and Rayleigh instabilities at the liquid metal surface as shown in Fig. 6.10 (d) is underlined.
Similar results as for the secondary NPs are observed for primary NPs and also for an ablation of
gold.[61] As no strong shifts from one particle size fraction to the other are observed during the cavitation
bubble lifetime, a significant early agglomeration can be omitted. This is further emphasized by the
ratio of primary to secondary NPs, which slightly varies and peaks at maximum bubble expansion.[61] If
an agglomeration would occur during the bubble lifetime the portion of primary NPs should reduce with
time. This can be the reason for the slight reduction of the portion of primary NPs during shrinking phase.
It was already shown that at least during the collapse the amount of primary NPs decreases strongly to
the benefit of secondary NPs.[27, 58]
During maximum bubble suspension the mass of primary and secondary NPs is a bit higher compared
to the model of a homogeneous filled bubble as shown in Fig. 6.10 (a). There are two possible explana-
tions for this effect. For nanosecond ablation it was shown that the secondary NPs are more prone to be
located at the front of the bubble.[30] The investigation here took place around the middle of the bubble
height and again this shifted mass towards the top part can lead to the increased mass during maximum
bubble suspension. The fact that also the primary NPs show a higher abundance compared to the model
is in contrast to earlier investigations where a homogeneous filling of them was observed.[31] Here a pi-
cosecond laser was used, which might cause this change in NP distribution. The second explanation for
the increased mass during maximum bubble suspension is an ongoing emerge of NPs during bubble rise.
This also would lead to an increased mass for later times.
With SAXS only the NP size and not the crystallinity can be probed. The observed secondary NPs can
be aggregates of primary NPs or single large NPs. This can be probed by WAXS, which is sensitive on
crystalline grains and their size. Hence, aggregates of small particles are not different from isolated small
particles. From the scattering intensity the crystalline mass and from the width of the scattering peak the
size of the crystalline domains can be obtained.[156]
In Fig. 6.11 the temporal evolution of the scattering intensity and calculated crystalline domain size is
shown for a picosecond ablation (2 ps, 800 nm, 2.7 mJ) of gold. The crystalline mass follows a similar
trend as the mass observed in SAXS (see Fig. 6.10). It peaks around the beginning of the bubble crossing
the X-ray beam and decays for later times. In addition, a weak signal can also be detected before and
when the bubble crosses the X-ray beam. The domain size of these early crystals are with 15 nm to 20 nm
considerably larger than in the bubble (down to 8 nm). Hence, the NPs observed at the expansion front
of the bubble consist rather of large single NPs then agglomerates of small ones. The detectable crystal
scattering furthermore reveals, that these NPs are already cooled down and solidified, which is a result
of being in contact with the liquid.[258] In contrast to that, the NPs in the bubble show a smaller domain
size coinciding with the larger amount of primary particles in SAXS.
In Fig. 6.10 (b) and (c) electron micrographs of a gold NP distribution and a large spherical NP with
visible domains up so 20 nm are shown. These ex situ measurements underline furthermore the existence
of two size fractions, crystalline domains in the large NPs as well as the low number of secondary NPs.
The latter are well visible in terms of mass and potentially harmful effects in an application.[61]
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Fig. 6.11: Temporal evolution of the crystalline mass and crystalline domain size for ablation (800 nm, 2 ps, 2.7mJ)
of gold. The blue line shows the model of a homogeneously filled bubble and in gray the bubble size is shown. The
mass shows a similar dependence as the model and the trend observed in Small-angle X-ray Scattering in Fig. 6.10.
The crystal domain size of the first detected nanoparticles is large and decreases during bubble expansion. A small
scattering signal is already observed before and when the bubble crosses the X-ray beam. Reproduced from Reich et
al.[61] [XRS3]
6.2.2 Nanoparticle agglomeration during bubble collapse
The direct genesis of large spherical NPs with crystal grains, as shown in the last subsection, is not
the only possibility of generating secondary NPs. As already mentioned, agglomeration can also occur
if the NP density is high enough. This leads to increased NP sizes in SAXS measurements but not to
increased crystal domain sizes investigated by WAXS. For flat targets, the bubble collapse occurs on
the target surface. In this case the NP concentration rises sharply due to the their confinement in the
bubble.[27, 30, 31, 125]
In Fig. 6.12 the temporal evolution of the mass of primary and secondary NPs is shown for two different
heights above the target. The mass of primary and secondary NPs increases similar with the cavitation
bubble rise, irrespective of the measurement height. This again indicates a homogeneous filled bubble.
During bubble shrinking the mass of the primary NPs decreases and stays at a low value but finite
for later times. The amount of secondary NPs, however, further increases during bubble collapse and
rebound. The values for a height above the target of 0.5 mm drops after 200 µs. The bubble rebounds are
much smaller than the first bubble and therefore do not reach this height anymore. This again indicates a
strong confinement of the NPs in the bubbles. It was shown earlier, that a substantial release of NPs into
the liquid only takes place during the second rebound.[27] The second increase of the secondary NPs for a
height of 0.17 mm after 300 µs also indicates a release of NPs after the final collapse. Laser scattering has
also shown that after the final bubble collapse, significant amounts of NPs are located near the target.[46]
These SAXS measurements revealed a second process of production of secondary NPs. In the previous
subsection an early appearance of solid and crystalline NPs was shown. This confirmed simulations.[3]
Here the strongly increased mass of secondary NPs after bubble collapse implies an agglomeration pro-
cess, which has already been shown before.[27, 31] Finding ablation parameters that do not generate sec-
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Fig. 6.12: Temporal evolution of the mass (Porod invariant) of primary and secondary nanoparticles after ablation
(1064 nm, 6 ns, 10mJ) of a gold target. In gray the X-ray transmission measured at 0.5mm height above the target. As
inset an X-ray radiograph with the positions of the two investigated heights above the target. The primary nanoparticles
are mainly observed during the lifetime of the first bubble while the amount of secondary nanoparticles increases strongly
after bubble collapse (around 200 µs). This originates from an agglomeration process occurred during bubble collapse.
Reproduced from Reich et al.[15] [XRS4]
ondary NPs is a crucial point for an application. One possible way is the quenching by additives, which
is shown in subsection 6.3.1.
6.3 Hierarchical imaging for nanoparticle localization during
ablation
PLAL is a hierarchical process with nanometer-sized particles being distributed over some millimeters
in space. By SAXS the NPs can be detected in situ very efficiently, however only a single positions can
be investigated at a time. Thus, a multiplexing of SAXS measurements is required for a real imaging of
the NP distribution during the cavitation bubble lifetime. This can be realized by SEMCI with Hartmann
masks or CARLs. A 2D array of tiny beamlets, which get broadened by the scattering of the NPs, is
produced by cutting a broad beam by an hole array of by focusing it into many spots with a lens array.
The pitch of the beamlet array determines the spatial resolution of the scattering image at the end but
also defines the scatterer size sensitivity (see eq. (3.17) and discussion).
Fig. 6.13 illustrates the SEMCI technique, where from each X-ray beamlet penetrated through the
sample the scattering power on the sample in retrieved. The three subimages illustrate the results obtained
within this work with this scattering imaging technique. In (a) the already well known NP distribution at
maximum cavitation bubble suspension is shown. By comparing these results with an ablation of gold in
a millimolar NaCl solution the in situ size quenching is observed as shown in Fig. 6.13 (b). The scatterer
size sensitivity changes with the distance between the sample and the detector and allows to determine
the existence of a large number microbubbles in the first rebound of an ablation on a free wire target, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.13 (c). Both results are discussed in the two following subsections.
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Fig. 6.13: Sketch of the Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast Imaging technique with illustration of the two observed results.
From the size change of each X-ray beamlet (green arrows) the scattering strength of the samples is determined. By
comparing the ablation of gold in pure water (a) and millimolar sodium chloride (NaCl) (b), the in situ size quenching
is observed as no secondary nanoparticles (orange) are detected anymore. During ablation on a wire target the rebound
detaches from the target and consists of a high amount of microbubbles (blue) as illustrated in (c).
6.3.1 Size quenching of nanoparticles by electrolytes already in the cavitation
bubble
Normally a multi-modal NP size distribution is observed during PLAL. The genesis of secondary NPs
can be reduced by additives such as NaCl or PVP in the case of gold NPs. The mechanisms of these
two additives are different because NaCl already acts in the cavitation bubble, while the macromolecular
PVP does not prevent the formation of secondary NPs during the lifetime of the bubble. The experiments
presented in this subsection were performed in close cooperation with S. Barcikowski and A. Letzel
at the University of Duisburg-Essen in Germany. Here the main focus is on the SEMCI measurement
technique as the underlying phenomenology of the size quenching was central part of the dissertation of
A. Letzel[45] and was published in literature.[117, 119]
The size of gold NPs can be controlled by adding several additives such as polymers or electrolytes to
the liquid phase, as the group of Barcikowski has shown.[42–44, 117, 119] The size quenching of secondary
NPs is also observed for other metals like palladium[267] or platinum.[268] The ions of millimolar elec-
trolytes in the liquid phase get into contact with the ignited plasma very early.[269] The dissolved ions can
be detected in the plasma by plasma spectroscopy, at least for pulses of 100 ns duration.[122] Therefore
they can interact with the ablated material even before the cavitation bubble genesis. For macromolecular
ligands, however, it can not be excluded that they degrade by intense laser irradiation.[42, 44, 270]
In literature the in situ size quenching effect of additives is normally referred to the addition of them in
advance of the ablation[42, 121, 271] while ex situ is referred to an addition after ablation.[43, 44] Both show
size quenching effects.
The in situ size detection of nanoparticles can, as discussed before, only be performed by X-ray scatter-
ing methods. By SAXS it was shown that already after 90 µs, which was at the maximum suspension of
the first bubble, the amount of secondary NPs is reduced during a nanosecond ablation on gold with NaCl
addition.[117] By ex situ NP analysis the reduced size was also confirmed, as shown in Fig. 6.14 (b). The
amount of secondary NPs is strongly reduced and the mean size of the primary NPs decreases slightly.
This underlines that not only the sizes during the ablation are decreased but also an agglomeration after-
wards is diminished.
To disentangle the different quenching processes, ablation in water, millimolar NaCl and PVP were
investigated by scattering imaging. A Hartmann mask (25 µm thick platinum foil, pitch 65 µm) was used
to produce a 2D array of beamlets with an energy of 17.9 keV. With a distance between the ablation
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spot and the detector of 3 cm this results in an ACL of ξ = 32nm, hence a maximum sensitivity of
µmaxξ = 55nm. With this setup only the secondary NPs can be detected, because the scattering sensitivity
for NPs with sizes below 10 nm is marginal, as discussed in subsection 4.3.4.
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Fig. 6.14: (a) Scattering signal of gold nanoparticles ablated (1064 nm, 7 ns, 11mJ) in water, sodium chloride (NaCl)
and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). The scattering imaging setup had an auto-correlation length = 32 nm, hence was only
sensitive to secondary nanoparticles (peak sensitivity at 55 nm). The in situ size quenching effect of millimolar NaCl is
observed by the reduced scattering signal during the cavitation bubble lifetime compared to a pure water or millimolar
PVP solution. (b) Nanoparticle size distribution measured by analytic disc centrifuge of batch ablation (1064 nm, 12 ps,
SI11mJ) of gold in water and NaCl showing the reduced secondary nanoparticle amount ex situ. Reproduced from
Letzel et al.[119] and Reich et al.[61] [SI3]
In Fig. 6.14 (a) the scattering signal as function of delay after laser excitation is shown for all three
liquid environments. For ablation in water an increased scattering signal is observed during the first
bubble with a peak at the maximum bubble extension. The temporal evolution of the scattering intensity
obtained from SAXS measurements in a similar way as in Fig. 6.10 can not be determined as the temporal
resolution of the SEMCI with 40 µs is much lower. In accordance to previous SAXS results for size
quenching of gold NPs by NaCl,[117] the scattering signal vanishes in the SEMCI measurements. Very
small amounts of secondary NPs can not be excluded but are below the detection limit. Due to the
exclusive sensitivity on the secondary NPs their disappearance in saline solution can be observed.
In ex situ experiments PVP also showed a size quenching effect for silver NPs[89] and is used in
chemical synthesis of gold NPs.[272] Here, the ablation of gold was performed directly in a millimolar
PVP solution. In Fig. 6.14 (a) no change in scattering intensity is visible for ablation in PVP compared
to pure water in the first cavitation bubble indicating that no in situ size quenching takes place. This is
surprising as it was reported that macromolecular ligands can reduce the NP size at least ex situ.[42, 121, 271]
However, none of these references investigated the NP size distribution during the cavitation bubble
lifetime. Hence, the results obtained by SEMCI indicate that PVP is not able to quench the size of the
secondary NPs inside the cavitation bubble.
In contrast to electrolytes, which are detectable in plasma spectroscopy early after laser excitation,
plasma spectra obtained in water and PVP (even with a much higher concentration at otherwise similar
conditions than here) did not show differences.[89] Concentration-dependent ex situ size determination
showed that the used 0.5 mM PVP in the SEMCI was well above the required threshold concentra-
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tion for an efficient size quenching.[119] This emphasizes that macromolecular ligands can not enter the
cavitation bubble due to the harsh conditions during laser excitation, as this leads to their decomposi-
tion.[42, 44, 117, 270]
In conclusion it can be stated that both, NaCl and PVP, do reduce the size of NPs. The primary NPs
are reduced slightly in size while the secondary NPs are strongly reduced in amount. However the mech-
anisms are different. NaCl already acts in situ inside the cavitation bubble and reduces the ripening by an
increased energy barrier between the NPs due to increased surface charges.[119] PVP, in contrary, does
not change the abundance of secondary NPs inside the cavitation bubble. It only interacts ex situ in the
suspension by steric stabilization and thereby suppresses growth processes and agglomeration.[119, 127]
Furthermore, the number of large solid spheres is reduced in NaCl compared to PVP. This indicates
again an in situ size quenching effect of NaCl, which prevents directly the emergence of solid spheres,
which are supposed to be formed out of the liquid target phase.[3] PVP can only prevent the aggregation
of smaller NPs to larger ones, because it acts delayed.
6.3.2 Micrometer-sized air bubbles after ablation of a free wire target
During PLAL on a free wire target the bubble collapse and rebounds are not located on the target as
already shown in Fig. 2.5. The first bubble detaches from the target during the shrinking phase and the
subsequent bubble oscillations show a net velocity away from the target. The first rebound is seen as a
dark cloud in optical imaging. The nature of this opaqueness can be a cloud of either dense NPs or of
microbubbles. It shows a high transmission in X-ray imaging, which already indicates that it consists of
a high amount of vapor. However this does not exclude a parallel existence of NPs. This was investigated
by SEMCI with a CARL produced in this work.
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Fig. 6.15: (a) The Compound Array Refractive Lens mounted in the holder. The 2D lens array of the top foil is visible
as a bright square in the middle. (b) Scattering sensitivity expressed as Dark-Field Extinction Coefficient (DFEC) for
the sample-to-detector distances of the measurements. The peak values are 100 nm and 900 nm.
In Fig. 6.15 (a) an image of the used CARL (produced by spiral embossing and stacking under a
microscope) is shown. The focal length at an X-ray energy of 9 keV is arround 125 cm. For more details
on the characterization of the CARL see section 5.2. To differentiate between NPs and microbubbles,
measurements at two different sample-to-detector distances were performed, which results in different
scattering sensitivities as shown in Fig. 6.15 (b). With the short distance one is mainly sensitive on NPs
as the peak sensitivity is at 100 nm. Micrometer-sized structures only contribute weakly to the scattering
signal. As in subsection 6.3.1, only the secondary NPs can be detected because the primary ones are
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too small to gain a considerably scattering signal. For the large distance, where the peak sensitivity
is at 900 nm, the setup is still sensitive on the NPs but additionally to much larger structures such as
micrometer-sized air bubbles. For the same volume fraction, the scattering intensity for large structures
is much larger than for small NPs.
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Fig. 6.16: (a) Scattering imaging intensity evolution after ablation (1064 nm, 7 ns, 10mJ) on a free zinc wire (1mm
diameter) allowing a differentiation between nanoparticles and micrometer-sized bubbles. In (b) the contrast images
transmission, scattering and differential phase in horizontal direction for the large distance are shown for the maximum
suspension of the first bubble and first rebound as indicated by green lines in (a). The short distance is only sensitive
on small structures while the large distance is more sensitive on large ones as shown in Fig. 6.15 (b). During the first
bubble the scattering increases for both distances while it only rises for the larger one in the first rebound. Hence, the
first bubble is filled with nanoparticles while the first rebound consists of micrometer-sized bubbles. Recalculated from
Reich et al.[238] [SI1]
In Fig. 6.16 (a) the temporal evolution of the scattering intensity for the ablation (1064 nm, 7 ns, 10 mJ)
of a free zinc wire (diameter 1 mm) is shown. In (b) the contrast images transmission, scattering and dif-
ferential phase in horizontal direction are shown for the maximum suspension of the first bubble and the
first rebound for the large sample-to-detector distance. The location of scattering intensity determination
for (a) is shown by the green squares in (b).
The scattering intensity increases during the lifetime of the first bubble for both distances. For the
first rebound only the scattering signal of the large distance is strongly boosted while it stays around
zero for the short distance. This reveals that in the first bubble a large amount of secondary NPs are
present, which is in accordance to the already shown results of the Hartmann mask measurements in
H2O and PVP. As both signals, for the short and large distance, are the same within the error margins,
the scattering signal must result from NPs rather than from larger structures. The scattering intensity for
both distances is similar for NPs, as shown in Fig. 6.15 (b). If a significant amount of micrometer-sized
structures would be present during the first bubble lifetime, the scattering signal of the large distance
must have been increased compared to the short distance. This allows for the conclusion, that the first
bubble consists of one homogeneous bubble with a smooth surface as not micrometer-sized structures
introduced scattering.
The first rebound, however, consists mainly of micrometer size structures. Ablated particles in this size
can be excluded as they are only rarely found after PLAL. These micrometer-sized structures are small
cavitation bubbles and partly also persistent bubbles, as displayed in subsection 2.1.5. As the scattering
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signal for the short distance only varies around zero, no significant amount of NPs can be present in the
stem of the first rebound. Furthermore, in the main cavity of the first rebound no increased scattering
signal is observed indicating that already a large amount of NPs must have left the cavitation bubbles and
be dispersed in the liquid.
During PLAL on free wire targets, where the cavitation bubbles detaches from the target, the NPs
captured in the first bubble can not be redeposited onto the target during the collapse phase. This is of
advantage for an increased NP yield as regularly shown in literature.[21, 47, 59, 143] In contrast to ablation
on flat targets, where also in the first rebound a high mass of secondary NPs was observed,[27] the first
rebound on a free wire target contains a much decreased amount of secondary NPs. This indicates an
early release of NPs into the liquid during the detached collapse. This collapse is much less symmetric
compared to the flat target leading to higher turbulences and therefore a higher probability to release NPs
into the liquid phase.
In optical imaging only opaque structures are visible during the first rebound allowing no reliable
conclusion of the origin. X-ray imaging already showed that a high amount of vapor must be present
in the first rebound due to the high transmission signal. Only the scattering imaging can manifest the
statement, that the rebound consists of a large number of microbubbles. Due to the strong scattering
signal even a visual recognition of the first rebound in the scattering image in Fig. 6.16 (b) is possible.
The differential phase, which is the third possible contrast in multi-contrast imaging, measures the
angle of beamlet deflection. The cavitation bubble represents a biconcave cavity for the X-rays. This
leads, as in the case of lenses, to a focusing of the beamlets. In Fig. 6.16 (b) the differential phase in
horizontal direction is shown. It clearly shows the beamlet deflection towards the bubble center. With a
SD of 0.18 µrad of the undisturbed beam a good angular resolution is achieved.[163]
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In this work the fundamental processes of Nanoparticle (NP) genesis in Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liq-
uids (PLAL) were investigated. The multi-scale nature of PLAL required a set of complementary mea-
surement techniques and hierarchical imaging to investigate the different processes occurring in situ.
After laser excitation of the target a cavitation bubble with a size in the millimeters range is induced
by the evaporation of the liquid. By simultaneously imaging the bubble and the ignited plasma and
measuring the extinction of the suspension it was found that a close correlation between the bubble size,
the ablation yield and the plasma intensity exists. With the combination of these three linked quantities,
parameters for an improved ablation efficiency were determined. During ablation on pristine targets with
low laser fluences, an incubation effect occurs with high loss mechanisms, which in turn leads to a low
ablation efficiency. The subsequent excitation of the same target position roughens the surface and thus
reduces losses and increases the ablation yield.
At high laser fluences, however, the surface state of the target plays only a minor role. Above a certain
threshold value, a plasma can be ignited sufficiently and dominates the energy localization. In this case,
the incubation effect is reduced to the very first pulse, while several tens of shots are required at low
fluences. The threshold fluence for sufficient plasma ignition manifests itself in a sigmoidal dependence
of ablation efficiency and cavitation bubble size on the applied fluence. This effect is independent of the
state of the target surface and has been found for pristine and corrugated targets. Favorable parameters
are therefore an ablation with high fluences or on pre-irradiated targets.
Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS and WAXS) are the only techniques that allow an in
situ investigation of NPs during the lifetime of the cavitation bubble. By combining both, the NP size
distribution and the crystalline domain sizes were observed to confirm the most recent models of ablation
derived from simulations. With SAXS it could be shown that secondary NPs are located at or even in
front of the cavitation bubble boundary. These NPs are solidified and have large crystal domain sizes as
revealed by WAXS. This indicates that these NPs are rather solid spheres than agglomerates of smaller
ones. Agglomerates and spherical NPs, both observed in the final suspension, have different mechanisms
of genesis. Agglomeration occurs mainly during bubble collapse and not during material disintegration
from the target. The detected NP mass during the lifetime of the cavitation bubble follows well the model
of a homogeneously filled bubble.
A multi-contrast imaging, where the scattering contrast represents a multiplexing of SAXS, can be
performed by the Hartmann mask-like Single-Exposure Multi-Contrast Imaging (SEMCI) technique.
This was used in the field of PLAL in this work for the first time. The electrolyte sodium chloride (NaCl)
and the macromolecular ligand polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) both reduce the size of the NPs. However,
the actual mechanism of action, which is different for the two, has not yet been clarified. In cooperation
with A. Letzel and S. Barcikowski at the Institute of Technical Chemistry I of the University of Duisburg-
Essen this was investigated by scattering imaging. While NaCl acts already inside the cavitation bubble
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PVP does not. The latter can only prevent the later agglomeration of small NPs to larger ones while NaCl
directly inhibits the genesis of large NPs.
During ablation on free wire targets, the bubble rebounds are detached from the target, increasing
the ablation efficiency. In optical imaging, only an opaque mushroom like first rebound is visible, but the
nature of it was unknown until now. SEMCI showed that the first rebound consists mainly of micrometer-
sized vapor bubbles. Therefore, the opacity in optical imaging originates from vapor bubbles and not
from a large amount of NPs. The amount of NPs detected in the first bubble is not detected in the first
rebound any more. This indicates that due to the higher turbulence of the detached bubble collapse, a
higher amount of NPs is released into the liquid than during ablation on flat targets.
For the SEMCI technique used in this work, a wide incident X-ray beam was divided into a 2D array
of beamlets. This was realized by a 2D hole array in an otherwise absorbing foil and by the newly
developed Compound Array Refractive Lenses (CARLs). The latter were manufactured to improve X-
ray efficiency by switching spot pattern production from absorption to focusing. Apart from the low
absorption of the lens material, the entire X-ray intensity can be used. The 2D lens arrays were produced
either by serial embossing with one needle or by single-step embossing with a 2D needle array. The
production of the needle array by first embossing with a single needle and subsequent electroplating
showed good replication. Embossing with precise linear stages led to an accuracy of beam positioning
with deviations of less than 1 µm from the ideal 2D array. The lens foils were stacked up to six times to
reduce the focal length. With this, focal lengths between 60 cm and 125 cm for X-ray energies of 9 keV
were realized. The maximum visibility was about 0.5.
Due to the serial embossing, the maximum fill factor is limited to 79 %. The most perfect form of a 2D
lens array are parabolic truncated lenses with a fill factor of 100 %. Therefore, in future the production of
the master for the electroplating process must be improved compared to the serial embossing used in this
work. One possibility would be the 3D laser writing of the master with an egg carton shape of paraboli-
cally truncated lenses. Other current approaches for the production of CARLs are direct 3D laser writing
of lens arrays and X-ray lithography. Both methods are currently being investigated in collaboration at
the Institute of Microstructure Technology (IMT) at KIT. With these techniques a fill factor of nearly
100 % should be possible. For the fabrication of a larger number of lens arrays, however, stamping seems
to be the only suitable method, since the other approaches do not allow low-tech replication of CARLs.
By combining simulations of SEMCI data and measurements, it was shown that only the fast Fourier
analysis in combination with a subsequent decorrelation of transmission crosstalk to scattering contrast is
suitable for reliable scattering data interrogation. The Gaussian fitting, the visibility change and the image
moment analysis, which are also described in literature, showed scattering sensitivities that are strongly
dependent on the specific setup parameters. The first two, however, are suitable for the characterization
of the lens arrays as they allow the direct determination of the beamlet spot parameters and the focus
point.
Future advances in CARL production, which will result in higher gain factors, will hopefully lead to
a reduced noise level, especially in the scattering contrast of SEMCI. Thus, not only the strong scatter-
ing signal of microbubbles, but also the scattering of NPs during PLAL should lead to directly visible
scattering patterns. This makes it possible to investigate the NP distribution during the ablation process
even more precisely and leads to a further improved knowledge of the fundamental processes during
PLAL. With the help of this the way to designed NPs can be paved further. Many other applications of
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hierarchical imaging, such as the evaluation of additively manufactured objects,[273] are conceivable in
order to answer central societal challenges such as energy, mobility and information technology.
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List of Experiments
Optical imaging
Optical imaging was performed mainly in stroboscopic mode. This means that for each image a sepa-
rate laser pulse was probed and the delay between laser excitation and image acquisition was shifted.
General details of the imaging setup can be found in subsection 4.1.3. Here only the parameters of the
measurements are listed.
OI1 - Ablation bubble dynamics on flat target
• data: 19.01.2018, folder: 003
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 3 mJ pulse
energy, ≈0.1 Hz repetition rate
• target: brass plate of 5 mm thickness (technical grade); target transported continuously to ensure
fresh target for each shot
• ablation chamber: large plastic vessel with plano-convex lens (Thorlabs, effective focal length with
water on the planar side 38 mm) as incoupling wall; lens-target distance slightly smaller than focal
length comparable to standard flow-chambers; water (Millipore) flushed in between two laser shots
to refresh ablation region
• image acquisition in stroboscopic mode
OI2 - Ablation bubble dynamics on wire target
• published in paper: X-ray spectroscopic and stroboscopic analysis of pulsed-laser ablation of Zn
and its oxidation[59]
• data: paraxial to wire: 22.08.2017, folder 009; perpendicular to wire: 09.08.2017, folder 003
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 11 mJ pulse
energy, 1 Hz repetition rate
• target: Zn wire with 1 mm diameter (Advent, 99.99 %); continuously transported
• ablation chamber: paraxial: cuvette for free wire, perpendicular: 3D printed ablation chamber for
free wire; continuous water (Millipore) flow
• image acquisition in stroboscopic mode
OI3 - Appearance of nanoparticle fog and persistent gas bubble
• data: 15.02.2018, folder: longtime
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 1 mJ pulse
energy
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• target: brass plate of 5 mm thickness (technical grade)
• ablation chamber: large plastic vessel with plano-convex lens (Thorlabs, effective focal length with
water on the planar side 38 mm) as incoupling wall; lens-target distance slightly smaller than focal
length comparable to standard flow-chambers
• image acquisition in videographic mode with 95 Hz repetition rate
• burst generator (33210A, Agilent) for camera triggering
OI4 - Bubble shielding effect at high repetition rates
• data: 21.09.2017, folder 018, first run, images: 31, 34, 44
• laser: ”EdgeWave InnoSlab PX400-1-GM SN769”, pulse duration 12 ps, wavelength 1064 nm,
1 mJ pulse energy, 26 kHz repetition rate
• target: gold ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 200 µm thickness
• ablation chamber: 3D printed ablation chamber for ribbon targets
• image acquisition in stroboscopic mode
OI5 - Nanoparticle shielding effect
• data: 19.01.2018, folder 002, images: 46, 47
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 3 mJ pulse
energy, 0.5 Hz repetition rate
• target: brass plate of 5 mm thickness (technical grade); transported continuously to ensure fresh
target for each shot
• ablation chamber: large plastic vessel with plano-convex lens (Thorlabs, effective focal length with
water on the planar side 38 mm) as incoupling wall; lens-target distance slightly smaller than focal
length comparable to standard flow-chambers
• image acquisition in stroboscopic mode
OI6 - Ablation efficiency compared to target the position
• published in paper: Fluence Threshold Behaviour on Ablation and Bubble Formation in Pulsed
Laser Ablation in Liquids[58]
• data:
– Stroboscopy: 20160912
– image as inset: 20160912 - 014_22mm-0002.tiff
– Spectroscopy: 20161010
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 10 mJ pulse
energy for stroboscopy and 12 mJ pulse energy for spectroscopy, 5 Hz repetition rate for spec-
troscopy and 0.5 Hz for stroboscopy repetition rate
• target: silver ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 100 µm thickness; transported continuously
• ablation chamber: cuvette (1 cm×1 cm) where bottom was replaced by a plano-convex lens (Thor-
labs, effective focal length with water on the planar side 38 mm); lens-target distance was varied;
water (Millipore) continuously flowed for stroboscopy and only replaced in between measurements
for spectroscopy
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• spectroscopy:
– fiber spectrometer (Ocean Optics, USB2000, 200-850 nm) with halogen lamp (DH-2000,
Ocean Optics)
– fibers were connected to ablation cuvette via fiber couplers
– 150 shots with 5 Hz repetition rate per distance
– volume normalized extinction
– measurement 10 s after ablation stopped; integration time 2 ms, averaging 50, boxcar 4; inte-
grated intensity from 370 nm to 500 nm
• image acquisition in stroboscopic mode
OI7 - Fluence threshold for bubble size and ablation efficiency
• published in paper: Fluence Threshold Behaviour on Ablation and Bubble Formation in Pulsed
Laser Ablation in Liquids[58]
• data:
– Spectroscopy extinction versus energy: 20161007 and 20161018 - exticntion_volume_
VsFluence.opj
– Spectroscopy extinction versus number of shots: 20161010 - resultsextVsnrshot.opj
– Stroboscopy flat: Schönfeld - Auswertung - Run 6 - 01.04.16 - volumen.opj
– Stroboscopy wire: Schönfeld - Auswertung - Run 2 - 27.01.16 - 16-01-27_2.opj
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 1 mJ to
30 mJ pulse energy, 1 Hz repetition rate
• target: silver ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 100 µm thickness and silver wire (99.9 %) with
diameter 0.7 mm; both transported continuously
• ablation chamber: bubble imaging: 3D printed ablation chamber for wire and ribbon targets; water
(Millipore) continuously flowed; spectroscopy: cuvette for wire target
• spectroscopy:
– fiber spectrometer (Ocean Optics, USB2000, 200-850 nm) with halogen lamp (DH-2000,
Ocean Optics)
– fibers were connected to ablation cuvette via fiber couplers
– 150 shots with 5 Hz repetition rate per pulse energy
– measurement 10 s after ablation stopped; integration time 2 ms, averaging 50, boxcar 4; inte-
grated intensity from 400 nm to 420 nm
– extinction versus number shots: at 400 nm during continuous ablation
• image acquisition in stroboscopic mode
OI8 - Incubation effect during ablation
• published in paper: Incubation effect of pre-irradiation on bubble formation and ablation in laser
ablation in liquids[60]
• data:
– Stroboscopy: 20180720, folders 003,008,009,010,011,012; high pulse energies
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– plasma imaging: 20180802_plasma-003,005
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 1 mJ to
10 mJ pulse energy, 1 Hz repetition rate
• EdgeWave InnoSlab PX400-1-GM SN769 1064 nm, max 2 mJ, max 80 kHz, 12 ps
• target: gold ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 200 µm thickness; silver ribbon (99.9 %) with
4 mm width and 100 µm thickness thickness; germanium wafer (≈5 mm width and 512 µm thick-
ness; all continuously transported
• ablation chamber: large plastic vessel with plano-convex lens (Thorlabs, effective focal length with
water on the planar side 38 mm) as incoupling wall; lens-target distance slightly smaller than focal
length comparable to standard flow-chambers; water (Millipore) flushed in between two laser shots
to refresh ablation region
• plasma imaging: coaxial imaging of plasma intensity with basler camera with a tube lens and the
laser focusing lens for imaging the target plane; exposure time delay to laser −5 µs to 5 µs; average
plasma intensity calculated from the average value of equally sizes images
• image acquisition in stroboscopic mode
X-ray imaging
XRI1 - Cavitation bubble dynamics on a wire target
• data: 20.02.2017, batch 12, run99
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 11 mJ pulse
energy, 2 Hz repetition rate
• target: Zn wire with 1 mm diameter (Advent, 99.99 %); continuously transported
• ablation chamber: 3D printed ablation chamber for free wire; continuous water (Millipore) flow
• Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• white beam from a bending magnet filtered by 0.25 mm beryllium and 0.2 mm aluminum leading
to a central energy of 15 keV
• 50 µm LuAg:Ce scintillator lens coupled (magnification 2.3) to a PCO.dimax CMOS camera
• image size 560 px×720 px, exposure time 30 µs, repetition rate 10 kHz, Trigger mode ext. exp.
start
• image sequence recording: one image sequence of 40 images per laser shot with around seven
images before laser impact (flat); in total 208 image sequences taken per run consisting of four
sequences without X-ray illumination (dark), 200 sequences with X-ray illumination (radio) and
again four sequences dark; time delay shift (0 µs, 25 µs, 50 µs and 75 µs) between subsequent se-
quences leading to 50 parts with each having four sequences of shifted delay
• image acquisition in interleaved mode
• image processing: averaging of all images with same delay; flat correction with images before
laser impact to remove beam patterning of the CARL
XRI2 - Regularity of Compound Array Refractive Lenses
• data: 30.01.2019; folders: ragularityFoils\2.gen_mylar_p50_1foil_1 and
regularityFoils\3.gen_mylar_65-50_1foil_1
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• production of lens arrays:
– serially embossed lens array: embossed at 24.04.2017 in 125 µm Mylar®, #028, pitch 50 µm,
depth around 15 µm, array of 100×100 lenses, CNC-milled steel needle with parabolic shape
and 8 µm apex radius
– single-step embossed lens array: master for electroplating embossed at 21.12.2017 in 5 mm
PMMA plate, #007, pitch 65 µm, depth 50 µm, array of 100×100 lenses, CNC-milled steel
needle with parabolic shape and 8 µm apex radius, electroplating by microworks GmbH
(Karlsruhe, Germany), embossing in pellet press (Model 4350, Carver Inc., USA) with a
load of around 3.5 t
• Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• white beam filtered by 0.5 mm aluminum and 0.25 mm beryllium, primary slits 3 mm×3 mm
• Phantom v2640 camera lens coupled to 50 µm LYSO scintillator, magnification 2.5, 700 µs expo-
sure time, 100 Hz acquisition rate, distance lens array to scintillator 149 cm
• recording of 100 images for dark current, flat image and radio image each
• data analysis:
1. averaging of all 100 images for each contrast
2. flat division before beamlet parameter analysis by Gaussian fitting (fitmultigaussian in
appendix B.1)
3. regularity: relative position by subtraction of a plane fitted to the median filtered center im-
ages and neighbor distance by calculating difference of center of neighboring spots
XRI3 - Lens properties with embossing depth and rotation
• data: 21.04.2017; folder: 20170421_CARL2.0_ANKA\001_8um_Tiefenprofil and 20170421_
CARL2.0_ANKA\005_8um_Tiefenprofil_rotation
• production of lens array (30.03.2017): serially embossed lens array (#009) in 125 µm Mylar®, 13
different depths from 0 µm to 60 µm in 5 µm steps, each 10×2 lenses, pitch 150 µm with 200 µm
distance to next depth array, CNC-milled steel needle with parabolic shape and 8 µm apex radius
• Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• white beam filtered by 0.2 mm aluminum and 0.25 mm beryllium
• PCO.dimax camera lens coupled to scintillator, magnification 10, 20 ms exposure time, distance
lens array to scintillator 185 cm for depth dependence and 146 cm for rotation dependence, record-
ing of dark, flat and radio image
XRI4 - Focal length of serially embossed CARL
• data: 09.11.2016, folder: CARL_1_1
• production of CARL: serially embossed lens array: embossed at 23.06.2016 in 75 µm Kapton®,
#004, #005, #007, #008, #009, #010, pitch 65 µm, depth around 20 µm, array of 100×100 lenses,
sewing needle with apex radius of around 25 µm
• Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• monochromatic beam with 9 keV X-ray energy
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• Andor neo camera lens coupled to 200 µm LuAG:Ce scintillator, magnification 3.6, distance CARL
to scintillator changed from 45 cm to 125 cm in steps of 10 cm
• data analysis:
1. determination of the beamlet parameters by Gaussian fitting (fitmultigaussian in ap-
pendix B.1)
2. determination of visibility of complete array with Imax and Imin determined for each beamlet
zone (appendix B.3) and from Gaussian parameters
3. regularity (at 125 cm sample-to-detector distance): relative position by subtraction of a plane
fitted to the median filtered center images and neighbor distance by calculating difference of
center of neighboring spots
XRI5 - Focal length of single-step embossed CARL
• data: 30.01.2019, folders: focalpoint\3gen_5foils_Nr1
• production of CARL: single-step embossed lens array: master for electroplating embossed at
21.12.2017 in 5 mm PMMA plate, #007, pitch 65 µm, depth 50 µm, array of 100×100 lenses,
CNC-milled steel needle with parabolic shape and 8 µm apex radius, electroplating by microworks
GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany), embossing in pellet press (Model 4350, Carver Inc., USA) with a
load of around 3.5 t, stacking under X-ray illumination of 5 lens foils
• Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• monochromatic beam with 8.5 keV X-ray energy
• Phantom v2640 camera lens coupled to 50 µm LYSO scintillator, magnification 2.5, 700 µs expo-
sure time, 100 Hz acquisition rate, distance CARL to scintillator changed from 46.7 cm to 76.7 cm
in steps of 1 cm
• recording of 100 images for dark current, flat image and radio images each
• data analysis:
1. determination of the beamlet parameters by Gaussian fitting (fitmultigaussian in ap-
pendix B.1)
2. determination of visibility of complete array with Imax and Imin determined for each beamlet
zone (appendix B.3)and from Gaussian parameters
3. regularity (at 59.7 cm sample-to-detector distance): relative position by subtraction of a plane
fitted to the median filtered center images and neighbor distance by calculating difference of
center of neighboring spots
Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering
XRS1 - Incubation effect
• published in paper: Incubation effect of pre-irradiation on bubble formation and ablation in laser
ablation in liquids[60]
• data: 2017-e16654\analysis\Au_fastslowmove
• laser: EdgeWave InnoSlab PX400-1-GM SN769 1064 nm, 1 mJ, 1 kHz, 12 ps
• target: gold ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 200 µm thickness; continuously transported
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• ablation chamber: 3D printed ablation chamber for ribbon wire
• cSAXS beamline at the Swiss Light Source (PSI Villigen, Switzerland)
• monochromatic beam with 13.6 keV X-ray energy
• Pilatus 2M detector with a sample-to-detector distance (evacuated flight tube) of 7.1 m
• continuous ablation for 90 s with 1 kHz repetition rat
• different target speeds such that either a single shot was applied per target area or each part of the
surface was irradiated by about 30 shots
• analysis: 2D scattering data subjected to standard corrections, transformed into curves of scattering
intensity versus scattering vector by azimuthal integration; size distribution calculated by reverse
Monte Carlo approach with McSAS[266]
XRS2 - Early appearance of crystalline nanoparticles - SAXS
• published in paper: Early appearance of crystalline nanoparticles in pulsed laser ablation in liq-
uids dynamics[61]
• data: 2017-ma3821\SAXS\agruns138to141
• laser: EdgeWave InnoSlab PX400-1-GM SN769 1064 nm, 1 mJ, 1 kHz, 12 ps
• target: gold ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 200 µm thickness; continuously transported
• ablation chamber: 3D printed ablation chamber for ribbon wire
• cSAXS beamline at the Swiss Light Source (PSI Villigen, Switzerland)
• monochromatic beam (6 µm×24 µm) with 13.6 keV X-ray energy 0.17 mm above the target
• Pilatus 2M detector with a sample-to-detector distance (evacuated flight tube) of 7.1 m; exposure
time 2 µs and 5 µs by electronic active gate
• timing for different delays between laser excitation and detector with delay generator (DG645,
Stanford Research Instruments), temporal precision of at least 0.5 µs
• analysis: 2D scattering data subjected to standard corrections, transformed into curves of scattering
intensity versus scattering vector by azimuthal integration; calculation of the Porod invariant as
partial integrals
XRS3 - Early appearance of crystalline nanoparticles - WAXS
• published in paper: Early appearance of crystalline nanoparticles in pulsed laser ablation in liq-
uids dynamics[61]
• data: 2017-ma3821\WAXS\auruns089to094\Ag_089
• laser: Coherent Legend Ti:Sa-based regenerative amplifier with 800 nm, 2.7 mJ, 2 ps and 1 kHz
• target: silver ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 100 µm thickness; continuously transported
• ablation chamber: 3D printed ablation chamber for ribbon wire
• ID09 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France)
• monochromatic beam (60 µm×80 µm) with 15.2 keV X-ray energy 0.2 mm above the target
• Rayonix HS170 detector with a sample-to-detector distance of 120 mm; accumulated exposure
time 30 s, hence 30 000 shots
• temporal resolution <100 ps with a precision of 5 ps; achieved by isolating single X-ray pulses
from the storage ring with a mechanical chopper and synchronized laser emission
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• analysis: removal of liquid scattering by polynomial modeling; fitting of the (111) peak by Gaus-
sian function; height as measure of mass and width transferred by Scherrer formula[156] to crystal
grain size
XRS4 - Agglomeration of nanoparticles during bubble collapse
• published in paper: Pulsed laser ablation in liquids: Impact of the bubble dynamics on particle
formation[15]
• data: timescans_SAXS_2011\cuts.opj
• laser: single mode EdgeWave HD-40I-E with 1064 nm, 10 mJ, 6 ns and 200 Hz
• target: gold ribbon (99.99 %) with 4 mm width and 200 µm thickness; continuously transported
• ablation chamber: steel chamber comparable to 3D printed ablation chamber for ribbon wire
• cSAXS beamline at the Swiss Light Source (PSI Villigen, Switzerland)
• monochromatic beam (6 µm×24 µm) with 13.6 keV X-ray energy
• Pilatus 2M detector with a sample-to-detector distance (evacuated flight tube) of 7.1 m; exposure
time 30 µs by electronic active gate; averaging of around 5000 laser shots
• analysis: 2D scattering data subjected to standard corrections, transformed into curves of scattering
intensity versus scattering vector by azimuthal integration; calculation of the Porod invariant as
partial integrals
Scattering imaging
SI1 - Scattering imaging of laser ablation for differentiation between
nanoparticles and microbubbles
• published in paper: Scalable, large area compound array refractive lens for hard X-rays[238]
• data: 20.02.2017; batch11 (9 runs) and batch12 (26 runs)
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 11 mJ pulse
energy, 2 Hz repetition rate
• target: Zn wire with 1 mm diameter (Advent, 99.99 %); continuously transported
• ablation chamber: 3D printed ablation chamber for free wire; continuous water (Millipore) flow
• delay generator ”Research Instruments, DG535”; burst generator ”Agilent, 33210A”
• CARL produced by serial embossing (see section 5.2)
• Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• white beam from a bending magnet filtered by 0.25 mm beryllium and 0.2 mm aluminum leading
to a central energy of 14.3 keV
• distance between ablation spot and detector 4.5 cm and 40 cm, CARL-to-detector distance 107 cm
• 50 µm LuAg:Ce scintillator lens coupled (magnification 2.3) to a PCO.dimax CMOS camera
• image size 560 px×720 px, exposure time 30 µs, repetition rate 10 kHz, single image triggering
• image sequence recording: one image sequence of 40 images per laser shot with around seven
images before laser impact (flat); in total 208 image sequences taken per run consisting of four
sequences without X-ray illumination (dark), 200 sequences with X-ray illumination (radio) and
again four sequences dark; time delay shift (0 µs, 25 µs, 50 µs and 75 µs) between subsequent se-
quences leading to 50 parts with each having four sequences of shifted delay
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• contrast reconstruction:
1. averaging images of same delay (script averaging_run_direct-flat_V2.py without flat
division) and dark subtraction, thereby taking into account the logarithmic mean increase of
the dark sequences, the different mean levels of dark sequences before and after the radio
sequences as well as the logarithmic decrease in mean intensity in the whole run
2. Fourier analysis of averaged video (script singleshot_fromavg_V3_settingsimport.
py)
3. averaging all contrasts of all runs of one batch (script averaging_runs_V3_improved_
code.py)
4. decorrelation of transmission crosstalk to scattering channels (script crosscorrelation_
V3_realvalue.py)
SI2 - Multi-contrast test with empty air bubble
• data: 21.06.2018; bubbletest: bubbletest_long_2, bubbletest_long_far
• horizontal lying PMMA cuvette sealed with hot glue and filled with ultrapure water (Millipore);
after the flat image acquisition an air bubble was injected by a syringe and placed into the
beam; sample-to-detector distance 4.7 cm and 40 cm, Hartmann mask-to-detector distance 7 cm
and 42.3 cm
• Hartmann mask: gold mesh on graphite, duty cycle 0.6 (60 % mesh and 40 % opening), pitch
50 µm; thanks for provision to M. Zakharova.[162]
• Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• 50 µm LuAg:Ce scintillator lens coupled (magnification 1.5) to a PCO.dimax CMOS camera
• image size 548 px×720 px, exposure time 1.5 ms, repetition rate 100 Hz
• image sequence recording: 500 images for flat and radio conditions
• contrast reconstruction of all images:
1. (1) Fourier analysis (script singleshot_fromavg_FFT_V3_settingsimport.py),
(2) Gaussian fitting (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V3_settingsimport.py),
(3) Gaussian fitting with pre-analysis pedestal correction (script singleshot_fromavg_
gauss_V4_backcorr.py),
(4) image moment analysis (script singleshot_fromavg_moment_V1.py),
(5) visibility (script Lensarray_visibility_fix-OEV2.py)
2. averaging all 500 images of each contrast.
3. for visibility change: 1− VradioVf lat
4. decorrelation of transmission and scattering data obtained by Fourier analysis with 50 images
for correlation determination (script crosscorrelation_V3_realvalue.py)
5. Reconstruction of the absolute phase with SHWave-Recon V1.2[249]
SI3 - Scattering imaging of laser ablation for in situ size quenching of gold
nanoparticles with NaCl
• published in paper: On the time and mechanism of nanoparticle functionalization by macromolec-
ular ligands during pulsed laser ablation in Liquids[119]
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• data: 28.09.2016; batch6 (20 runs), batch7 (5 runs), batch8 (11 runs), batch9 (20 runs),
batch12 (12 runs) and batch13 (35 runs)
• laser: Nd:YAG laser ”Continuum Minilite I”, pulse duration 7 ns, wavelength 1064 nm, 11.5 mJ
pulse energy, 1 Hz repetition rate
• target: gold ribbon (99.9 %) with 4 mm width and 200 µm thickness; continuously transported
• ablation chamber: 3D printed ablation chamber for wire targets; continuous water flow (Millipore,
NaCl and PVP solutions with 0.5 mM concentration)
• delay generator ”Research Instruments, DG535”; burst generator ”Agilent, 33210A”
• Hartmann mask: 25 µm thick platinum foil (Chempur, 99.9 %); 2D array of regular holes of about
10 µm in diameter and pitch 65 µm, drilled by pulsed fs-laser micromachining (Spectra Physics
Spitfire Ace, 800 nm, 100 fs) with a fluence of 2 J/cm2 and a repetition rate of 5 kHz.
• ID19 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France)
• pink beam from single-line undulator with an energy of 17.9 keV
• distance between ablation spot and detector 3 cm, Hartmann mask-to-detector distance 7 cm
• 100 µm YAG scintillator lens coupled (magnification 1) to a PCO.dimax CMOS camera
• image size 580 px×480 px, exposure time 40 µs, repetition rate 12.5 kHz, single image triggering
• image sequence recording: one image sequence of 40 images per laser shot with around seven
images before laser impact (flat); in total 212 image sequences taken per run consisting of six
sequences without X-ray illumination (dark), 200 sequences with X-ray illumination (radio) and
again six sequences dark; time delay shift (0 µs and 40 µs) between subsequent sequences leading
to 100 parts with each having two sequences of shifted delay
• contrast reconstruction:
1. averaging images of same delay (script averaging_run_direct-flat_V2.py without flat
division) and dark subtraction, thereby taking into account the logarithmic mean increase of
the dark sequences and the different mean levels of dark sequences before and after the radio
sequences
2. Fourier analysis of averaged video (script singleshot_fromavg_V3_settingsimport.
py)
3. averaging all contrasts of all runs of one batch (script averaging_runs_V3_improved_
code.py)
4. decorrelation of transmission crosstalk to scattering channels (script crosscorrelation_
V3_realvalue.py)
Simulation
The simulations were performed with Python 2.7.14. The following published packages were used:
numpy version ’1.15.2’, tifffile version ’2018.05.10’, PIL version ’5.3.0’. The two packages de-
veloped within this work to reconstruct were used: FFT_reconstruct version ’V2.2_2017.05.17’,
gaussfit version ’V10_2018.11.29’.
If positions of an array are specified in the following descriptions, the numbering belongs to the Python
label beginning with 0.
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Sim1 - Influence of beamlet width on visibility
• 2D beamlet pattern of 40×40 spots, each spot area is 100 px×100 px large
• Gaussian beamlet distribution in one beamlet zone with varied widthx and widthy from 5 px to
100 px:
g = 5 · exp
{
−
[(
49.5−y
widthy
)2
+
(
49.5−x
widthx
)2]}
+50
• down sampling of images from 4000 px×4000 px to 520 px×520 px corresponding to a sampling
of 13 px×13 px per beamlet zone
• data analysis:
1. calculation of the visibility in each beamlet zone (script
Lensarray_visibility_fix-OEV2.py)
2. Gaussian fitting of the beamlets raw parameters (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V3_
settingsimport.py)
Sim2 - Influence of transmission changes on beamlet parameter reconstruction
• 2D beamlet pattern of 40×40 spots, each spot area is 100 px×100 px large
• Gaussian beamlet distribution in one beamlet zone with varied
1. height from 1 to 10:
g = height · exp
{
−
[(
49.5−y
14.3
)2
+
(49.5−x
14.3
)2]}
+50
2. o f f set from 0 to 50:
g = 5 · exp
{
−
[(
49.5−y
14.3
)2
+
(49.5−x
14.3
)2]}
+o f f set
3. scale factor from 0.1 to 2:
g =
(
5 · exp
{
−
[(
49.5−y
14.3
)2
+
(49.5−x
14.3
)2]}
+50
)
· scale
• bubble transmission simulation:
radius of bubble: r = 1500px,
thickness of bubble: t(x,y) =
√
r2− (x−2000)2− (y−2000)2,
transmission: T = ttmax ·0.3+1,
multiplication of 2D beamlet pattern with T
• down sampling of images from 4000 px×4000 px to 520 px×520 px corresponding to a sampling
of 13 px×13 px per beamlet zone
• analysis of raw 2D beamlet pattern and transmission increased pattern by Gaussian fitting of the
beamlets raw parameters (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V3_settingsimport.py)
Sim3 - Pre-analysis pedestal correction to reduce transmission problems
during Gaussian reconstruction
• 2D beamlet pattern of 40×40 spots, each spot area is 100 px×100 px large
• Gaussian beamlet distribution in one beamlet zone:
g = 5 · exp
{
−
[(
49.5−y
14.3
)2
+
(49.5−x
14.3
)2]}
+50
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• bubble transmission simulation:
radius of bubble varied from r1 = 100px to r20 = 2000px,
thickness of bubble: t(x,y) =
√
r2− (x−2000)2− (y−2000)2,
transmission: T = ttmax ·0.3+1,
multiplication of 2D beamlet pattern with T
• down sampling of images from 4000 px×4000 px to 520 px×520 px corresponding to a sampling
of 13 px×13 px per beamlet zone
• data nalysis:
1. Gaussian fitting of the beamlets raw parameters (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V3_
settingsimport.py)
2. Gaussian fitting of the beamlets raw parameters with subtraction of low-pass filtered back-
ground intensity (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V4_backcorr.py)
Sim4 - Background correction before Gaussian fitting at real data
• raw data from,[163] median filtered with size = 2px
• 11.08.2016; Topo-Tomo instrument of the Synchrotron Radiation Source at KIT
• monochromatic X-ray at 8.5 keV, filtered by 0.25 mm beryllium and 0.2 mm aluminum; exposure
time 5 sec; Andor NEO CMOS camera lens coupled to 10 µm LSO:TB scintillator
• stack of eight diamond X-ray lenses (radius of curvature at appex 200 µm) as sample;[216] sample-
to-detector distance 16 cm
• calculate background signal of different intensity from native background:
1. Gaussian blurring with σ = 5px of radio image
2. minimum filter with size = 34px of filtered image
3. Gaussian blurring with σ = 30px of minimum filtered image
• simulate increased curvature by adding background multiplied by 0 to 15 to radio image
• data analysis:
1. Gaussian fitting of the beamlets raw parameters (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V3_
settingsimport.py)
2. Gaussian fitting of the beamlets raw parameters with subtraction of low-pass filtered back-
ground intensity (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V4_backcorr.py)
Sim5 - Scattering sensitivity distribution
• 2D beamlet pattern of 40×40 spots, each spot area is 100 px×100 px large
• Gaussian beamlet distribution in one beamlet zone with o f f set 0 and 50 and with widthx and
widthy 14.3; additionally for o f f set = 0 with widthx and widthy 5 and 33.3:
g = 5 · exp
{
−
[(
49.5−y
widthy
)2
+
(
49.5−x
widthx
)2]}
+o f f set
• bubble transmission simulation:
radius of bubble: r = 1500px,
thickness of bubble: t(x,y) =
√
r2− (x−2000)2− (y−2000)2,
transmission: T = ttmax ·0.3+1,
multiplication of 2D beamlet pattern with T
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• parameters of simulated scattering setup: X-ray energy 15 keV, pitch of optical element 65 µm,
sample-to-detector distance 4.5 cm, auto-correlation length ξ = 57nm, peak value of the Dark-
Field Extinction Coefficient at µmaxd = 101nm
• 2D scattering distribution I(q(x,y),r) for nanoparticles of sizes from 1 nm to 200 nm radius
with constant volume fraction in the three sizes of 300 px×300 px with q(149.5,149.5) = 0,
400 px×400 px with q(199.5,199.5) = 0 and 500 px×500 px with q(249.5,249.5) = 0:
I(q(x,y),r) =
(
4/3 ·pi · r3) ·(3 · sin(q·r)−q·r·cos(q·r)
(q·r)3
2) ·1017
• convolution like scattering simulation for each pixel with considering conservation of X-ray flux:
1. scaling of scattering distribution according to convolution pixel intensity
2. scaling of scattering distribution according to bubble transmission at convolution pixel to
simulate homogeneous filling
3. addition of scattering distribution to area around convolution pixel
4. subtraction of the sum of scattering distribution from convolution pixel
• down sampling of images from 4000 px×4000 px to 520 px×520 px corresponding to a sampling
of 13 px×13 px per beamlet zone
• data analysis:
1. Fourier analysis up to order four (script singleshot_fromavg_V3_settingsimport.py)
2. Gaussian fitting (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V3_settingsimport.py)
3. Gaussian fitting with pre-analysis pedestal correction (script
singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V4_backcorr.py)
4. image moment analysis (script singleshot_fromavg_moment_V1.py)
5. calculation of the visibility in each beamlet zone (script
Lensarray_visibility_fix-OEV2.py)
Sim6 - Scattering sensitivity distribution depending on the auto-correlation
length
• 2D beamlet pattern of 40×40 spots, each spot area is 100 px×100 px large
• Gaussian beamlet distribution in one beamlet zone:
g = 5 · exp
{
−
[(
49.5−y
14.3
)2
+
(49.5−x
14.3
)2]}
+0
• bubble transmission simulation:
radius of bubble: r = 1500px,
thickness of bubble: t(x,y) =
√
r2− (x−2000)2− (y−2000)2,
transmission: T = ttmax ·0.3+1,
multiplication of 2D beamlet pattern with T
• parameters of simulated scattering setup: X-ray energy 15 keV, pitch of optical element 65 µm,
sample-to-detector distance 4.5 cm to 26.6 cm, auto-correlation length ξ = 57 nm to 338 nm, peak
value of the Dark-Field Extinction Coefficient at µmaxd = 101 nm to 600 nm
• 2D scattering distribution I(q(x,y),r) for nanoparticles of sizes from 10 nm to 300 nm radius of
constant volume fraction in the size of 300 px×300 px with q(149.5,149.5) = 0:
I(q(x,y),r) =
(
4/3 ·pi · r3) ·(3 · sin(q·r)−q·r·cos(q·r)
(q·r)3
2) ·1015
• convolution like scattering simulation for each pixel with considering conservation of X-ray flux:
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1. scaling of scattering distribution according to convolution pixel intensity
2. scaling of scattering distribution according to bubble transmission at convolution pixel to
simulate homogeneous filling
3. addition of scattering distribution to area around convolution pixel
4. subtraction of the sum of scattering distribution from convolution pixel
• down sampling of images from 4000 px×4000 px to 520 px×520 px corresponding to a sampling
of 13 px×13 px per beamlet zone
• data analysis:
1. Fourier analysis up to order four (script singleshot_fromavg_V3_settingsimport.py)
2. Gaussian fitting (script singleshot_fromavg_gauss_V3_settingsimport.py)
3. image moment analysis (script singleshot_fromavg_moment_V1.py)
4. calculation of the visibility in each beamlet zone (script
Lensarray_visibility_fix-OEV2.py)
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B.1 2D Gaussian fitting and image moment
"""
Fit of a 2D Gaussian function to data. Gauss must be in positive direction, but data
can be in negative region. Fit of one Gauss or of an array of Gauss is possible.
Also only the pure image moments can be calculated.
gaussfit of one gauss:
gaussfit.fitgaussian()
Input: array of data
Return: list of 6 parameters: height, center_axis=0, center_axis=1, width_axis=0,
width_axis=1, offset
gaussfit of multiple gauss:
gaussfit.fitmultigaussian()
Input: array of data
crop
nr of spots
filtering size (optional, default=None)
Return: array of gaussfits with of parameters
image moments:
moment_skimage()
Input: array of data
Return: list of 5 parameters: height, center_axis=0, center_axis=1, width_axis=0,
width_axis=1
"""
import numpy as np
from scipy import optimize
from scipy.ndimage.filters import median_filter
from skimage import measure
__version__ = ’V10_2018.11.29’
###############################################################
def gaussian(height, center_0, center_1, width_0, width_1, offset):
"""Returns a gaussian function with the given parameters"""
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height = float(height)
center_0 = float(center_0)
center_1 = float(center_1)
width_0 = float(width_0)
width_1 = float(width_1)
offset = float(offset)
return lambda ax0, ax1 : height* np.exp(-(((center_0-ax0) / width_0)**2 +
((center_1-ax1) / width_1)**2)/2) + offset
###############################################################################
def moment_skimage(data): #calculate image moments for analysis
"""Returns (height, center_axis=0, center_axis=1, width_axis=0, width_axis=1) the
moment parameters of an image by calculating its moments"""
height = np.sum(data)
#calculate image moments for center and width
M = measure.moments(data, order=2)
#center in axis=0 and axis=1
center_0 = M[1,0]/M[0,0]
center_1 = M[0,1]/M[0,0]
#width in axis=0 and axis=1
width_0 = np.sqrt(M[2,0]/M[0,0] - center_0**2)
width_1 = np.sqrt(M[0,2]/M[0,0] - center_1**2)
return height, center_0, center_1, width_0, width_1
###############################################################
def moment(data): #initial guess of parameters
"""Returns (height, center_axis=0, center_axis=1, width_axis=0, width_axis=1,
offset) the gaussian parameters of a 2D distribution by calculating its
moments"""
#filter data by median to obtain better guessed parameters, especially for height
and offset
data = median_filter(data, size=3)
#guess offset
offset = np.average((data[0,0], data[0,data.shape[1]-1], data[data.shape[0]-1,0],
data[data.shape[0]-1,data.shape[1]-1]))
#guess hight
height = data.max() - offset
#remove offset with min() to still have positive numbers
data -= np.min(data)
#calculate image moments for center and width guess
M = measure.moments(data, order=2)
#guess center in axis=0 and axis=1
center_0 = M[1,0]/M[0,0]
center_1 = M[0,1]/M[0,0]
#guess width in axis=0 and axis=1
width_0 = np.sqrt(M[2,0]/M[0,0] - center_0**2)
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width_1 = np.sqrt(M[0,2]/M[0,0] - center_1**2)
return height, center_0, center_1, width_0, width_1, offset
###############################################################
def fitgaussian(data):
"""Returns (height, center_axis=0, center_axis=1, width_axis=0, width_axis=1,
offset) the gaussian parameters of a 2D distribution found by a fit"""
#find initial guess of parameters
params = moment(data)
#generate errorfunction for optimisation
errorfunction = lambda p: np.ravel(gaussian(*p)(*np.indices(data.shape)) - data)
#optimize fit by leastsquare
p, success = optimize.leastsq(errorfunction, params)
#abs of widths to ensure positive values; important for small peaksizes
p[3] = np.abs(p[3])
p[4] = np.abs(p[4])
return p #height, center_axis=0, center_axis=1, width_axis=0, width_axis=1, offset
###############################################################
def fitmultigaussian(data, crop, spots, filtering=None):
"""Returns 6 global and two local parameters of gaussian fit of several
2D-distributed gaussians optional filtering for initial guess, but only symetric
filterdimension supported
Input:
data = array of values of whole area, where the gaussians are located rectangular
and are equally distributed
crop = crop around all gaussians:
0: rowoffset
1: columoffset
2: nr of rows
3: nr of colums
spots = number of gaussians in:
0: axis=0
1: axis=1
filtering = size of filter, optional
Output:
array of parameters:
0: global center_axis=0
1: glogal center_axis=1
2: height
3: local center_axis=0
4: local center_axis=1
5: width_axis=0
6: width_axis=1
7: offset
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"""
spots_row = spots[0] #gausspeaks in rows
spots_col = spots[1] #gausspeaks in colums
spotrowsize = float(crop[2]) / spots_row #rowsize of one gauss
spotcolsize = float(crop[3]) / spots_col #columsize of one gauss
#medianfilter on data for maxpointdetection to avoid wrong detection of single
bright spots
if filtering != None:
data_max = median_filter(data, size=filtering)
else:
data_max = data
#coordinates of point witch max of peaks; array compared to pic, downward, rigthward
maxpoints = np.zeros((spots_row, spots_col, 2), dtype=int) #nr. spot down, nr. spot
right, center_row, center_col
#array of spots, row of gausspeak, column of gaussspeak, hight, center_x, center_y,
width_x, width_y
gaussparameters = np.zeros((spots_row, spots_col, 8), dtype=np.float32)
for i in range(spots_row): #i over rows downward
for j in range(spots_col): #j over colums rightward
#coordinates of crop for maxdetection
startrow = crop[0] + int(i*spotrowsize)
endrow = startrow + int(spotrowsize)
startcol = crop[1] + int(j*spotcolsize)
endcol = startcol + int(spotcolsize)
#relative position of max in crop
localmax = np.unravel_index( np.argmax( data_max[ startrow: endrow, startcol:
endcol]), (int(spotrowsize), int(spotcolsize)))
#save global position of max
maxpoints[i,j,0] = localmax[0] + startrow
maxpoints[i,j,1] = localmax[1] + startcol
#crop arround max, fit gauss and save data
peak = data[maxpoints[i,j,0] - int(spotrowsize/2): maxpoints[i,j,0] +
int((spotrowsize+1)/2), maxpoints[i,j,1] - int(spotcolsize/2):
maxpoints[i,j,1] + int((spotcolsize+1)/2)]
gaussparameters[i,j,2:] = fitgaussian(peak)
gaussparameters[i,j,0] = maxpoints[i,j,0] - int(spotrowsize/2) +
gaussparameters[i,j,3] #row = center_y
gaussparameters[i,j,1] = maxpoints[i,j,1] - int(spotcolsize/2) +
gaussparameters[i,j,4] #col = center_x
return gaussparameters.reshape(spots_row, spots_col, 8)
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B.2 Fourier-analysis
"""
Fourier analysis of datasets
- FFT of pic
- crop of different regions of orders up to 4th
- transmission (|0. order|), phase (angle(i. order)), diff (|i. order|)
- 1. order: phase10, phase01, phase11, diff-10, diff10, diff01, diff11
- 2. order: phase20, phase21, phase02, phase12, phase22, diff20, diff21, diff02,
diff12, diff22
- 3. order: phase30, phase03, phase33, diff30, diff03, diff33
- 4. order: phase40, phase04, phase44, diff40, diff04, diff44
- diffraction is uncorrected, must be done afterwords: -log((diff_radio/diff_flat) /
(abs_radio/abs_flat))
-! no flatcorrection !
"""
import numpy as np
__version__ = ’V2.2_2017.05.17’
###############################################################
# RECONSTRUCT PICS
def reconstruct(data, FFT_shape, order): #data= cropped image, FFT_shape=number of
beamlets in crop, order of FFT analysis
#positions in data and FFT
nr, nc = data.shape #data size
cr, cc = int(nr / 2), int(nc / 2) #half data size --> centre of image
zr, zc = FFT_shape , FFT_shape #size of one fft zone
zhr, zhc = int(FFT_shape / 2), int(FFT_shape / 2) #half size of fft zone
#real space window to flatten edges
rsw = np.hanning(data.shape[0]) * (np.ones(data.shape) *
np.hanning(data.shape[1])).T
#compute sfs (2D fourier transform the mesh image)
imgfft = np.fft.fft2(data * rsw)
#bring the zero frequency to the center (for display)
imgfft_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(imgfft)
#harmonics labelling: ij corresponds to ith horizontal and jth vertical harmonic
#00 HARMONIC
#extract 00 harmonic of fft
fft_00 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zhr:cr + zhr, cc - zhc:cc + zhc]
#zone hanning-window
fftw = np.hanning(fft_00.shape[0]) * (np.ones(fft_00.shape) *
np.hanning(fft_00.shape[1])).T
#prepare 00 haronic for inverse fft
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fft_00_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_00 * fftw)
#inverse Fourier transform 00 harmonic
ifft_00 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_00_shifted)
if order >= 1:
#-10 HARMONIC
fft_m10 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zhr:cr + zhr, cc - zc - zhc:cc - zc + zhc]
fft_m10_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_m10 * fftw)
ifft_m10 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_m10_shifted)
#10 HARMONIC
fft_10 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zhr:cr + zhr, cc + zc - zhc:cc + zc + zhc]
fft_10_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_10 * fftw)
ifft_10 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_10_shifted)
#01 HARMONIC
fft_01 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zr - zhr:cr - zr + zhr, cc - zhc:cc + zhc]
fft_01_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_01 * fftw)
ifft_01 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_01_shifted)
#11 HARMONIC
fft_11 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zr - zhr:cr - zr + zhr, cc + zc - zhc:cc + zc + zhc]
fft_11_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_11 * fftw)
ifft_11 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_11_shifted)
if order >= 2:
#20 HARMONIC
fft_20 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zhr:cr + zhr, cc + 2*zc - zhc:cc + 2*zc + zhc]
fft_20_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_20 * fftw)
ifft_20 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_20_shifted)
#21 HARMONIC
fft_21 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zr - zhr:cr - zr + zhr, cc + 2*zc - zhc:cc + 2*zc +
zhc]
fft_21_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_21 * fftw)
ifft_21 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_21_shifted)
#02 HARMONIC
fft_02 = imgfft_shifted[cr - 2*zr -zhr:cr - 2*zr + zhr, cc - zhc:cc + zhc]
fft_02_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_02 * fftw)
ifft_02 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_02_shifted)
#12 HARMONIC
fft_12 = imgfft_shifted[cr - 2*zr - zhr:cr - 2*zr + zhr, cc + zc - zhc:cc + zc +
zhc]
fft_12_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_12 * fftw)
ifft_12 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_12_shifted)
#22 HARMONIC
fft_22 = imgfft_shifted[cr - 2*zr - zhr:cr - 2*zr + zhr, cc + 2*zc - zhc:cc + 2*zc
+ zhc]
fft_22_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_22 * fftw)
ifft_22 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_22_shifted)
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if order >= 3:
#30 HARMONIC
fft_30 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zhr:cr + zhr, cc + 3*zc - zhc:cc + 3*zc + zhc]
fft_30_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_30 * fftw)
ifft_30 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_30_shifted)
#03 HARMONIC
fft_03 = imgfft_shifted[cr - 3*zr -zhr:cr - 3*zr + zhr, cc - zhc:cc + zhc]
fft_03_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_03 * fftw)
ifft_03 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_03_shifted)
#33 HARMONIC
fft_33 = imgfft_shifted[cr - 3*zr - zhr:cr - 3*zr + zhr, cc + 3*zc - zhc:cc + 3*zc
+ zhc]
fft_33_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_33 * fftw)
ifft_33 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_33_shifted)
if order >= 4:
#40 HARMONIC
fft_40 = imgfft_shifted[cr - zhr:cr + zhr, cc + 4*zc - zhc:cc + 4*zc + zhc]
fft_40_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_40 * fftw)
ifft_40 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_40_shifted)
#04 HARMONIC
fft_04 = imgfft_shifted[cr - 4*zr -zhr:cr - 4*zr + zhr, cc - zhc:cc + zhc]
fft_04_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_04 * fftw)
ifft_04 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_04_shifted)
#44 HARMONIC
fft_44 = imgfft_shifted[cr - 4*zr - zhr:cr - 4*zr + zhr, cc + 4*zc - zhc:cc + 4*zc
+ zhc]
fft_44_shifted = np.fft.fftshift(fft_44 * fftw)
ifft_44 = np.fft.ifft2(fft_44_shifted)
#Reconstruct
# reconstruct absorption: real and positiv
absorption = np.abs(ifft_00)
if order >= 1:
# reconstruct phase: angle of iFFT
phase_10 = np.angle(ifft_10)
phase_01 = np.angle(ifft_01)
phase_11 = np.angle(ifft_11)
# reconstruct diffraction: -log(|iFFT xx|/|iFFT 00|) done external
diff_m10 = np.abs(ifft_m10)
diff_10 = np.abs(ifft_10)
diff_01 = np.abs(ifft_01)
diff_11 = np.abs(ifft_11)
if order >= 2:
diff_20 = np.abs(ifft_20)
diff_21 = np.abs(ifft_21)
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diff_02 = np.abs(ifft_02)
diff_12 = np.abs(ifft_12)
diff_22 = np.abs(ifft_22)
phase_20 = np.angle(ifft_20)
phase_21 = np.angle(ifft_21)
phase_02 = np.angle(ifft_02)
phase_12 = np.angle(ifft_12)
phase_22 = np.angle(ifft_22)
if order >= 3:
diff_30 = np.abs(ifft_30)
diff_03 = np.abs(ifft_03)
diff_33 = np.abs(ifft_33)
phase_30 = np.angle(ifft_30)
phase_03 = np.angle(ifft_03)
phase_33 = np.angle(ifft_33)
if order >= 4:
diff_40 = np.abs(ifft_40)
diff_04 = np.abs(ifft_04)
diff_44 = np.abs(ifft_44)
phase_40 = np.angle(ifft_40)
phase_04 = np.angle(ifft_04)
phase_44 = np.angle(ifft_44)
if order >= 1:
results = {
"abs" : absorption,
"phase10" : phase_10,
"phase01" : phase_01,
"phase11" : phase_11,
"diffm10" : diff_m10,
"diff10" : diff_10,
"diff01" : diff_01,
"diff11" : diff_11}
if order >= 2:
results.update({
"phase20" : phase_20,
"phase21" : phase_21,
"phase02" : phase_02,
"phase12" : phase_12,
"phase22" : phase_22,
"diff20" : diff_20,
"diff21" : diff_21,
"diff02" : diff_02,
"diff12" : diff_12,
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"diff22" : diff_22})
if order >= 3:
results.update({
"phase30" : phase_30,
"phase03" : phase_03,
"phase33" : phase_33,
"diff30" : diff_30,
"diff03" : diff_03,
"diff33" : diff_33})
if order >= 4:
results.update({
"phase40" : phase_40,
"phase04" : phase_04,
"phase44" : phase_44,
"diff40" : diff_40,
"diff04" : diff_04,
"diff44" : diff_44})
return results
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B.3 Visibility
"""
Calculates the visibility of a set of images by calculating (Max-Min)/(Max+Min). The
minimum and maximum filter is performed in a defined crop and with a footprint
size suitable to the number of beamlets of the crop. A stable position of the
beamlet pattern is assumed for all images analyzed.
definitions:
- pin: inpout folder
- pout: output folder
- crop and number of spots tabulated in external file
"""
import os
from glob import glob
import numpy as np
from tifffile import imread, imsave
import scipy.ndimage
import math
import shutil
__version__ = ’V2_2018.10.01’
###############################################################
if __name__ == "__main__":
pin = r’C:\Measurements\Darkfield\batchesAuNaCl’
pout = os.path.join(pin, ’visibility’)
if not os.path.exists(pout): os.makedirs(pout)
#import crop and nr of spots from external file
settings = {}
with open(os.path.join(pin,’settings.txt’), ’r’) as f:
for line in f:
splitLine = line.split()
settings[splitLine[0]] = splitLine[1]
ro, co = int(settings[’rowoffset’]), int(settings[’columnoffset’])
nr, nc = int(settings[’nrrows’]), int(settings[’nrcolumns’])
spots = [int(settings[’spotrows’]), int(settings[’spotcolumns’])]
#search files
files = sorted(glob(os.path.join(pin, ’*radio*.tif’)))
darkpath = os.path.join(pin, ’*dark*.tif’)
flatpath = sorted(glob(os.path.join(pin, ’*flat*.tif’)))
#import dark image
dark = imread(darkpath).astype(np.float32)
#calculate visibility for all files found
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for nrfile in range(len(files)):
pic = imread(files[nrfile]).astype(np.float32) - dark
flat = imread(flatpath[nrfile]).astype(np.float32) - dark
pic = pic/flat
if (float(settings[’rotangle’]) != 0):
pic = scipy.ndimage.rotate(pic, float(settings[’rotangle’]), reshape=False)
#size of footprint for minimum and maximum filtering
footprintsize = math.ceil(0.5 *(nr / float(settings[’fftshape’]) + nc /
float(settings[’fftshape’])))
pic_max = scipy.ndimage.maximum_filter(pic, size=footprintsize)
pic_min = scipy.ndimage.minimum_filter(pic, size=footprintsize)
visibility = (pic_max-pic_min)/(pic_max+pic_min)
imsave(os.path.join(pout, "visibility_{}.tif".format(str(nrfile).zfill(5))),
visibility[ro:ro+nr, co:co+nc].astype(np.float32))
#copy script file into pout for documentation
shutil.copyfile(os.path.realpath(__file__), os.path.join(pout,
os.path.basename(os.path.realpath(__file__))))
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B.4 Decorrelation of absorption and scattering contrast
"""
- correlates greyvalues of two pics with each other
- can process whole run
- area of interest choosable
- shift of histogram to uncorrelate and correction of pics
pin: inpout folder, subfolders choosalbe at fileimport
pout: output folder of uncorrelated pic
"""
import os
from glob import glob
import numpy as np
from tifffile import imread, imsave
import shutil
__version__ = ’V3_2018.12.08’
###############################################################
if __name__ == "__main__":
pin = r’C:\Measurements\Darkfield\batchesAuNaCl’
pout = os.path.join(pin, ’scattering01_uncorrelated’, ’FFT-FFT’)
if not os.path.exists(pout): os.makedirs(pout)
absfiles = sorted(glob(os.path.join(pin, ’FFT_analysis’, ’abs’, ’*.tif’)))
difffiles = sorted(glob(os.path.join(pin, ’FFT_analysis’, ’scattering_01’,
’*.tif’)))
ro, nr, co, nc = 0, 72, 0, 72 #crop of images to remove bad parts: row offset, nr
of rows, column offset, nr of colums
img_bubble = (20, 40) #images with bubble for decorrelation
#CALCULATE CROSSCORRELATION
#histogram before decorrelation
histogram = np.zeros((nr*nc*(img_bubble[1] - img_bubble[0] + 1), 2),
dtype=np.float32)
index = 0
for i in range(len(absfiles)):
abspic = imread(absfiles[i]).astype(np.float32)[ro: ro+nr, co: co+nc]
diffpic = imread(difffiles[i]).astype(np.float32)[ro: ro+nr, co: co+nc]
#produce correlation-picture
for j in range(abspic.shape[0]):
for k in range(abspic.shape[1]):
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if not (np.isnan(abspic[j,k]) or np.isnan(diffpic[j,k])):
if (i >= img_bubble[0] and i <= img_bubble[1]): #fill histogram for selcted
frames !size of histogram!
histogram[index,0] = abspic[j,k]
histogram[index,1] = diffpic[j,k]
index += 1
else:
if (i >= img_bubble[0] and i <= img_bubble[1]): #fill histogram for selcted
frames !size of histogram!
histogram = np.delete(histogram, -1, 0)
#shift of histogram to decorrelate
m,b = np.polyfit(histogram[:,0], histogram[:,1], 1)
#histogram after decorrelation
histogram2 = np.zeros((abspic.shape[0]*abspic.shape[1]* (img_bubble[1]-
img_bubble[0]+ 1),2), dtype=np.float32)
index = 0
for i in range(len(absfiles)):
abspic = imread(absfiles[i]).astype(np.float32)[ro: ro+nr, co:co+nc]
diffpic = imread(difffiles[i]).astype(np.float32)[ro: ro+nr, co:co+nc]
for j in range(diffpic.shape[0]):
for k in range(diffpic.shape[1]):
if not (np.isnan(abspic[j,k]) or np.isnan(diffpic[j,k])):
diffpic[j,k] -= abspic[j,k]*m + b
if (i >= img_bubble[0] and i <= img_bubble[1]):
histogram2[index,0] = abspic[j,k]
histogram2[index,1] = diffpic[j,k]
index += 1
else:
diffpic[j,k] = np.nan
if i >= img_bubble[0] and i <= img_bubble[1]: #fill histogram for selcted
frames !size of histogram!
histogram2 = np.delete(histogram2, -1, 0)
imsave(os.path.join(pout, ’frame_{}.tif’.format(str(i).zfill(3))), diffpic)
#copy script file into pout for documentation
shutil.copyfile(os.path.realpath(__file__), os.path.join(pout,
os.path.basename(os.path.realpath(__file__))))
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B.5 Modified Southwell-algorithm for phase reconstruction
"""
MODIFIED SOUTHWELL-ALGORITHM FOR PHASE RECONSTRUCTION
see [Pathak, Baruah, 2014, Journal of Optics, doi:10.1088/2040-8978/16/5/055403]
Input:
- image of differential phase in x direction
- image of differential phase in y direction
- number of iterations to perform
- scaling factor h, only important for absolute values
Output:
- phase image
"""
import numpy as np
import sys
__version__ = ’V3_2017.03.21’
###############################################################################
def mSPR(diffphase_x, diffphase_y, nriteration, h):
if (diffphase_x.shape!=diffphase_y.shape):
sys.exit("shape of diffphases is different")
else:
spots = diffphase_x.shape
phase = np.zeros((spots[0], spots[1]), dtype=np.float32)
slope = np.zeros_like(phase)
#calculate slopes
for i in range(spots[0]):
for j in range(spots[1]):
#interior
if ((i>0 and i<spots[0]-1) and (j>0 and j<spots[1]-1)):
slope[i,j] = h/(2*8.) *(diffphase_x[i-1,j-1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j-1] +
diffphase_x[i,j-1] + diffphase_x[i+1,j-1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j-1] -
diffphase_y[i+1,j] - diffphase_x[i+1,j+1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j+1] -
diffphase_x[i,j+1] - diffphase_x[i-1,j+1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j+1] +
diffphase_y[i-1,j])
#walls without edges
elif (i==0 and (j>0 and j<spots[1]-1)): #top
slope[i,j] = h/(2*5.) *(-diffphase_x[i,j+1] + diffphase_x[i,j-1] -
diffphase_y[i+1,j] - diffphase_x[i+1,j+1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j+1] +
diffphase_x[i+1,j-1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j-1])
elif ((i>0 and i<spots[0]-1) and j==0): #left
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slope[i,j] = h/(2*5.) *(-diffphase_x[i,j+1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j] +
diffphase_y[i-1,j] - diffphase_x[i+1,j+1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j+1] -
diffphase_x[i-1,j+1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j+1])
elif (i==spots[0]-1 and (j>0 and j<spots[1]-1)): #bottom
slope[i,j] = h/(2*5.) *(-diffphase_x[i,j+1] + diffphase_x[i,j-1] +
diffphase_y[i-1,j] + diffphase_x[i-1,j-1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j-1] -
diffphase_x[i-1,j+1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j+1])
elif ((i>0 and i<spots[0]-1) and j==spots[1]-1): #right
slope[i,j] = h/(2*5.) *(diffphase_x[i,j-1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j] +
diffphase_y[i-1,j] + diffphase_x[i-1,j-1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j-1] +
diffphase_x[i+1,j-1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j-1])
#edges
elif (i==0 and j==0): #left top
slope[i,j] = h/(2*3.) *(-diffphase_x[i,j+1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j] -
diffphase_x[i+1,j+1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j+1])
elif (i==0 and j==spots[1]-1): #rigth top
slope[i,j] = h/(2*3.) *(diffphase_x[i,j-1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j] +
diffphase_x[i+1,j-1] - diffphase_y[i+1,j-1])
elif (i==spots[0]-1 and j==0): #left bottom
slope[i,j] = h/(2*3.) *(-diffphase_x[i,j+1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j] -
diffphase_x[i-1,j+1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j+1])
elif (i==spots[0]-1 and j==spots[1]-1): #right bottom
slope[i,j] = h/(2*3.) *(diffphase_x[i,j-1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j] +
diffphase_x[i-1,j-1] + diffphase_y[i-1,j-1])
#reconstruct
for k in range(nriteration):
tempphase = np.zeros_like(phase)
for i in range(spots[0]):
for j in range(spots[1]):
#interior
if ((i>0 and i<spots[0]-1) and (j>0 and j<spots[1]-1)):
tempphase[i,j] = (1/8. * (phase[i,j+1] + phase[i,j-1] + phase[i-1,j] +
phase[i+1,j] + phase[i+1,j+1] + phase[i-1,j+1] + phase[i-1,j-1] +
phase[i+1,j-1]) + slope[i,j])
#walls without edges
elif (i==0 and (j>0 and j<spots[1]-1)): #top
tempphase[i,j] = (1/5. * (phase[i,j+1] + phase[i,j-1] + phase[i+1,j] +
phase[i+1,j+1] + phase[i+1,j-1]) + slope[i,j])
elif ((i>0 and i<spots[0]-1) and j==0): #left
tempphase[i,j] = (1/5. * (phase[i,j+1] + phase[i-1,j] + phase[i+1,j] +
phase[i+1,j+1] + phase[i-1,j+1]) + slope[i,j])
elif (i==spots[0]-1 and (j>0 and j<spots[1]-1)): #bottom
tempphase[i,j] = (1/5. * (phase[i,j+1] + phase[i,j-1] + phase[i-1,j] +
phase[i-1,j+1] + phase[i-1,j-1]) + slope[i,j])
elif ((i>0 and i<spots[0]-1) and j==spots[1]-1): #right
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tempphase[i,j] = (1/5. * (phase[i,j-1] + phase[i-1,j] + phase[i+1,j] +
phase[i-1,j-1] + phase[i+1,j-1]) + slope[i,j])
#edges
elif (i==0 and j==0): #left top
tempphase[i,j] = (1/3. * (phase[i,j+1] + phase[i+1,j] + phase[i+1,j+1]) +
slope[i,j])
elif (i==0 and j==spots[1]-1): #rigth top
tempphase[i,j] = (1/3. * (phase[i,j-1] + phase[i+1,j] + phase[i+1,j-1]) +
slope[i,j])
elif (i==spots[0]-1 and j==0): #left bottom
tempphase[i,j] = (1/3. * (phase[i,j+1] + phase[i-1,j] + phase[i-1,j+1]) +
slope[i,j])
elif (i==spots[0]-1 and j==spots[1]-1): #right bottom
tempphase[i,j] = (1/3. * (phase[i,j-1] + phase[i-1,j] + phase[i-1,j-1]) +
slope[i,j])
phase = tempphase
return phase
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